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| Attomey Docket Number|069366-000002USC3
i Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76|

| Application Number

t

rtTitle of invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES
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The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisicnal application for which # is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arrangedin a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and inchidedin a paperfiled application.

 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2:
= Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to37 CFR 5.2 (Paperfilers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.)

inventor Information:

 

i Inventor 1 

| Legal Name

Pret SuenNameMiddle Name Family Name | Suffix
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency © Non US Residency () Active US Military Service

|; City|Glen Ellyn State/Province|iL _ Country of Residencd | USennbeeeebeeeeee!

(Mailing Address of Inventor:

| Address 4 980 Oxford Rd.
_ Address 2

i inventor 2

| Legal Name

a
i Residence information (Select One) @ USResidency © Non US Residency ©) Activee US Military Senice
| City|Glen Ellyn State/Province||L | Country of Residencd | USt t
aneeenemanena ennaennanneRnnnt

 

 

 

Mailing Address of Inventor:

| Postal Code 60137 | Country! US
 

eee
Residence Information (Select One) (@) US Residency ©) NonUS Residency (C) Active US Military Service
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i Attorney Docket Number|069366-000002USC3| Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 -———-—-—------_-__-__+________
| Application Number

 
 

  
 

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

  | City State/Province|iL | Country of Residencd US

Mailing Address of Inventor:
| Address 1 1036 N. Woods St. #1

i Address 2annnnnnnn

i City Chicago State/Province iL

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional inventor Information blocks may be
| generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
ttNeeee

Correspondence Information:

| Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence information section below.
i For further information see 37 CFR 1.33{a).

 

| [| An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.
Customer Number 70001

| Email Address 

Application Information:nnf

| Title of the invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES 

 | Attorney Docket Number! 069366-000002USC3 Smail Entity Status Claimed [x
| Application Type i Nonprovisional

Subject Matter | Utility
| Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any) | 50 | Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)|

 Filing By Reference:
Only complete this section when filing an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 111(c} and 37 CFR 1.57(a). Do not completethis section if
lapplication papers including a specification and any drawingsare beingfiled. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be
iprovided in the appropriate section(s) below(.¢., ‘Domestic Benefit/National Stage information’ and “ForeignPriority Information’).

  

 

 

iEor the purposesof a filing date under 37 CFR 1.53(b}, the description and any drawingsof the present application are replaced by this
ireference to the previouslyfiled application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a).

| Application numberof the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD} intellectual Property Authority or Country
filed application i

 
 

   

Publication Information:

[|Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Request Not to Publish. | hereby requestthat the attached application not be published under
Cc 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the

i subject of an application fited in another country, or under a multateral international agreement, that requires
publication at eighteen monthsafter filing.
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. | Attorney Docket Number|089366-000002USC3
| Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 -———Sreeena

| Application Number
  

 

 

 

 

 
 

  Title of invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Representative information:

| Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of aitorney in the application. Providing
| this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a powerof attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
| Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer
| Number will be used for the Representative information during processing.  

ustomer Number ©) US PatentPractitioner Limi ognition (87 CFR 17.9)

 
iThis section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, 365(c), or 386(c) or indicate
iNational Stage entry from a PCT application. Providing benefit claim information in the Application Data Sheet constitutes
ithe specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78.
When referring to the current application, please leave the “Application Number”field blank.

Prior Application Status

Filing or 371(c) Date
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number (YYYY-MM-DD)

Application Number

 

  
 

 
 

Filing or 371(c) Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)  
 

  

  
  Continuity Type Prior Application Number

   | 16/536300 Continuation of 15/375927 2016-12-12

Application | mentite . Prior Application Filing Date att . issue Date
| Number | Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number|(vYYY-MM-DD)

15/375927 Continuation of 14/193426 2044-02-28 9552376 2017-01-24

lication Status|Patented

Applicatior centinsi , Prior Application Filing Date att . issue Date
Number Continuity Type Number (YYYY-MM-DD) Patent Number|(yyyy-MM-DD)

14/193426 Continuation in part of 13/957214 2071-06-09 9098531 2015-08-04
beecneecneeenaeecneennercnesenacecneennenhpeeedeenbeeeneen
| Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form
| by selecting the Add button.

 
  

 
   

Foreign Priority Information:
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i Attorney Docket Number{|069366-000002USC3| Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 -—————---—-------__-_-_1+_______| Application Number
 
  
 

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

nnf

iThis section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet

‘constitutes ihe ciaim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 4.55. Whenpriorily is ciaimed te a foreign application
ithat is eligibie for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX)! the information will be used by the Office to
automatically aitemptretrieva! pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55((1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate
responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received oy the Office from the participating foreign intellectual
[property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1}

 
Application Number Country’ Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Code! (if applicable)

i Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
| Add button.

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition
Applications

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also

| contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March
| [] 16, 2013.

NOTE: By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March
16, 2013, will be examined under thefirst inventor to file provisions ofthe AIA.
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| i. i Attorney Docket Number|069366-000002USC3
| Application Data Sheet 37 CER 4.06nnn

| Application Number

  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Title of invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access:

When this Application Data Sheet is properly signed andfiled with the application, applicant has provided written
iauthority to permit a participating foreign intellectual property (IP) office access to the instant appiication-as-fited (see
iparagraph A in subsection 1 below) and the European Patent Office (EPO) access te any search results from the instant
iapplication (see paragraph B in subsection 1 below).

Should applicant choose not to provide an authorization identified in subsection 1 below, applicant must opt-out of the
fauthorization by checking the corresponding box A or B or both in subsection 2 beiow.

NOTE: This section of the Application Data Sheet isONLY reviewed and processed with the INITIAL fiting of an
application. After the initial filing of an application, an Application Data Sheet cannot be used to provide or rescind
iauthorization for access by a foreign iP office(s). Instead, Form PTO/SB/39 or PTO/SB/69 must be used as appropriate.

4. Authorization to Permit Access by a Foreign intellectual Property Office(s}

jundersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office (EPO), the Japan Patent Office
i(JPO), the KoreanIntellectual Property Office (KiPO), the State intellectual Property Office of the Peopie’s Republic of
iChina (SIPQ), the Woridintellectual Property Organization (WIPO), and any otherforeign intellectual property office
participating with the USPTO in a bilaterai or multilateral priority document exchange agreement in which a foreign
iapplication claiming priority to the instant patent applicationis fled, accessto: (1) the instant patent application-as-filed
iand its related bibliographic data, (2) any foreign or domestic application to which priority or benefit is claimed by the
instant application and its related bibliographic data, and (3) the date of filing of this Authorization. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)
(1).

B. SearchResultsfromU.S.ApplicationtoEPO - Unless box B in subsection 2 (opt-out of authorization) is checked,
ithe undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the EPO accessto the bibliographic data and search
iresults from the instant patent appiication when a European patent application claimingpriority to the instant patent
iapplication is filed. See 37 CFR 1.14(h)(2).

The applicant is reminded that the EPO’s Rule 141(1) EPC (European Patent Convention) requires applicants to submit a
icopy of search results from the instant application without delay in a European patent application that claimspriority to
ithe instant application.doneecneetanennentnttatetanetenttnatetanttanteetetanttanttintetatetinttintttetetanttinttiattatttinttenttatttanttintttatttanttinttistttetttanttinttiatttatttintttatttanttinttintetanetanttintetatetanetentttcteteneteneted

| 2. Opt-Out of Authorizations to Permit Access by a Foreign intellectual Property Office(s}

A. Applicant DOES NOT authorize the USPTO to permit a participating foreign IP office accessto the instant

any documents and information identified in subsection 1A above.

B. Applicant DOES NOT authorize the USPTO to transmit to the EPO any search results from the instant patent

CO application. If this box is checked, the USPTO will not be providing the EPO with search results fram the instant
application.

NOTE: Once the application has published oris otherwise publicly available, the USPTO mayprovide access to the
iapplication in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14.
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Applicant Information:

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR

| to have an assignment recorded by the Office.nnnnnnnnnnnnf

i Applicant 4

if the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed.
iThe information to be provided in this section is ihe name and address of the iega! representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR
1 43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whomthe inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person
who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. {f the applicantis an
lapplicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whomthe inventorIs obligated to assign, or person who otherwise showssufficient
iproprietary interest) together with one or morejoint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be
lidentified in this section.  

1@) Assignee C) Lega! Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 ©) Joint Inventor 
iC) Person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign. iC) Person who showssufficient proprietary interest

iif applicantis the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is:

 |Name of the Deceased or Legally incapacitated Inventor: |

| ifthe Applicant is an Organization check here. xX

| Organization Name|iowip Holdings, LLC
i Mailing Address information For Applicant:

| Address 1 526 Crescent Blvd.nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnf

i Address 2 Suite 233

City State/Province -
 
 

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
 

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information:

Providing assignmentinformation in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Titie
i37 of CFR to have an assignment recorded by the Office.
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Attorney Docket Number|069366-000002USC3| Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 a
| Application Number

 
 

Title of invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

If

Assignee 1

iCompletethissectionfassigneeinformation,includingnon-applicantassigneeinformation,isdesiredtobeincludedonthepatent|
lapplication publication. An assignee-applicantidentified in the “Applicant information” section will appear on the patent application
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assigneeis also desired on the
 
ipaient application publication.

 
(Mailing Address information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee:

| Address 14

| City State/Province

| Countryi | Postal Code

Email Address

 

Additional Assignee or Non-Appiicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by
| selecting the Add button.

Signature:
iNOTE: This Application Data Sheet must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33(b). However,if this Application

isubsection 2 of the “Authorization or Opt-Out of Authorization to Permit Access” section, then this form must
iaiso be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c).
| This Application Data Sheet must be signed by a patent practitionerif one or more of the applicants is a juristic
entity (€.g., corporation or association). if the applicant is two or more joint inventors, this form must be signed by a
ipatent practitioner, ail joint inventors who are the appiicant, or one or more joint inventor-applicants who have been given

 

see 37 CFR 1.4(d) for the manner of making signatures and certifications.

| Signature /Bradiey M. Taub/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD)| 2019-09-20 
| First Name|Bradiey Last Name ; Taub Registration Number | 67300innannnnnnnnnnnnnanannanannnnnnnnnnnnnr

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button.
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| i. i Attorney Docket Number|069366-000002USC3
| Application Data Sheet 37 CHR 1.76nnn

| Application Number 

  
 

Title of Invention METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes io complete, inclucing gathering, preparing, and submitting ihe completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.C. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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Privacy Act Statement

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached formrelated to a patent
application or patent, Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection ofthis information
is 35 U.S.C, 2(b}(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the informationis used by the U.S. Patent and
Tradernark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. Hf you do notfurnish the requested information, the US.
Patent and Trademark Office maynot be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof
the application or expiration ofthe patent.

     Yj
 

The information provided by you inthis form will be subject to the following routine uses:
2

1 The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedorn ofInformation Act (5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy
Act (5 U.S.C, 552a}. Records fromthis system of records may be disclosed to the Department ofJustice to determine whether the Freedomof
information Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. Arecord fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative
tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course ofsettlernent negotiations.

3=Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom
the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter ofthe record.

4, Arecord in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in order to perform
a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552a(m).

5, Arecord related to an International Applicationfiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use,
to the international Bureau of the World intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent CooperationTreaty.

6,  Arecordinthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agencyfor purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 1817}
and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 ULS.C. 2180).

N A record fromthis system of records rnay be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, during an
inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and
programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of
records for this purpose, and any other relevant (.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shail not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

8, Arecord fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use,
to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which applicationis
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9,  Arecord fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes
aware ofa violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Christopher J. Desmond

Attorney Docket Number: 069366-000002USC3

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Track! Prioritized Examination - Nonprovisional Application under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S)

Basic Filing:

UTILITY FILING|UmTyINGrEEtetecTRONCRING)=|FILING) 4011 pf=fs
UTILITY SEARCH FEE 2111

UTILITY EXAMINATION FEE 2311

REQUEST FOR PRIORITIZED EXAMINATION 2817 2000 2000

Description Fee Code Quantity

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:
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ar : Sub-Total in

|rocessincregexcerrmrow.nrmis,=asso||mf|rocessincregexcerrmrow.nrmis,=asso||mfEXCEPT PROV. APPLS. 2830

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S$) 2955
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 16578238

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 4358

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

eC
a

a

Paymentinformation:

 
Deposit Account 504181

Authorized User Bradley Taub

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows:

37 CFR 1.16 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)
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37 CFR 1.19 (Documentsupply fees)

37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

File Listing:

PagesDocument DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

Specification

Information:

Drawings-only black and whiteline
drawings

Information:

Oath or Declarationfiled

Powerof Attorney

TrackOne Request

Preliminary Amendment

Information:

3221497

069366-2USC3_Specification.
pdf 9035a034f98dc4603ba3256f31 06def0024f|

710d

1314858

069366-2USC3_Drawings.pdf b7ab10ba3685 bfc4670c7 18a83f1 d6b77e2|
be26c

177140

069366-2USC3_Declaration.pdf 925d335ea4797e4c8d59 1fbeOae 1 ae58a86
af92c

330719

NCM_IPHoldingsLLC_POA.pdf 6163ac99ef04a77c603a7'd499174c3523 1a
ea0a

134066

069366-2USC3_Track_One_Re

quest.pdf £6670d 19e71984ea8b47c4dde4f02fc9c2d3}
37ac

139319

069366-2USC3_Preliminary_A
mendment.pdf ¢974fcd0329428e5725456ab387881049eb|

3636f
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122536

Application Data Sheet 069366-000002USC3-ADS.pdf 402cb699947e6292d7e04a7e4be99c5788d}
IdbSa

Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied ADSfillable form

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf a2b7276c29d 1ce980e06967266f08db54db}
d3510

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application asa
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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FIG. 1

 

Select All Select None
Delete Selected

1 File(s) Selected
File Attributes:

Date: September 2, 2010 change
Location: Yellowstone, MT, USA change
People: Christopher Desmond, Nancy Desmond
Event: Fly Fishing in Yellowstone
Comments: Add

Keywords: Add
Album: Add

Star Ranking: eovc0e
Sharing Rights: Add
Recipe: Add
Document Type: Add
File Name: IMG 123 change  
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FIG. 2

 
Comments: Location:

Suzanne and Anthony’s Wedding Party where the cousins posed Historical Society
for a photo in the grass. Note, Jack with the lollipop and the Lisle, IL 60532
photographerwith his shoe in the photo

People:
Jack Wong
CJ Wong
MaryFirestone
Zoe Peika
Nick Persons

Event: Suzanne & Anthony’s Wedding Reception 2010

Camera Details: more
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FIG. 3

 

Thumbnail | Table
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Wedding October 11, 1945 1952 Year 1972

 
College Break 1992 . Europe

LA Trip 1993 EIU College Cairo, Egypt 1996 Backpacking
Graduation 1994 1996

 
Nancy James and a .

Christopher Desmond Amazon Fishing Trip Cousins Party 2010
Wedding October 17, 1998 November 2009 Fishing in YellowstoneMontana September 2010
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FIG. 4

 

Captions On| Off

Christopher Desmond and Nancy Desmond Wedding — October 17, 1998

Event
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SANG
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FIG. 6
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FIG. 7

 

Clinton Dewitt Firestone IV

Birth: July 12, 1896
Death: April 29, 1971
Parents: Clinton Dewitt FirestoneIll and Viola Miller

Comments: He was a WWII USS. Air force pilot and POW in WWII and veteran
honorably discharged in Decemberof 1947. He workedfor 44 years for the
Firestone Tire and Rubber Companyin retail, wholesale and original equipment
sales, marketing and management. He was bornin Akron, OH andis buried in
Columbiana, OH.

 
Edit bio

Locations Timeline Family Tree Recipes
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FIG. 8
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FIG. 9

 

Year
Month : ° ~ * * °

DayHeeeeeRGcrc 

  Cousins Party 2010 Fishing in Yellowstone
Montana September 2010  
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* 1 Zucchini (chopped)
* Thai Basil (8 leaves)
¢ Lemon Grass(in jar) 1 teaspoon
* Chinese Ginger Root(in jar) 1 teaspoon

Rice
* Thai Rice (something that only takes 2 cups of water)
* Dice chicken in bowl and add twotablespoonsoffish

sauce. Let marinate for 20 minutes.

Desmond’s Yellow Thai Chicken Curry * Take thick part of coconut milk out into pan (about 4
tablespoons), Curry paste, 1 spoon of lemongrass, 1
spoonof ginger and garlic. Heat over high with boil and
THEN stir for 1 minute. Add meat (uncooked) and fry
until cooked over high heat

¢ Add milk, brown sugar andsalt. Bring back to slight boil
and constantly stir. Add veggies and soy sauce. Cook for
about 10-14 minutes COVERED until veggies are cooked.
Serve witha smile.

 
Curry Mix
* Coconut milk (400 ml) - DO NOT SHAKE IT UP
* 800 gram ofchicken (4 chicken breast)
* Fish sauce (Nam Pla) Thai Bamboo Garden — Bottle
* Garlic (2 cloves)
* Broccoli { 2cups chopped)
* 2 Peppers (chopped)
*  2Carrots (chopped)

Chef: Barry Desmond Video on How to MakeIt Original Handwritten Recipe
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FIG. 11

 

Thumbnail | Table

Alburn/Event

Hack Monk's Arrival|26-bec-2003|chicago|oo|4|4|
MikeTesty'sfirst Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn]54|21|0
Cubs Beat Cards 1998

Jack Monk's Arrival|29-pec-2003|chicago|69|4|4
Mike Testy's2nd Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn|5a|21|
Cubs Beat Cards 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199
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FIG. 12
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MikeTesty'sfirst Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn]54|21|0
Cubs Beat Cards 1998

Jack Monk's Arrival|29-pec-2003|chicago|69|4|4
Mike Testy's2nd Birthday|13-Sep-1983|Minneapolismn|5a|21|
Cubs Beat Cards 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199
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FIG. 13
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FIG. 14
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FIG. 15
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FIG. 16
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FIG. 17

 

Close (X)
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FIG. 18

Advanced SearchFilter

Keywords: Add
Date: Add
Location:

Chicago, IL USA
Yellowstone, MT USA
Cologne, Germany

People:
Mike Cubbie

Mary Lamb
Christopher Monk
Nancy Monk
Dwight Schrut

Event:

Jack’s 1% Birthday
Fly Fishing in Yellowstone
Raking Leaves
Christmas 2010

Thanksgiving 2010
July 4% Parade

Album: Add

Star Ranking: Add
Sharing Rights: Add
Document Type: Add
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Captain Phil’s Memory-Webb

Welcome, Captain Phil
Last Login: 11.18.2010

My recent memories:
* 123 Photos uploaded on 11.07.10
* 2albums created 11.17.10
* 12 visitors since last login date
* 123 Photos uploaded on 11.07.10
* 2albums created 11.17.10

Myrecent Webb views:
* Captain Phil 2010 (photo album)
* Chicken PotPie (recipe)
* Captain Phil (Timeline)

Updates and Alerts:
* License renewal due 1.15.2011

FIG. 19

 

Media Count Archive Status Count
# Photos 1,342 80% complete
# Videos 75 61% complete # Documents 173

PeopleStats:

Lastname|People|aphotos|avideos|abocs_|

EventStats:

vent|ate|tocation|#Media|
Mike Testy’s 1%t Birthda 13-Sept-1988|Minneapolis, MN

 
Cubs Beat Cards Aug 1998 5-Aug-1998 Chicago,IL 2,199

Nancy Learnsto Ride Bike 21-July-1978 St. Louis, MO
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FIG. 20
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ase Relationship Table Phase System Indexing
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0200

Application Export System 

Application Digital ContinuousLink Advanced Filters Keyword Fast
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System Dot-Tags System 
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FIG. 21
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0324

0325

0326

0327

0328

0329

0330

0331

0332

0333

FIG. 22
0320

EXIF Tags version 2.3 ImageFile Directories Jf
(Data Blocks) 0322

7 032i EXIF Family 0323Tag Labels Group Name Location

Ox9c9b or
Description Title IF DO (O0x010e

peseiptonnatngTw

0334 0335

rinpatencquiesTw

mageimage10,Dimensions,withHeightet)|ue|
waseso|
ineTees
camera(CameraMoker,CameraModelex)|utp|
advancedPhoto(LensMokertensModelet)|ute|

ExiflFD lox92386 
MemoryWebTag (Data Blocks)

MemoryWeb Tag

MediaAsset.StarRanking

This is used to inject information that do not currently have
EXIF standardized tags including Collection, People, Location
Name,Recipe Name, Person Tag Data Blocks (0380), etc.

MediaAsset.Location.Latitude

MediaAsset.Location.Latitude

MediaAsset.Location.Longitude

MediaAsset.Location.Longitude
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0364

0365

0366
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0369
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0342

0343

FIG. 23

0340

Windows Imaging Component (WIC) Metadata
(Data Blocks)

0341

Tag Label

File Name

File Item Type

File Date Modified

File Size

File (Offline availability, Offline status, Shared with,
2 2

  
0360

MemoryWebTag (Data Blocks)

MediaAsset. UploadBatch.BatchName
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FIG. 24

0380

f
MemoryWebPerson Tag (Data Blocks)
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FIG. 25
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Digital Files that have
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Digital Files to
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FIG. 26
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Digital File
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FIG. 27
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FIG. 28
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FIG. 29

Structure

0650
0652

 
0651

Petia User Defined Tag Label

Examples

Within Character Limit for Lobels end Numbers

0653

 

Cologne Germany
0654

Exeweds Character Limit for Label and Muarahers

§ eeew Holiday Photosfrom ...

0658 \0655 

Dotted Application Dot-Tag denotespartial relationship. In

this example, personis a half-sibling to another person.
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User selects
Application Dot-

Tag

Is Person
Dot-Tag?.

Is Collection
Dot-Tag?

System sends
Is Location request to
Dot-Tagp RelationshipTable

Is Date
Dot-Tag?,

Is Recipe

FIG. 30

If Person Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
for that person from User’s User Relationship Table
and displays relationship data in People Profile View

If Collection Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves
data from thatcollection from User's User

Relationship Table and displays relationship data in
Collection View

If Location Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
User from that Location from User’s User Relationship Table

Relationship and displays relationshipdata in individual LocationTable View

If date Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
from that date from User's User Relationship Table

and displaysrelationship data in Uploads View

If Recipe Application Dot-Tag, system retrieves data
from that Recipe from User’s User Relationship

Table and displays relationship data in Recipe View
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FIG. 31
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FIG. 32

Multiple People Application View
1401 1450 1451

1400
Uploads Collections idem Locations Recipe Family Tree Fast Search Apply Filters

Sort By:|Newest to Oldest [yl] —— 1402

3
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Les
Jackson SmithJon Smith

Single People Profile Application View
Uploads Collections

Jane Smith (Doe) 
1430

ceticmm™ Locations Recipe Family Tree

< View all People1432

Apply Fiter

1431—JC Jon Smith

1433—Nicknames: Chip 144g 1449
1434—Born: (@_1/1/2004_]
1435— Parents: and
1436Siblings:
1437—Children:
1438——Biography: JC was named afterhis great, great grandfather from German who's real name was Johan Christoph.

1452
JC Tags:

ChangeProfile Photo aia

1441 1442
3 Collections / 1443 / 1444 / 1445

3.Locations 7 Family Relationships

1440

2 Facial Recognitions 1 Recipe 
items Per Page:
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FIG. 33
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FIG. 34
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FIG. 36
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Uploads Collections People Locations #iizarammramily Tree

. wrag 7 1802 ° 7 1801 Share this Collection: A ii« Showall Recipes Lori Doe Pecan Puffs nl 1813'

1809

Ingredients “

() 1 Stick of butter

(J 1 cup of flour
L)% teaspoonofvanilla
LJ 1 cup of grand pecans

: LJ) 2 tablespoonsof sugar
Lori Doe<

+ add/ edit Chef
1806

“

. . 1810
Directions ~~

Recipe Photos
Mix all. Roll gently into 1 inch balls. 300
and immediately roll in sugar.

igetrex,
ieeoua
ivaatooa
lene peraus
Leetga®

1811

Comments~

PMin AL Rae oaarray vay feugn &tues
PBee” Pow AE aemterae APE Secacirome! This is one of my favorite recipes around the holidays and was
Rent remade ray iy conmmenoda ey yf »

one of GrandmaLori’s best!
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FIG. 37
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  0804 User
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FIG. 38
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FIG. 39
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FIG. 40
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FIG. 41
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FIG. 43
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FIG. 44
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FIG. 45
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FIG. 46
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FIG. 47
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FIG. 48
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FIG. 49
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Customer Wa. 70001 Declaration
Atty. Docket No. 069366-060002USP1

RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R. 1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOReeeeeeeenutecnnccscnroniiaenneeNieeereeneenELEMTERI

MANAGING DIGITALFILES,| hereby declarethat: 

This declaration is directed to:

[| The attached application, or
United States application or PCT international application number 14/193,426
filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

L believe that [am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the
application.

I hereby state that 1 have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

1 acknowledgethe dutyto disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.50. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR§ 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this
application.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believedto betrue.

L hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 byfine or imprisonment ofnot more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon. Nm,

201s 
ChristopherJ. Desmond
Inventor's Full Name hy Date
 

Loot

Inventer’s Signature

ee oe
GOiamtNY |" @

4823 -G87 10094 T
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Customer No. 70001 DeclarationAtty. Docket No. 069366-000002USP1

RULES 63 AND 67 (37 C.E.R.1.63 and 1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOREYEeeOUEScbtauiomvinennictiatancrenrsastinnatiancinamennen

MANAGINGDIGITALFILES, | hereby declare that:

This declaration is directed to:

a The attached application, or
- United States application or PCT international application number 14/193,426x] filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.
I believe that | am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention tn the
application.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

{ acknowledgethe duty to discloseall information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CER § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, I
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be materialto
patentability ofthe application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date of this
application,

1 hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information andbelief are believed to be true.

i hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

  Nancy L. Desmond AGL Ho| oS
tnventor’s Fall Name Date

NaWenv: Oem
Inverttor’s Signature

4823-687 (0694.1
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Customer No. 70001 Deciaration
Atty. Docket No. 069366-000002USPI

RULES63 AND 67 (37 C.F.R. 1.63 and1.67)
DECLARATION

FOR UTILITY/DESIGN/CIP/PCT NATIONAL APPLICATIONS

As a below named inventor of the invention titted METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES,I herebydeclare that:

 

 

This declaration is directed to:

a The attached application, or
~ United States application or PCT international application number14/193,426[x|filed on February 28, 2014.

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me.

[ believe that | am the original inventoror an original joint inventor of a claimed invention in the
application.

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified
application.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose all information known to me to be material to patentability of
this application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56. If this is a continuation-in-part (CIP) application,
insofar as the subject matter of each ofthe claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, [
acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information knownto me to be material to
patentability of the application as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56 which became available between the
filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing date ofthis
application.

| hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true andthatall
statements made oninformation and belief are believed to be true.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable
under 18 U.S.C. 100] by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both, and that
any such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent
issued thereon.

L. Michael ‘Tavior "|S
Inventor’s FullName Date
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Doc Code: PA..
PTO/AIA/82A (07-13)

DocumentDescription: Powerof Attorney Approvedforuse through 03/31/2021. OMB 0651-0035
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Underthe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

TRANSMITTAL FOR POWER OF ATTORNEY TO ONE OR MORE

REGISTERED PRACTITIONERS

NOTE: This form is to be submitted with the Powerof Attorney by Applicant form (PTO/AIA/82B)to identify the application to which the
Powerof Attorneyis directed, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.5, unless the application numberandfiling date are identified in the Powerof
Attorney by Applicant form. If neither form PTO/AIA/82A nor form PTO/AIA82B identifies the application to which the Powerof Attorneyis
directed, the Powerof Attorneywill not be recognized in the application.

Not Yet Assigned

september20, 2019

First Named Inventor Christopher J. Desmond

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

Not Yet Assigned

Not Yet Assigned

069366-000002USC3

SIGNATUREof Applicant or Patent Practitioner

Signature /Bradley Mi. Taub/ September 20, 2019
Name Bradley M. Taub Registration

Number

Title (if Applicantis a
juristic entity)

Applicant Name(if Applicantis a juristic entity)

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications. If
more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

[| *Total of forms are submitted.

   
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by
the public whichis to file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require
to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Doc Code: PA.. PTO/AIV82B (07-14a . . A £ - " ‘ )
Document Description: Powerof Aitorney Approved for use through 03/31/2021. OMB 0851-G035

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required te respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB contro! number

POWER OF ATTORNEY BY APPLICANT

a hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the application identified in either the attached transmittal letter or
|the boxes below.

Application Number Filing Date

(Note: The boxes above may be left blank if information is provided on form PTO/AIA/82A_)

i hereby appoint the Patent Praciitioner(s} associated with the following Customer Number as my/our attorney(s} or agent(s), and

OR

i hereby appoint Practitioner(s) named in the attachedlist (form PTO/AIA/82C) as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s), and to transact
ii business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith for the patent application referenced in the

attached transmittal letter (form PTO/AIA/82A)oridentified above. (Note: Complete form PTO/AIA/82C.)

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the application identified in the attached transmittal
letter or the boxes above to:

FaThe address associated with ihe above-mentioned Customer Numberwaeee5

|:The address associated with Customer Number:
: a or

Individual Name

 

i

se
| i amthe Applicant (if the Applicant is a juristic entity, list the Applicant namein the box):

NCM IP Holdings, LLC
| inventor or Joint inventor (title noi required below)
[| Legal Representative of a Deceased or Legally incapacitated Inventor {fitle not required below)

Assignee or Person to Whomihe inventor is Under an Obligation to Assign (provide signer’s iitle if applicant is a juristic entity)

Person Who Otherwise Shows Sufficient Proprietary interest (¢.g9., a petition under 37 CFR 1.46(0)(2) was granted in the
application or is concurrently being filed with this document (orevide signer’s title If applicant is a juristic entity)

Signature
Name

NOTE: Signature - This form must be signed by the applicant in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 far signature requirements
andcertifications. if more than one applicant, use multiple forms.

forms are submitted.

This collection ofinformation is required by 37 CFR 1.131, 1.32, and 1.33. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the pubfic whichis to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Conlidentialily is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes io compiete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application formto the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require fo completethis form and/or suggestionsfor reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief iniormation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Depaitment ofCommerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1459. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND Ta: Commissioner
for Patents, P.O. Box 1456, Alexandria, VA 22313-1458.

ff vou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option2.
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Doc Code: TRACK1.REQ

DocumentDescription: TrackOne Request PTO/AIA/424 (04-14)

CERTIFICATION AND REQUESTFOR PRIORITIZED EXAMINATION

UNDER 37 CFR 1.102(e) (Page 1 of 1)

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITALFILES

APPLICANT HEREBYCERTIFIES THE FOLLOWING AND REQUESTSPRIORITIZED EXAMINATION FOR
THE ABOVE-IDENTIFIED APPLICATION.

1. The processing fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(i)(1) and the prioritized examination fee set forth in
37 CFR 1.17(c) have beenfiled with the request. The publication fee requirement is met
becausethat fee, set forth in 37 CFR 1.18(d), is currently $0. The basic filing fee, search fee,
and examination fee arefiled with the request or have been already been paid. | understand
that any required excess claims fees or application size fee must be paid for the application.

| understand that the application may not contain, or be amendedto contain, more than four
independentclaims, more thanthirty total claims, or any multiple dependent claims, and that
any request for an extension of time will cause an outstanding Track | request to be dismissed.

3. The applicable box is checked below:

Original Application (Track One) - Prioritized Examination under § 1.102(e)(1

i. (a) The application is an original nonprovisionalutility application filed under 35 U.S.C. 111(a).
This certification and requestis being filed with the utility application via EFS-Web.

---OR---

(b) The application is an original nonprovisional plant application filed under 35 U.S.C. 111(a).
This certification and requestis being filed with the plant application in paper.

An executed inventor’s oath or declaration under 37 CFR 1.63 or 37 CFR 1.64 for each

inventor, or the application data sheet meeting the conditions specified in 37 CFR 1.53(f)(3)(i) is
filed with the application.

Request for Continued Examination - Prioritized Examination under § 1.102(e)(2)

A request for continued examination has beenfiled with, or prior to, this form.
If the application is a utility application, this certification and requestis being filed via EFS-Web.

iii. The application is an original nonprovisionalutility application filed under 35 U.S.C. 111(a), or is
a national stage entry under 35 U.S.C. 3771.

iv. This certification and requestis being filed prior to the mailing of a first Office action responsive
to the request for continued examination.
No prior requestfor continued examination has been granted prioritized examination status
under 37 CFR 1.102(e)(2).

signature /Bradley M. Taub/ pate DePtember20, 0219

Name_,bradley M. Taub Practitioner 67300(Print/Typed) Registration Number

Note: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4(d) for signature requirements and certifications.
Submit multiple forms if more than one signature is required.”

[| *Total of forms are submitted.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of
the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2)
furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or
patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the
application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may
be disclosed to the Departmentof Justice to determine whetherdisclosure of these records is required by the
Freedom ofInformation Act.

A record from this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from
the Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
needfor the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuantto 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records maybe disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuantto the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.
218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of
44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing
inspection of records for this purpose, and anyotherrelevant (/.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record
wasfiled in an application which became abandonedorin which the proceedings were terminated and which
application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued
patent.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomesawareof a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Serial No. ; Unassigned Confirmation No.: Unassigned
Applicant NCMIP Holdings, LLC
Filed ; September 20, 2019
Title ; METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

TC/A.U. : Unassigned
Examiner ; Unassigned
Docket No. ; 069366-000002USC3

Customer No. : 70001

FIRST PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Commissionerfor Patents — via EFS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313

Dear Commissioner:

The Applicant respectfully requests that prior to the examination of the above-captioned

patent application that this First Preliminary Amendmentbe entered.

The Applicant’s Amendments to the Specification begin on Page 2 of this paper.

The Applicant’s Listing of the Claims begins on Page 3 of this paper.

The Applicant’s Remarksbegin on Page 8 ofthis paper.

4849-7124-2406.1
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AMENDMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION:

Please replace the Cross Reference to Related Applications Section on page two, after the Title

andbefore the Field of the Invention Section with thefollowing marked-up Section:

--CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a_continuation of pending U.S. Patent Application No.

16/536,300, filed August 8, 2019, which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

15/375,927, filed December 12, 2016, now U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658, which is a continuation 

of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/193.426, filed February 28, 2014, now U.S. Patent No.

9,552,376, which is a continuation-in-part of and—claimas—prerityte—perndine—U.S. Patent

Application No. 13/157,214, filed June 9, 2011, now U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531, each of whichis

 

 

hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.--

4849-7124-2406.1
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-3-

LISTING OF THE CLAIMS

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application.

Listing of Claims:

1-29. (Canceled)

30. (New) A method comprising:

causing a map viewto be displayed on an interface, the map view including:

(i) an interactive map;

(ii) a first selectable thumbnail imageat a first location on the interactive map;

(iii) a first count image associated with the first selectable thumbnail image, the

first count image including a first numberindicative of a numberofdigital

files in a first set of digital files, the first set of digital files including

digital files associated with the first location, the first set of digital files

including any combination of photographs or videos or both;

(iv) a second selectable thumbnail image at a second location on the interactive

map; and

(v) a second count image associated with the second selectable thumbnail image,

the second count image including a second numberindicative of a number

of digital files in a secondset of digital files, the secondset of digital files

including digital files associated with the second location, the second set

of digital files including any combination of photographs or videos or

both;

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first selectable thumbnail

image, causing a first location view to be displayed on the interface, the first

location view including (i) a first location name associated with the first location

and (11) a representation of at least a portion of the digital files in the first set of

digital files; and

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the second selectable thumbnail

image, causing a second location view to be displayed on the interface, the second

location view including (i) a second location name associated with the second
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location and (ii) a representation of at least a portion of the digital files in the

secondset ofdigital files.

31. (New) The method of claim 30, further comprising, subsequent to the map view being

displayed on the interface, responsive to an inputthatis indicative ofa filter selection, modifying

the first count image, the second count image, or both.

32. (New) The method of claim 30, further comprising, subsequent to the map view being

displayed on the interface, responsive to an input that is indicative of zooming in on the

interactive map, modifying the first count image, the second count image, or both.

33. (New) The method of claim 30, further comprising, subsequent to the map view being

displayed on the interface, responsive to an input that is indicative of zooming out of the

interactive map, modifying the first count image, the second count image, or both.

34. (New) The method of claim 30, wherein the first selectable thumbnail imageisafirst

collection cover image and wherein the second selectable thumbnail imageis a second collection

cover imagethatis different than the first cover image.

35. (New) The method of claim 30, wherein the representations of each of the digital files in

the first set of digital files are not overlaid on the interactive map, and wherein the

representations of each of the digital files in the secondset of digital files are not overlaid on the

interactive map.

36.|(New) The method of claim 30, wherein the at least a portion of the digital files in the

first set of digital files includesall of the digital files in the first set of digital files and the at least

a portion of the digital files in the secondset of digital files includesall of the digital files in the

secondset ofdigital files.

37.|(New) The method of claim 30, wherein the first selectable thumbnail image includes a

representation of at least one of the digital files in the first set of digital files, and wherein the

second selectable thumbnail image includes a representation of at least one of the digital files in

the secondset ofdigital files.

38.|(New) The method of claim 30, further comprising:

responsive to an input indicative of a selection of a first one of the displayed

representationsin the first location view, causing a first digital file associated with

the first representation in the first location view to be displayed on the interface;

and
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responsive to an input indicative of a selection of a first one of the displayed

representations in the second location view, causingafirst digital file associated

with the first representation in the second location view to be displayed on the

interface.

39. (New) The method of claim 30, further comprising:

receiving alphanumerictextasatag;

associating the tag witha first digital file in the first set of digital files;

receiving a request to export the first digital file; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, exporting thefirst digital file by causing the

first digital file to be communicated along with thetag.

40. (New) A method comprising:

causing a map viewto be displayed on an interface, the map view including:

(i) an interactive map;

(ii) a first selectable thumbnail imageat a first location on the interactive map;

and

(iii) a second selectable thumbnail image at a second location on the interactive

map,

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the first selectable thumbnail

image, causing a first location view to be displayed on the interface, the first

location view including (i) a first location name associated with the first location

and (ii) at least a portion of one digital file in a first set of digital files, each of the

digital files in the first set of digital files being produced from outputs of one or

more digital imaging devices, the first set of digital files including digital files

associated with thefirst location; and

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection of the second selectable thumbnail

image, causing a second location view to be displayed on the interface, the second

location view including (i) a second location name associated with the second

location and (ii) at least a portion of one digital file in a secondset of digitalfiles,

each of the digital files in the second set of digital files being produced from

outputs of the one or more digital imaging devices, the secondset of digital files

including digital files associated with the second location.
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41.|(New) The method of claim 40, wherein the map view further includesa first indication

feature associated with the first selectable thumbnail image, the first indication feature being

based on a numberofdigital files in the first set of digital files.

42. (New) The method of claim 41, wherein the first indication feature is connected to the

first selectable thumbnail image.

43.|(New) The method of claim 41, wherein the first indication feature includes a first

numberindicative of the numberofdigital files in the first set of digitalfiles.

44. (New) The method of claim 41, wherein the map view further includes a second

indication feature associated with the second selectable thumbnail image, the second indication

feature being based on a numberofdigital files in the secondset of digital files.

45. (New) The methodof claim 44, wherein the second indication feature is connected to the

secondselectable thumbnail image.

46. (New) The methodof claim 44, wherein the second indication feature includes a second

numberindicative of the numberofdigital files in the secondset of digital files.

47. (New) The method of claim 41, further comprising, subsequent to the map view being

displayed on the interface, responsive to an input that is indicative of zooming in on the

interactive map, modifying the first indication feature.

48. (New) The method of claim 41, further comprising, subsequent to the map view being

displayed on the interface, responsive to an input that is indicative of zooming out on the

interactive map, modifying the first indication feature.

49. (New) A method comprising:

causing a map viewto be displayed on an interface, the map view including:

(i) an interactive map;

(ii) a first selectable thumbnail imageat a first location on the interactive map;

and

(iii) a first count image associated with the first selectable thumbnail image, the

first count image including a first numberindicative of a numberofdigital

files produced from outputs of one or more digital imaging devices, the

first set of digital files including digital files associated with the first

location;
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responsive to an input that is indicative of zooming in on the interactive map, modifying

the first count image suchthat the first count image includes a second numberthat

is different from the first number; and

responsive to an input that is indicative of zooming out on the interactive map, modifying

the first count image suchthat the first count image includes a third numberthat is

different from the first number.

50.|(New) The method of claim 49, wherein the map view further includes:

(iv) a second selectable thumbnail image at a second location on the interactive

map; and

(v) a second count image associated with the second selectable thumbnail image,

the second count image including a fourth numberindicative of a number

of digital files produced from outputs of the one or more digital imaging

devices, the second set of digital files including digital files associated

with the second location;

wherein the method further comprises:

responsive to the input that is indicative of zooming in on the interactive map,

modifying the second count image such that the second count image

includesa fifth numberthat is different from the fourth number; and

responsive to the input that is indicative of zooming out on the interactive map,

modifying the second count image such that the second count image

includes a sixth numberthatis different from the fourth number.

51. (New) The method of claim 49, further comprising, responsive to an inputthat is

indicative of a selection of the first selectable thumbnail image, causinga first location view to

be displayed on the interface, the first location view including (1) a first location nameassociated

with the first location and(ii) at least a portion of at least one of the digital files in thefirst set of

digital files.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-29 are pending and are now canceled. New 30-51 are claims are added. No

claims are amended. No new matter is added. After entering this first preliminary amendment,

claims 30-51 will be pending.

The specification has been amendedto indicate the benefit of priority.

CONCLUSION

Applicant is concurrently submitting filing fees. It is believed that no additional fees are

due at this time; however, should any additional fees be required (except for paymentof the issue

fee), the Director is authorized to deduct the additional fees (except for the issue fee) from Nixon

Peabody Deposit Account No. 50-4181, Order No. 069366-000002USC3.

Respectfully submitted,

Date:_September 20, 2019 /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
BRADLEY M. TAUB

Registration No. 67,300
NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
(312) 425-8563 — Direct
(312) 425-3909 — Facsimile
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITAL FILES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of and claims priority to pending

U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214, filed June 9, 2011, which is incorporated herein in its

entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates generally to the managementofdigital files and,

moreparticularly, to a computer-implemented system and method for managing andusing digital

files such as digital photographs.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

[0003] Prior to the invention of digital photography, people tended to share photos by

displaying printed copies in frames and albums, or would store them in a container in hope of

preserving these assets for future use or future generations. Important photos would often be

inscribed on the back with significant details (people, location, event, etc.) to preserve the

memory of that particular occasion. Many people would share their memories by assembling an

album that could be viewed with others. Occasionally, extra copies of special photos were

printed for friends, relatives, etc. At one time, film slide shows were also a popular medium for

sharing photo memories.

[0004] With the evolution of digital files, there has been explosive growth in the

number of individuals taking digital photos, converting old photos to digital copies, making

movies and gathering digital documents and in the sheer numberoffiles people are capturing

digitally. Today, virtually every personal computing device contains some kind of photo, movie

or other type ofdigital file creator/player/viewer/storer/etc.

[0005] At the same time,thereis little to no cost for people to store large amounts of

photos in various “containers” of the modern age. Facebook, Flickr, Shutterfly and countless

other social media and specialty digital files sites allow users to post and share images to a

community with a frequency and ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

However, they don’t allow much organization of digital tags, dynamic viewing ofdigital files,
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and the ability to export the digital files with new digital tags. Questionable and ever-changing

privacy terms for user/account information, including digital files, have also left the marketplace

leery of posting their full digital archive and associated context to thesesites.

[0006] What is needed to complementthe widespread availability of digital files is a

medium that allows people to organize, view, preserve and share these files with all the memory

details captured, connected and vivified via an interactive interface. Such a solution would allow

digital files, including documents, photos, videos and audio,to tell a full story now, and for

generations to come.

SUMMARY

[0007] In accordance with one embodiment, a computer-implemented method of

associating digital tags with digital files comprises (1) storing, on one or more non-transitory

computer-readable storage media, a plurality of digital files, each of the digital files having

embedded therein content data and metadata including tags; (2) receiving, via a user interface

device of a client device, a first tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted by a

user of the client device; (3) modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags

of the metadata in a first of the digital files to include the first tag label; (4) receiving, via the

user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to searchforall of the digital

files having at least the first tag label; (5) responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically

searching for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label; and (6) displaying, on a

video display device associated with the client device, a first indication ofthe first tag label.

[0008] In another embodiment a computer-implemented methodofassociating digital

tags with digital files comprises storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable

storage media, a plurality of digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion

and a metadata portion including tags; displaying, on a video display device associated with a

client device, a first graphical representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags and

associated with a first of the digital files; receiving, via a user interface device of the client

device, a selection by a user of the client device of the first graphical representation ofthe first

tag label as a search filter criterion or a search string entered via the user interface device

corresponding to the first tag label; responsive to the receiving, automatically searching through

the digital files, using at least the first tag label as a search filter, for the digital files satisfying at
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least the search filter criterion; and displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the

first tag label and a representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the search

filter criterion.

[0009] In accordance with a further embodiment, a web-based digital file storage

system comprisesa digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files; a digital tagging

system permitting the user to assign a plurality of digital tags to each ofthe digital files, wherein

the digital tagging system comprises at least one type of data selected from the group consisting

of a person’s name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a person’s profile, an event

name, a rating, and a document type; a search filter, wherein the search filter allows the digital

files to be searched accordingto a plurality of types of data; and a user interface that presents the

digital files on a user’s screen based on the digital tags, wherein the user interface further

comprises a digital tag image, the digital tag image having at least one type of data represented

thereon withtext.

[0010] Asdescribed in detail below, the various embodiments provide much-needed

platforms that save a user significant time, provide significant information with minimal screen

space, and provide an appealing and customizable interface that will enhance the user

experience.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The invention may best be understood by reference to the following

description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0012] FIG. 1 is a screenshot of an organizational functionality view of one

embodimentofthe disclosed system.

[0013] FIG. 2 is a screenshot of a photo detail view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0014] FIG. 3 is a screenshot of a gallery view of an event or album of one

embodimentofthe disclosed system.

[0015] FIG.4 is screenshot of an individual event or album view of one embodiment

of the disclosed system.

[0016] FIG. 5 is a screenshotof a location view of one embodimentof the disclosed

system.
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[0017] FIG.6 is a screenshot of a people thumbnail view of one embodimentof the

disclosed system.

[0018] FIG. 7 is a screenshot of a people profile view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0019] FIG. 8 is a screenshot of a family tree view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0020] FIG. 9 is a screenshot of a timeline view of one embodimentof the disclosed

system.

[0021] FIG. 10 is a screenshot of a recipe chart, according to one embodimentof the

disclosed system.

[0022] FIG. 11 is a screenshot of an album chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0023] FIG. 12 is a screenshot of an event chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0024] FIG. 13 is a screenshot of a people chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0025] FIG. 14 is a screenshot of a family tree chart view of one embodiment ofthe

disclosed system.

[0026] FIG. 15 is a screenshot of a location chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0027] FIG. 16 is a screenshot of a recipe chart view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0028] FIG. 17 is a screenshot of a slideshow view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0029] FIG. 18 is a screenshot of an advancedsearchfilter view of one embodiment

of the disclosed system.

[0030] FIG. 19 is a screenshot of a homepage view of one embodiment of the

disclosed system.

[0031] FIG.20 is a diagram of the Overall System Process Flow of MemoryWeb.

[0032] FIG. 21 is a diagram of the System for Reading Phase, System Interpreting,

and Adding Digital File and Corresponding Data to Relationship Table Phase.
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[0034]

Blocks.

[0035]

[0036]

[0037]

[0038]

[0039]

[0040]

[0041]

[0042]

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

Application Dot-Tags.

[0043]

[0044]

[0045]

[0046]

[0047]

[0048]

[0049]

Advanced Filter.

[0050]

Application View.

[0051]

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG.

FIG

FIG

-6-

22 is a table of the EXIF and MemoryWeb Tag Data Blocks

23 is a table of the Microsoft Windows and MemoryWeb Tag Data

24 is a table of the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocks.

25 is a diagram of the Third Party Facial Recognition System.

26 is a diagram of the Third Party Media System (Data Exchange).

27 is a table of the User Settings Table.

28 is a diagram of the Application Digital Tag Organizer System.

29 is an illustration of the Application Dot-Tag Shape and Content.

30 is a diagram of the Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tag System.

31 is an illustration of the Slideshow View of Digital File and

32 is a screenshot of People Application Views.

33 is a screenshot of Collection Application Views.

34 is a screenshot of Location Application Views.

35 is screenshot of Uploads Application View.

36 is a screenshot of Recipe Application View.

37 is a diagram of the Advanced Filters System.

38 is a screenshot of Adding the First Application Dot-Tag using

.39 is a screenshot of Single Application Dot-Tag Filter for Each

.40 is a screenshot of Single Application Dot-Tag Filter for Date in

Uploads Application View.

[0052]

Application View.

[0053]

[0054]

View.

[0055]

[0056]
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FIG

. 41 is a screenshot of the Single Application Dot-Tag Filter in Location

. 42 is a screenshot of Adding Another Application Dot-TagFilter.

. 43 is a screenshot of the Multi-Dot-Tag Filter in Location Application

. 44 is a diagram of the Keyword Fast Search System.

. 45 is a screenshotillustration of Using Keyword Fast Search.
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[0057] FIG. 46 is a diagram of the Share to Third Party Social Network Provider

System.

[0058] FIG.47 is a diagram of the Third Party Location Mapping System.

[0059] FIG.48 is a diagram of the Share to Individual System.

[0060] FIG. 49 is a diagram of the Application Export System.

[0061] FIG 50is a table illustrating the Digital File Image File Directory Data Blocks

of JPG Photo within Microsoft Before and After MemoryWeb.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

[0062] Although the invention will be described in connection with certain preferred

embodiments, it will be understood that the invention is not limited to those particular

embodiments. On the contrary, the invention is intended to coverall alternatives, modifications,

and equivalent arrangements as maybe included within the spirit and scope of the invention as

defined by the appended claims.

[0063] The present disclosure relates to one or more of the following features,

elements or combinations thereof. A web-based digital file storage system is disclosed. The

storage system may includea digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files, such as

photos, a digital tagging system configured to assign digital tags to the digital files, a sorting

system, and a userinterface.

[0064] The digital tagging system may include various types of data, such as a

person’s name, a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship to the user, an event name, a

rating, sharing rights, file type and a document name. The sorting system can allow the digital

files to be searched and sorted according to a plurality of types of data and can be used for

creating and organizing special views. The user interface may be user-configurable, and can

present the digital files on a user’s screen based on these user inputs.

[0065] The digital file repository may be accessible over the Internet. The sorting

system may provide a user with the ability to search based on a plurality of digital tags. The

disclosed system may also provide a wayto track relationships between users, so that a family

tree can be displayed.

[0066] Recipes mayalso be linked to a person’s name, with, for example, a video and

digital copy of original hand-written recipe to create a recipe view.
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[0067] Moreover, the digital files and data can be exported as a single file with the

digital tagging embedded within the exportedfile.

[0068] In another embodiment, a method of storing digital photographsis disclosed.

The method mayincludethe steps of storing a digital photograph in a file repository, associating

a plurality of digital tags having different tag types with the digital photograph, providing a

search function that permits searching by a plurality of digital tag types and provides a search

result, and providing a user-configurable output to display the search result. The digital tag types

may include, for example, a person’s name, a location, a recipe, a date, a relationship, an event

name, a rating, file type and a document type. The method may include a further step of

providing accessto the file repository via the Internet. The method may also allow for tracking

relationships between users so that a family tree can be displayed.

[0069] Additional features of the disclosure will become apparent to those skilled in

the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

[0070] The presently disclosed method and application (herein alternatively referred

to as a “system”’) provides users with an Internet-based interactive platform to gather, organize,

view, share and archive digital files using a proprietary organization system and export tagging

process. As used herein, the word “tag” refers to any type of digital data that can be assigned to

a file to describe some aspect of that file through a tagging process. For images, the tagging is

preferably in EXIF format. For videos, documents and other file formats, any appropriate format

may be used. The disclosed system allows users to create, view and share digital files, which

could represent, for example, the memories a user has collected from the past and present, and

could incorporate additional memories for generations to come. As outlined herein, various

embodiments are disclosed that can accomplish these and other goals.

[0071] One disclosed embodiment includes an import feature. Users can import

media files from users’ favorite sources (e.g., computers, mobile phones, social networks,etc.).

If any meta-tag information is embedded within the media (e.g., date taken and GPS

coordinates), the system could automatically read and utilize it for the user. Digital files, media,

meta-tags, and other data discussed herein may be saved to one or more file repositories (also

referred to as a database herein).
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[0072] In another aspect of the disclosed system, organizational functionality is

provided. Similar to the concept of writing certain information “on the back of a photo,” the

system’s digital tagging system and organizing feature allows a user to arrange large amounts of

digital files with tags that can characterize and documentthe digital file(s). Digital files can be

individually or group organized at the same time for many tags including, but not limited to, a

person’s name, family relationships of the subjects to the user and between each other (e.g.,

mother/father), location, date, event, album, comments, documenttype (e.g., birth certificate,

poetry), recipe, ranking or rating, and sharing rights. Tags can be assignedto a single file at a

time, or to a plurality of files at once. For example, if a user wishes to assign the tag “grandma”

to 100 photos at once, the system provides a way for a user to select all 100 photos and enter the

tag only once. An example of the manner in which digital photos can be organized is presented

is seen in FIG.1.

[0073] Yet another feature is the multiple views from which a user can display his or

her digital media files and their tagged attributes. Using a userinterface (e.g. a keyboard, mouse,

or touch screen), users can select individual files, groups of files meeting specific criteria, orall

files in their account from whichto create views. These views mayalternately take the form of a

chart. These views will be auto-populated based upon either tag information already associated

with the digital file upon import or the tags assigned to the digital files by the user within the

aforementioned organization functionality. Each digital file can be enlarged, from any view or
cosy

1chart, by clicking an information (‘1’) button to show an enlarged version of the digital media

file with all the tags that are assigned to that digital file, as illustrated in FIG. 2. In another

embodiment, the user interface may be user-configurable, as discussed further herein.

[0074] The following views are shown with particularity. In FIG. 1, the gallery view

allows the userto see all the digital media that are associated within a group such as an event or

custom album. The gallery view for either events or albumsis illustrated in FIG.3.

[0075] As shownin FIG.2, an individual album or event view allows one to see the

files associated with a specific group. For example, one can view the digital files that relate to a

group offiles called “Trip to Italy 2011.” The individual album or event view is illustrated in

FIG.4.

[0076] A location view, as shown in FIG. 5, identifies within an interactive map

(Google map shown as an example), where digital files were taken or originated. The location
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view can also provide additional outputs such as a journey route that identifies the specific

locations for an eventor trip that can be customized byusers.

[0077] A people view, as shownin FIG. 6, shows thumbnail photosofall the people

in the system that can be clicked in for a people profile view. A people profile view, as shown in

FIG. 7, shows a profile picture of an individual, their birth/death information, family

relationships, overview (comments) on the person, as well as links to other views that contain

that individual in the system.

[0078] A family tree view, as shown in FIG.8, can illustrate interactive family trees

where one can see the family tree of an individual or family. If a user clicks on an individual

within the family tree, it will take him or her to the people profile view of that person.

[0079] The timeline view, as shown in FIG. 9, will be an interactive timeline that

allows you to set ranges of digital files by year, month and day. The digital files shown in the

timeline will also be interactive and if the user clicks on a digital file or group of digital files

(e.g., event or album), the user will then view the information related to the digital file(s).

[0080] A recipe view, as shown in FIG. 10, will show a recipe along with any digital

files that are associated with it. For example, a cherished family recipe may showadigital copy

of the original handwritten recipe, a photo of the family member who wasthe chef and a video of

the family member makingthe recipe.

[0081] Each of the aforementioned views mayalso be seen in a chart format view

that is interactive when any item on the chart is clicked, the user will them be taken to a new

screen that details all relevant digital files (and file types) for the clicked item.

[0082] For album or event chart views, as shown in FIGs. 11 and 12, the elements

listed in those charts will include individuals whoare part of each album/event, numberofdigital

files, date and other pertinent information.

[0083] A people view, shown in FIG. 13, may demonstrate all the names of

individuals that are in the system in an alphabetical listing. Such a people view can also contain

details on each person such as the number of photos and videos that are associated with that

person. The user can click on that person to pull up the profile view of the individual or click on

the number of photosto see all the photos associated with that person.

[0084] In the family tree chart view, shown in FIG. 14, family lineage can be viewed

in multiple ways. For example, a user can set himself as the tree anchor andthenseea treeofall
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people entered into the database related to the user. The user could also set a contact as the tree

anchor and then just view the descendants of that individual.

[0085] For a location chart view, as show in FIG.15, listings of all the locations that

are in the system are displayed along with the numberof digital files, as well as names of

persons associated with each. A user can click on the location to see all the digital media files

that are associated with a specific location.

[0086] A recipe chart, as shown in FIG. 16, can show recipes that uploaded to the

system. Along with the ingredients and steps of each recipe, this view can identify the chef(s)

name, numberofphotos and videos associated with each.

[0087] For any of the views, the user can click on the digital file to start a slideshow

feature that will allow them to scroll through an enlarged view ofthe digital file as illustrated in

FIG. 17.

[0088] Another aspect of the disclosure is the search filter. This filter allows users to

select one or morecriteria that will narrow downtheir results to just those digital files matching

input criteria. The entire system can befiltered by, for example, key words (or plurality of key

words), event names, location, people, albums,star rating, file type, document type, and dates. A

user may filter based on more than onecriterion at a time. To help users quickly identify digital

files that may still need to be organized, the advanced search filter also allows users to isolate

files that have no date, no location, no people, no specific date/range, no upload date information

or are lacking any othertag.

[0089] It should be noted that in one embodiment, searching via key word will search

through all tagged information (user populated or auto-generated upon import). For example, if

a user searched for the term “Ohio,” the system would search for that term associated with any

file in any way. Ifthe user had files with Ohioasa state, file name, street name, person’s name,

file comment, etc., all would be retrieved.

[0090] Settings applied in the advanced search filter can cumulatively carry over to

any subsequent pages until new criteria are selected. For example, a user can applyafilter to

retrieve files associated with a particular person. Then the user can set a date range to further

narrow results to show only thosefiles for that selected person within the date range. Any pages

viewed from that point forward throughout the entire site would only contain files associated

with person and the date range specified. The advancedsearchfilter is illustrated in FIG. 18.
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[0091] Yet another feature can be a user’s homepage,as illustrated in FIG. 19, that

can summarize the user’s content within the system including relevant information in the system.

It is contemplated that a user’s homepage may show a summaryofthe total numberof photos,

videos, documents and audio files that the user has uploaded. In this embodiment, for each

group of digital files (e.g., photos), the percent of files that has been organized with pertinent

data such as date, name(s) and location can be noted. In addition, the homepage can showa list

of people that are in the system and the respective count for photos, videos, documents and audio

files associated with each person. Also contemplated is a summary of the events, albums and

locations that have been entered into the system. The user homepage mayserve as an executive

summary dashboard of one’s entire system and can be modified to provide data in an executive

summary format for a user.

[0092] Another feature is that the entire system including the dynamic views can be

presented in a wide range of user outputs—e.g. on the user’s computer, smartphoneor tablet

display. The user may choose to present the digital files in any of the various types of ways

disclosed herein. Other ways of outputting the files are also possible. The user can create and

modify various sharing rights so that third parties may view the files and if desired, provide

comments, apply tags or even download/copythefiles for their own use.

[0093] Still another embodiment can provide export functionality. Once a user has

used the organization functionality to assign information to data file(s), a user may want to

export the data file in its original form (e.g., jpg, .mp4, etc.) with the tags embedded within the

digital file in the form of EXIF tags. In other words, a user can export his or her entire set of

digital files, or may choose a subset based on keywords and tags. The exported digital files can

include key tags and attributes users have assigned, and in one embodiment, such tags and

attributes can be embedded within the digital files. For example, each exported digital file may

be imbedded with user-entered data such as the people, location, and event name. This feature

will allow the users to back up their files to another source (e.g., external computer hard drive) or

to transport it to another venue (e.g., another website that is used for viewing and/or sharing

digital files such as a social media website) where it can be viewed with these attributes. This

export feature can provide users with the advantage of never losing key data that was stored

simply because the user chooses to moveits digital files to a new digital archiving system.
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[0094] A method is also disclosed. The method may include the steps of storing a

digital file in a file repository, associating a plurality of digital tags having different tag types

with the digital file, providing a search function that permits simultaneously searching by a

plurality of digital tag types and provides a search result, and providing a user-configurable

output to display the search result. The digital tag types may include, for example, a person’s

name, a location, a recipe, a date, a relationship between individuals, an event name,a rating,

and a documenttype.

[0095] Under the disclosed method, access may be provided to the repository via the

Internet. Relationships between users may also be tracked such that a family tree can be

displayed. A recipe may also be linked to a user or person. Finally, the method may include the

step of outputting a digital file and its associated digital tags into a single file.

[0096] While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific exemplary embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and have herein been described in detail. It should be understood, however, that there

is no intent to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope ofthe disclosure as defined by the appended claims.

[0097] A plurality of advantages arise from the various features of the present

disclosure. It will be noted that alternative embodiments of various componentsof the disclosure

may notincludeall of the features described yet still benefit from at least some of the advantages

of such features. Those of ordinary skill in the art may readily devise their own implementations

of a digital file organization system that incorporate one or more of the features of the present

disclosure and fall within the spirit and scope ofthe disclosure.

[0098] Application (also called “MemoryWeb Application” or “System”’) — The

Application is an online program constructed using a mix of freeware code as well as custom-

built proprietary coding with an interface that has many functions including: 1) the ability to

import, associate and embed Digital Tags to Digital Files by using existing Tags of a Digital File

as well as the Application’s custom Digital Tag options (also called the Application Digital Tag

Organizer) for use in the Application; 2) view, sort, annotate, and share Digital Files from the

various Application Views; 3) navigate using the proprietary Application Dot-Tag System; 4)

filter Digital Files using the Application Advanced Filter System or Fast Search System; 5) store
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the Digital Files through an interactive Storage System through a User Relationship Table; and

6) export the Digital Files with the Digital Tags embedded within the Digital Files. This

Application has already been disclosed in U.S. Patent Application No. 13/157,214 and

incorporated herein by reference. This Application is also being trademarked as “MemoryWeb”

with the US Commissioner for Trademarks on December 26, 2013 under application No.:

86/152,930. The Application may be accessible over various user interfaces that may use the

Internet and via applications that would be used on mobile communication devices such as smart

phones(e.g., iPhones), Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and Tablets(e.g., iPads).

[0099] Application Views — The Application Viewsutilizes the Application’s ability

to associate Digital Tags to Digital Files and display them in customized views such as Uploads,

Collections, Slideshow, Location, Timeline, Family Tree, People Profile, and Recipes.

[00100] Application Advanced Filter System -— A function that provides search

capabilities using one or more Digital Tags within the Application, resulting in a narrowed

output display of the applied filters to display one or more Digital Files and viewed in one or

more Application Views. The Application Advanced Filter System can allow Digital Files to be

searched and sorted according to a plurality of types of data and can be used for creating and

organizing special views. The user interface may be user-configurable, and can present the

Digital Files on a user’s screen based on these user inputs.

[00101] Application Dot-Tag — The mannerin which a Digital Tag is displayed within

the Application using pill-shaped indicators that can reside near a file’s image or overlaid on the

file’s image. MemoryWeb Tagsare illustrated as Application Dot-Tags within the Application

to help the user organize their Digital Files with key components ofrelated information such as

people, date offile, location, collection, star ranking, and recipe. The MemoryWeb Application

Dot-Tag is more than just text (as traditional tagging systems) because Memory-Web

Application Dot-Tags act as mini search engines that allow the user to see how many matching

files there are to that MemoryWeb Tag and if selected will take the user to the corresponding

Application View to illustrate the linked search results of that Application Dot-Tag. However, it

should be understood that other shapes and indicators are contemplated by the present invention,

and may even be user-configurable. For example, the indicator may take the form of a sticky

note, a different shape, a doted shape, or any numberof variations of indicators that may be

functional in displaying one or more words. Colors may also be used to indicate differing
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categories of indicators, or differing associations/intersection of the indicators. Within the pill-

shaped indicator, the specific Digital Tag information is used to display information about a

Digital File. Throughout this document, the Application Dot-Tag is shown asillustrated in

FIG. 29 (indicators 0650, 0654, 0655 and 0656).

[00102] Application Digital Tag Organizer System -— Within the Application, a

function for assigning one or more Digital Tags to one or more Digital Files at the same time

through the Application Dot-Tag Organizer System. This feature allows Digital Tags to be

assigned to items such as photos, videos, audio files, and documents. The information created

from this functionality drives the outputs for the Application Views. The Application Digital

Tag Organizer System will allow the tagging of key items as date, GPS location, star ranking,

people (both name and facial recognition), album(s), family relationships, a date, event name,

sharing rights, file type, document name, and recipes. Each of the Digital Tags is user-

configurable.

[00103] Application Export System — Ability to export Digital File(s) from the

Application, with the Digital Tags that were created within or imported/uploaded into the

Application, embeddedinside the Digital File. The Digital Tags within the exported Digital File

can then be viewed and usedby any other applications that can read EXIF tags.

[00104] Application Programming Interface (“API”) — The Application Programming

Interface (API) is the system that interacts with other communication points or services over

HTTP via a POST, GET, PUT, DELETE methods. The API provides a wayfor users to access

their MemoryWebdata outside of the web browser on mobile devices or other web connected

devices. The actions within the API deliver MemoryWebDigital Files and Digital Tags along

with all meta data associated with such files and tags.

[00105] MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application — Separate from the main

MemoryWeb Application, there are additional proprietary applications created by MemoryWeb

for user to upload and download (export) Digital files to and from the main MemoryWeb

Application. The first is the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader built for Window’s

compatible computers. The second is the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader build for MAC

computer. Both of the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader applications can be installed on

the user’s computer to automatically upload the desired Digital Files from their computer to the

main MemoryWeb Application. In addition, the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader
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applications allow for Digital Files to be exported from the main MemoryWeb Application to a

desired folder on the user’s computer with the updated tags embedded within the DigitalFile.

[00106] Storage System — A storage system can be a cloud-based Storage System

(e.g., Amazon’s AWS, Dropbox, Box.net, Deutsche Telecom’s Cloud, etc.), hard-drive, server,

or any venue that allows one’s information to be stored. The storage system would act as a

database andfile repository for storage and retrieval of Digital Files to and from the Application.

[00107] Digital Files — An electronicfile that can be in variousfile formats (e.g., PNG,

JPEG, PDF, TIFF, MP3, MP4, WAV,and GIF) that are of items such as photos, videos, audio

files, and documents.

[00108] Digital Tags -The word “Digital Tag” refers to any type of digital data that

can be assigned to a file to distinguish and describe some aspect of that file through a tagging

process. Digital Tags will be comprised of various groupsofdigital data including:

a) EXIF Tags — EXIF stands for “Exchangeable Image File Format” and is a standard

that specifies the formats for images, sound, video, and ancillary tags. The EXIF

standard is an Open Standard produced by the Standardization Committee and is

detailed within their document called Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products

Association. Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products Association, CIPA DC-

008 Translation-2012. Exchangeable imagefile format for digital still cameras: EXIF

Version 2. 3. Established on April, 2010 and Revised on December, 2012. Prepared

by: Standardization Committee. EXIF tags are also called “meta tags” or “metadata.”

The EXIF information is formatted according to the TIFF specification, and may be

found in JPG, TIFF, PNG, JP2, PGF, MIFF, HDP, PSP and XCF images, as well as

many TIFF-based RAW images, and even some AVI and MOV videos. The EXIF

meta information is organized into different Image File Directories (IFD’s) within an

image. The namesof these IFD’s correspond to the ExifTool family 1 group names.

[00109] When Digital Files are captured with digital cameras (including smartphones),

scanners and other systems handling image, video and sound files, certain EXIF tags are

automatically populated within the Digital File and can cover a broad spectrum of information

suchas:

e Descriptions(e.g., Title, Subject, Star Ratings, Tags, People, Comments)

e Origin (e.g., Authors, Date taken, Copyright)
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e Image information (e.g., dimensions, color representation and size)

e Camera Setting Information (e.g., camera maker, camera model), including

static information such as the camera model and make, and information that

varies with each image suchasorientation (rotation), aperture, shutter speed,

focal length, metering mode, and ISO speed information.

e Advanced Photo Information (e.g., lens maker, lens model, contrast,

brightness, EXIF version,etc.)

e File Information (e.g., file name, item type (e.g., JPG file), date created, date

modified, size, etc.)

e A thumbnail for previewing the picture on the camera’s LCD screen, in file

managers, or in photo manipulation software.

e Global Positioning System (GPS) information that is also known as

geocoding.

The Application will auto-populate any existing EXIF Tags from the original

Digital File upon upload into the Applications (as illustrated in FIG. 21) and put

this information into the Users Relationship Table on the Storage System.

b) Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) — This is Adobe’s Extensible Metadata

Platform (XMP) format for labeling metadata within an Adobefile.

c) Png Textual Data (tEXt) —This is Portable Network Graphics (PNG) metadata

format for labeling within a PNGfile.

d) Microsoft Windows Tags — These are Microsoft Windows File Attributes that are

stored in Data Blocks from Microsoft’s system.

e) MemoryWeb Tags — Thesetags are typically developed within MemoryWeb and

can relate to People Names, Recipes, Collections, Location Name, Family

Relationships (also discussed in MemoryWeb Person Tags), Social Network Data

(e.g., ID, contact IDs, etc.), File Folder Batch Name. This would be folder directory

namethat includes the nameof each folder that eventually leads to the folder that the

digital file was actually stored within the User’s PC. This is used to help the user

organize data within MemoryWebbased upon the users organization system used on

their PC. Facial Recognition Data, and other type of tags that are user defined.
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f) MemoryWeb Person Tags — These user defined tags within MemoryWebarespecific

to each person profile including such areas as Nicknames, Birthdates, Date of Birth,

Date of Death, Biography, Family Relationships (e.g., Mother, Father, Brother, Sister,

Daughter, Son, Spouse, etc.), Pets, and Firsts (e.g., First Steps, First Words, First time

riding a bike, etc.).

[00110] The combination of all the aforementioned tags is collectively referred to as

“Digital Tags.” The list of groups and Digital Tag types will grow as technology in this area

improvesover time. These Digital Tags are also referred to as “File DNA” for MemoryWeb.

[00111] User Relationship Table — Within the Application, each User will store the

data related to Digital Files, Digital Tags, User Settings, and other specific information related to

a User’s repository of information is kept within the User Relationship Table.

[00112] Data Blocks — Within the User Relationship Table, there are Data Blocksthat

will store information related to EXIF Tags, Microsoft Windows Tags, MemoryWeb Tags, and

MemoryWeb Person Tags. These Data Blocks are used to generate the information that is

displayed in such key components such as the Application Views and Application Dot-Tags.

Custom Code — Proprietary scripts and code developed by MemoryWebto enable key functions

such as Dot-Tag relationships and ability to embed new user-defined tags into a file and/or

override existing EXIF tags and the ability to navigate the application and it’s functions via

connections drawn from the associated tags

[00113] Open Source Libraries — Non-proprietary code taken from the free, open

source community integrated that is used by the Application.

[00114] User Interface — The Application may be accessible over various “User

Interfaces” including Personal Computers (e.g., Macs, Windows, etc.), Personal Digital

Assistants (PDA) (e.g., iPhones) and Tablets (e.g., iPad). The User Interfaces can be controlled

through the Application using various tools such as a keyboard, mouse, and touch screen.

[00115] The present invention relates to an Application that has many functions

including: 1) the ability to import, associate and embed Digital Tags to Digital Files by using

existing Tags of a Digital File as well as the Application’s custom Digital Tag options (also

called the Application Digital Tag Organizer) for use in the Application; 2) view, sort, annotate,

and share Digital Files from the various Application Views; 3) navigate using the proprietary

Application Dot-Tag System; 4) filter Digital Files using the Application Advanced Filter
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System or Fast Search System; 5) store the Digital Files through an interactive Storage System

through a User Relationship Table; and 6) export the Digital Files with the Digital Tags

embedded within the Digital Files.

[00116] Prior to the invention of digital photography, people tended to share photos by

displaying printed copies in frames and albums or would store them in a container in hope of

preserving these assets for future use or future generations. Important photos would often be

inscribed on the back with significant details (people, location, and event) to preserve the

memory of that particular occasion. Many people would share their memories by assembling an

album that could be viewed with others. Occasionally, extra copies of special photos may have

been printed for friends, relatives, etc. At one time, film slide shows were also a popular

medium for sharing photo memories.

[00117] With the evolution of Digital Files, there has been explosive growth in the

number of individuals taking digital photos, converting old photos to digital copies, making

movies and gathering digital documents and in the sheer numberoffiles people are capturing

digitally. Today, virtually every personal computing device contains some kind of photo, movie

or other type ofdigital file creator/player/viewer/storer/etc.

[00118] At the same time,thereislittle to no cost for people to store large amounts of

photos in various “containers” of the modern age. Facebook, Flickr, Shutterfly and countless

other social media and specialty Digital Files sites allow users to post and share images to a

community with a frequency and ease that continues to feed the fire of the digital revolution.

However, they don’t allow much organization of Digital Tags, dynamic viewing of Digital Files,

and the ability to export the Digital Files with new Digital Tags. Questionable and ever-

changing privacy terms for user/account information, including digital files, have also left the

marketplace leery of posting their full digital archive and associated context to thesesites.

[00119] What is needed to complement the widespread availability of Digital Files is a

medium that allows people to organize, view, navigate, search, preserve and share thesefiles

with all the memory details captured, connected and vivified via an interactive interface. Such a

solution would allow Digital Files, including documents, photos, videos and audio,to tell a full

story now, and for generations to come.

[00120] As disclosed in detail herein, the application provides the much needed

platform that saves a user significant time, provides significant information with minimal screen
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space, and provides an appealing and customizable interface that will enhance the user

experience.

[00121] Anytime the MemoryWeb Application exchanges information with an

external Storage System or User Interface such as a phone, tablet, computer or other internet

based user device, the interaction with the MemoryWeb Application involves Application

ProgrammingInterface (API). The API’s allow each system to call the specific Digital Files and

Digital Tags associated with each request so they can be viewed.

[00122] Additional features of the disclosure will become apparent to those skilled in

the art upon consideration of the following detailed description of preferred embodiments

exemplifying the best mode of carrying out the invention as presently perceived.

[00123] The present disclosure relates to one or more of the following features,

elements or combinations thereof. The Application allows the importation of Digital Files and

then the association of Digital Tags to the Digital Files by using existing EXIF Tags of a Digital

File as well as the Application’s custom organization of Digital Tags for use in the Application.

The Application then allows the Digital Files to be viewed, sorted, annotated, navigated, and

shared using the various Application Views. The Application can also filter Digital Files using

the Application Advanced Filter System functionality. The Digital Files can be stored through a

Storage System that interacts with the Application. In addition, the Application allows for

Digital Files to be exported with the Application’s Digital Tags embedded within the Digital

Files.

[00124] The Application may be accessible over various user interfaces that may use

the Internet and via applications that would be used on UserInterfaces such as Personal Digital

Assistants (PDA)(e.g., iPhones) and Tablets (e.g., iPad).

[00125] The presently disclosed Application provides users with an interactive

platform to gather, organize, view, share and archive Digital Files using a proprietary

organization system called the Application Digital Tag Organizer and export the modified

Digital files with the Application’s Digital Tags embedded within the Digital Flies using the

Application Export feature.

[00126] The Application allows users to create, navigate, search, view and share

Digital Files, which could represent, for example, the memories a user has collected from the
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past and present, and could incorporate additional memories for generations to come. As

outlined herein, various embodiments are disclosed that can accomplish these and other goals.

Description of embodiments

[00127] In FIG.20, the overall process flow of MemoryWebis depicted. Each of the

boxes depicted that are Inside the Memory-Web System (0050) are detailed additional figures

within this application. However,to help illustrate the overall process flow, FIG. 20 was created.

In FIG. 20, the process begins when original digital file(s) are uploaded to MemoryWeb (0101).

This process can take place in a variety of ways including when a user manually selects uploads

from the Uploads Application View (see FIG. 35 indicator 1701), installs the a MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application on their computer, or imports Digital Files from the users’

other sources (e.g., mobile phones, social networks,etc.).

[00128] Once a file is uploaded, the System Reading Phase (0100) begins.

Information from the System Reading Phase is then sent to the System Interpreting and Adding

Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200). During this phase, information is passed back and

forth to the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400) to the Third Party Facial Recognition

Provider (0401). The system will also coordinate between the Third Party Social Media (Data

Exchange) (0500) and then to various Third Party Media Providers (0501). Another key step

from the System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase is adding both the

Digital Files and the corresponding tags to the User Relationship Table (0300). As illustrated in

subsequent figures within the patent application, the User Relationship Table serves as the key

repository for all of the user’s data that generates virtually every display from the application.

From the User Relationship Table, the user can use the Applications Digital Tag Organizer

System (0600), the Continuous Link of the Application Dot-Tag System (0700), the Advanced

Filters System (0800), or the Keyword Fast Search System (0900). The user can also share

Digital File(s) through the Share to Social Network Provider System (1000) to a Third Party

Social Network Provider (0501) that is outside the MemoryWeb system or use the Share to

Individual System (1200) to a Person (1201) that is Outside the MemoryWeb system using the

data from the User Relationship Table. To help generate some of the map views, the system will

utilize a Third Party Geographical Mapping System (1100) that connects to a Third Party

Geographical Mapping Provider (1101) that is Outside the MemoryWeb system. The user can

also export Digital Files with the Digital Tags embedded within the Digital File using the
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Application Export System (1300) that will send a MemoryWeb Modified File from

MemoryWeb(1301) to a designated location by the Userthat is outside the MemoryWebsystem.

[00129] Asillustrated in FIG. 21, the System Reading Phase (0100) is described in

further detail. The System Reading Phase will first check if the digital file is a duplicate file

(0102) that is already in the User’s collection. If the file is a duplicate, it will not be uploaded

(0104). However, if it is a new file for the user, the System Reading Phase will then locate the

EXIF Image File Directories in the digital file (0103) and then send that information to the

System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200).

[00130] As further illustrated in FIG. 21, the System Interpreting and Adding Data to

Relationship Table Phase will take the EXIF Image File Directories sent from the System

Reading Phase andread anditerate through each EXIFtag item (0201). At this time, the system

will identify faces from the digital file and then send this information to the Third Party Facial

Recognition System (0400) that will coordinate with the Third Party Facial Recognition Provider

(0401) that is outside the MemoryWeb. When the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400)

sends back data related to facial recognition of faces in the Digital File, it comes back then the

system sends information related to people facial recognition tags to the MemoryWeb Person

Tag (Data Blocks) within the User Relationship Table (0300). The detailed process of the Third

Party Facial Recognition System (0400) is further explained in FIG. 25.

[00131] During the Read & Integrate Through Each EXIF Tag item (0201) the process

will also upload a the original Digital File in MemoryWeb (0211), the process will also store a

copy of the original file within the User Relationship Table (0300) and create five duplicate

copies (0203) of different resolution sizes as follows: XL Duplicate File (0302, Large Duplicate

File (0303), Medium Duplicate File (0304), Small Duplicate File (0304), and a Thumbnail

Duplicate File (0306). Each duplicate file is used in different parts of the application depending

upon the photo size needed for such areas within the Application such as Application Views,

Application Dot-Tags, and Application Digital Tag Organizer System.

[00132] Another embodiment during the Read anditerate through each EXIF tag item

(0201) stage is determining if a MemoryWeb tag exists (0204). A MemoryWebtagis a Digital

Tag that is currently being used as an Application Dot-Tag within the Application. If it is not a

Digital Tag that MemoryWebis currently using, the application will Save EXIF data to the User

Relationship Table for Digital File (0205) and send this to the User Relationship table. This is
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done in case there are EXIF data that are desired to be used in future releases of the Application.

For the Digital Tags that are being used in the Application, the system will Parse EXIF data into

MemoryWeb Tags (0206), look up MW tag data (0207) and determine if a Digital Tag currently

exists (0208). Ifa Digital Tag does not exist, the system will Create a new MW tag data ((0209)

and send this to the appropriate Data Blocks within the User Relationship Table (0300). If

Digital Tag data does exist, the system will Associate existing tag data ((0210) to the appropriate

Data Blocks within the User Relationship Table (0300).

[00133] The third and final area within FIG. 21 is the System Indexing Digital Files

and Tag Data Blocks for a Digital File within the User Relationship table (0300). In the User

Relationship Table, the user’s information system information stored such as User Settings

(0390). Copies of the Original Digital File (0301), XL Duplicate File (0302, Large Duplicate

File (0303), Medium Duplicate File (0304), Small Duplicate File (0304), and Thumbnail

Duplicate File (0306) are stored. The final area of the User Relationship Table relates to the data

blocks including EXIF Tag (Data Blocks) (0320), Microsoft Windows Tag (Data Blocks) (0320),

MemoryWeb Tag (Data Blocks) (0360), and MemoryWebPerson Tag (Data Blocks) (0380).

[00134] In FIG. 22, there are two charts that illustrate EXIF and MemoryWeb Tag

Data Blocks. The first chart illustrates the EXIF Tags Version 2.3 (Data Blocks) (0320). For the

EXIF Tags Version 2.3 (Data Blocks) (0320), the information from this table is an expert from

an Open Source Library code produced by the Standardization Committee that is detailed within

their document called Standard of the Camera & Imaging Products Association. While all the

EXIF tags that are contained within a Digital File are read (as previously illustrated in FIG. 21

within the System Interpreting and Adding Data to Relationship Table Phase (0200)) and are

stored within the system’s User Relationship Table (0300), a summary of the primary EXIF tags

that are currently used within MemoryWebareillustrated in the EXIF Tag Blocks (0320). The

EXIF tag information is organized into different Image File Directories (IFD’s) or “Data Blocks”

within an image and organized in the column heading of Tag Label (0321). The names of these

IFD’s correspond to an EXIF standard for ExifTool family 1 group namesthat are depicted in the

column heading of EXIF Group (0322). The IFD’s are stored within a specific data block

location within a Digital File and these locations have a standard nameofthe specific location

(0323) within the Digital File. The primary EXIF tags that are read and used by MemoryWebto

generate Application Dot-Tags are: Description Title (0324), Description Rating (0325), Origin
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Date Taken (0326), Digital File Width (0327), Digital File Height (0328), User Comment

(0329), GPS Latitude (0330), GPS Latitude Ref (0331), GPS Longitude (0332), and GPS

Longitude Ref (0333).

[00135] In FIG. 22, the second chart illustrates the MemoryWeb Tag (Data Blocks)

(0360) that overlap with standard EXIF Tag blocks. As previously illustrated in FIG. 21, the

EXIF Tag Data blocks are read and brought into the User Relationship Table (0300). When the

data is stored within the system’s User Relationship Table, they are also stored with the

corresponding EXIFtag label as illustrated in the column called MemoryWeb Tag (0361). For

example, when a Digital File is brought into MemoryWeband the system reads the Origin Date

Taken (0326) for the EXIF Tag block, the system will denote this in the MemoryWeb table as

MediaAsset.DateCreated (0364). This designation is very important as it allows MemoryWebto

re-inject any updated or new MemoryWeb Tag data into the corresponding standard EXIF Tag

blocks of a Digital File when it is exported from MemoryWeb (as previously illustrated in

FIG. 20 with the Application Export System (1300)). Continuing with this example, if the

Origin Date Taken is modified within the MemoryWebsystem, whenthefile is exported through

the Application Export System (1300), the new updated date from MemoryWeb (0364) will be

mapped to the EXIF Tag Data block with the Tag Label of Origin Date Taken (0326) with the

EXIF Group called ExifIFD (0334) and the Location called 0x9003 (0335).

[00136] In situations where there is no standard EXIF Tag data block for the

MemoryWeb Tag for such items such as Collections, People Location Name, Recipe Name,etc.

(0367), they are mapped to a general EXIF Tag data block called User Comment (0329). As the

standards for EXIF Tag data blocks change, the system can be mapped to any new specific EXIF

Tag data blocks. For example, if an EXIF Tag Data block is made for Recipe Name, the

MemoryWeb Tagrelated to Recipe Name will be mapped specifically to that new EXIF Tag data

block as opposed to User Comment.

[00137] In FIG. 23, there are two charts that illustrate Microsoft Windows and

MemoryWeb Tag Data Blocks. The first chart illustrates the standard Windows Imaging

Component (WIC) Metadata (Data Blocks) (0340). Microsoft Windowshas their metadata tag

blocks contained in areas called Tag Labels (0341).The primary WIC Metadata data blocks that

are read and used by MemoryWebto generate Application Dot-Tags are: File Name (0342) and

File Folder Path (0343). The corresponding MemoryWeb Tag data blocks (0360) for the WIC
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metadata tag blocks are called MediaAsset.Filename (0372) for the Microsoft file name and

MediaAsset.UploadBatch.Batchname (0373) for the Microsoft File Folder Path. The ability for

MemoryWeb to read the File Folder Path from Microsoft is a unique process used within

MemoryWeb to help the user organize their photos based upon the organization methods they

have already used within Microsoft. For example, if the user stored a group of photos on their

Microsoft computer in the file directory C:/Photos/2013/First Day of School, MemoryWeb will

automatically place the photos that were located within that Microsoft File Folder Path into a

MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag under a collection called “First Day of School” based upon

the last folder within the file folder path. An example of the Application Dot-Tag that would be

generated from the File Folder Path is in FIG. 31 with the label “First Day of School” (0770).In

addition, MemoryWeb will allow the user to view the photos that are within a specific File

Folder Path in the MemoryWeb Uploads Application View so that the user can organize photos

from the same File Folder Path. An example of how this will be illustrated within

MemoryWeb’s Uploads Application View is in FIG. 35 with the groping of photos with the File

Path Name C:/Photos/2013/First Day of School (0709).

[00138] In FIG.24, the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocks (0380) that are

contained with a User Relationship Table are illustrated. For any person that is added within a

user’s account, various MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Blocksare stored including: Person Name

(0395), Nickname (0381), Birthdate (0382), Date of Death (0383), Biography (0384), Mother

(0385), Father (0386), Brother(s) (0387), Sister(s) (0388), Daughter(s) (0389), Son(s) (0390),

Spouse(s) (0391), Facial Recognition (0392), FacebookID (0393), Pets (0394), and other data

blocks that will be added in the future as the Application grows (0396). These data blocks are

primarily used in the People Profile Application View asillustrated in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

One embodiment within the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Block contains the FacebookID

(0393). As illustrated in FIG. 26 (indicator 0507), information from Third Party Media

Providers will be exchanged within MemoryWeband the user’s FacebookID will be provided

and stored within the MemoryWeb Person Tag Data Block. In addition, any of the User’s

contacts from Facebook will also be downloaded into the corresponding MemoryWeb Person

Tag Data Blocks for any matching persons within the User’s MemoryWeb account. The

information from the Third Party Media Providers that are stored within MemoryWeb will be
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used to provide “push notifications” to the user for various items such as when the user or any

one ofits contacts posts a photo to that Social Media venue.

[00139] Asillustrated in FIG. 25, the Third Party Facial Recognition System (0400) is

described in further detail. As photos are imported or uploaded into the Application, the systems

will request thumbnail Digital Files (0404) from the User Relationship Table (0300). On a

routine basis (e.g., daily), the system will retrieve all the thumbnails of Digital Files with

unconfirmed faces (0403) and the send those Digital Files (0404) to the Third Party Recognition

Provider (0401). The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider (0401) uses their algorithms to

find location of eyes, nose, mouth and many other points for each face detected in the photo.

They will also determine gender, check if the person is smiling, have eyes open, lips sealed or

wearing glasses. The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will use their algorithms to

associate potential matches of faces for the user’s collection of photos. For each face, the system

will send back attributes including gender (male, female), glasses (true, false), smiling (true,

false), lips (sealed, parted), eyes, (open, closed), mood (happy, sad, angry, surprised, disgusted,

scared, neutral), field in the response have two subfields: value (string) and confidence (integer).

For each attribute, the Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will assign percentages of

confidence (0% to 100%) for each attribute that can be used by the MemoryWeb Application to

utilize.

[00140] The Third Party Facial Recognition Provider will then send the information

relating to a person back to MemoryWeb (0405). The MemoryWeb Application parse the

identified faces and corresponding Facial Recognition data for each Digital File (0406). The

system will interact with the User Relationship Table and determine if the face is an existing

(i.e., “trained”) face in MemoryWeb where there is a Face ID in the User Relationship Table

(0407). If not, the system generates a facial recognition record for unknown person and then

sends information to MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0410).

If yes, the system will then determine if the face is above the system’s thresholds for confirming

a face is a specific person in the user’s MemoryWeb system (0408). If no, system generates

virtual unconfirmed facial recognition record for person and then sends information to

MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0411). If yes, the ssystem

records and associates specific face for Digital File with a MemoryWebPerson ID and sendsto

MemoryWeb Person Tag (Data Blocks) in User Relationship Table (0409).
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[00141] Typically, the ability to confirm and deny facial recognition matches will be

within the People Profile Application View as illustrated in FIG. 32 within the facial

recognitions area (indicator 1442). The system will also have other facial resonations area where

the user can confirm or deny the suggested facial recognitions of a person for a Digital File.

Whenthe user denies the suggested facial recognition, the system dis-associates potential person

match Tag, search’s the user’s collection for other potential matches, and then sends information

to Tag Data Block of Relationship Table for the Digital File. If the user accepts the suggested

facial recognition, the system sends this facial recognition tag confirmation to the User

Relationship Table for the Digital File. Once a confirmation is made, the newly associated

Digital File will have that confirmed person Application Dot-Tag associated to that Digital File

for all Application Views. Each time an accepted or denied facial recognition is made for a

specific person, the specific data points used for facial recognition is improved and sent to the

Third Party Facial Recognition Provider for more accurate confirmations of that person during

the next run for that person.

[00142] As illustrated in FIG. 26, the Third Party Media System (Data Exchange)

(0500) is described in further detail. There are numeroustypes of third party media systemsthat

are contemplated for MemoryWebincluding social network providers (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

and LinkedIn) and other photo sites (e.g., Flickr and Picasa). In addition, it is contemplated for

the ability to print Digital Files from MemoryWeb using third party print providers such as

Walgreens or Shutterfly. Further contemplated solutions might be from digital file warehouses

such as Dropbox and box.net. All of the Third Party Media Systems will interact with

MemoryWeb using the same system that is described within FIG. 26. The Third Party Social

Media System starts when the user initiates sharing of their information with Third Party Media

Provider with MemoryWeb (0502). When this is initiated, the system will send registration

information (0503) to the Third Party Media Provider (0501). Once received, the Third Party

Media Provider will send back a confirmation with the Third Party Social Media ID (0504) and

then the system will send the information (0505) to the User Settings Table (0390) within the

User Relationship Table (0300). The system will then send daily requests from the User

Relationship Table for contact names and IDs (0506) to the Social Media Provider (0506). If

there are new contact namesthat are not part of the user’s current people, the system will receive

new contact names and IDs from the Social Media Provider (0501). The user will have the
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ability to confirm or deny matches (0508) with their contacts within MemoryWeb. If there is a

match, the system will associate the existing person within MemoryWebto the same ID of the

person within the Third Party Social Media platform (0509) and then send this to the User

Relationship Table. If there is not a match, the system will add this additional contact as a new

person and send (0510) this to the User Relationship Table. If the user wants to share or print

Digital Files from MemoryWeb,they can do this with the Share to Third Party Media Provider

System (1000) that is further detailed within FIG. 46.

[00143] In FIG. 27, the MemoryWeb UserSettings Table is illustrated. As illustrated

in the User Settings Table (1900), various data blocks of information is stored including the

User’s Name (1901), Payment ID (1902) that is used with third party payment providers,

Password (1903), Account Type (1904) (i.e., free or paid account), User’s email (1905),

Language preference (1906), Date format preference (1907), Email notification (1908)

preferences, the ability to share Contacts (with third Party Social Media) (1909), Facebook ID

(1910), API Token (1911), Payment Date (1912) and other settings that will evolve as the

Application grows(1913).

[00144] In FIG.28, the Application Digital Tag Organizer System (0600)is illustrated.

Within various Application Viewsthe user can select, add, delete and edit MemoryWeb Tags for

such areas as people, date, location, collections, star rankings, and recipes. An illustration of an

Uploads Application View where MemoryWeb Tagsfor a Digital File can be selected, added,

deleted, or edited is illustrated in FIG. 35. The Application Digital Tag Organizer System begins

whenthe user selects one or more Digital Files in MemoryWeb (0601). The system then sends a

request to the User Relationship Table for the specific Digital File (0602). The system then

retrieves the Digital File and the Digital File Tag Data Blocks (0603) from the User Relationship

Table (0300). Next, the system will display the Digital File and the corresponding Digital File

Tag Data Blocks in the form of Application Dot-Tags (0604). An example of how the system

can illustrate a Digital File with the corresponding Application Dot-Tagsis in FIG. 31 (indicators

0780, 0765, 0766, 0768, 0770, and 0771).

[00145] If the user selects an Application Dot-Tag (0605), the system will utilize the
 

Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tags System (0700) to produce the results of that

Application Dot-Tag within one of the Application Viewsthatis later illustrated in FIG. 30.
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[00146] Ifthe user selects add for a MemoryWeb Tag (0606), the user can add a new

MemoryWeb Tag. Whenthe user begins to type in text to add a tag, the system will produce

suggestions on matching MemoryWeb Tagsor the option to add a new tag (0607). If a matching

tag is selected (0608), the system associates the new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the

Relationship Table for the Digital File (0610). Alternatively, if the tag does not exist the user

can create a new MemoryWeb Tag (0609) and then the system associates the new MemoryWeb

tag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0611).

[00147] If the user selects edit for a MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag (0612), the

user can add information text to edit the MemoryWeb Tag and the system will produce

suggestions or matching MemoryWebtagsor the option to add a new tag (0613). If there is a

match within the user’s system, the matching MemoryWeb Tag will appear and the user can

select the MemoryWeb Tag (0614). Once the matching tag is selected, the system associates the

new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0616).

Alternatively, the user can create a new MemoryWeb Tag (0615) and then the system associates

the new MemoryWebtag to the Tag Block of the Relationship Table for the Digital File (0617).

If the user selects delete for a MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag (0618), the system deletes the

association of MemoryWebtag to Tag Data Block of Relationship Table for Digital File (0619).

[00148] In FIG. 29, the Application Dot-Tag Shape and Contentis illustrated (0650).

MemoryWebTagsare illustrated as Application Dot-Tags within the Application to help the user

organize their Digital Files with key components of related information such as people, date of

file, location, collection, star ranking, and recipe. The MemoryWeb Application Dot-Tag is

more than just text (as traditional tagging systems) because Memory-Web Application Dot-Tags

act as mini search engines that allow the user to see how many matchingfiles there are to that

MemoryWeb Tag andif selected will take the user to the corresponding Application View to

illustrate the linked search results of that Application Dot-Tag (as illustrated in FIG. 30). In

essence, the Application Dot-Tags operate as mini search enginesfor the user’s Digital Tags.

[00149] The structure of an Application Dot-Tag (0650) can take on an solid-line

enclosed shape of a pill, dot or similar depiction (0651) and within the shape the name of the

MemoryWebTagis displayed (0653) along with the numberof Digital Files (0652) that are also

associated with that same MemoryWeb Tag. FIG. 29 further illustrates more examples of the

Application Dot-Tags. If the number of Digital Files associated with a specific MemoryWeb
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Tag is less than a certain number(e.g., 1000), the actual numberof Digital Files associated with

that MemoryWeb Tagis displayed. In FIG. 29, this is illustrated with an Application Dot-Tag

that has 453 files that are associated with the location of Cologne, Germany (0654). However,if

the number of Digital Files associated with a specific MemoryWeb tag are greater than the

character length, a greater sign along with a numbersequencethatis less than the total number of

associated Digital Files will be displayed (0655). In FIG. 29, this is illustrated with an

Application Dot-Tag that has “>999” (0657) as the numberof Digital Files with the exact same

MemoryWebTagand if the name of the MemoryWebtagis longer than the text sequence, only a

portion of the MemoryWeb tag will be displayed along with an ellipse as illustrated with

“Holiday Photos from...” (0658). Finally, the Application Dot-Tag maybe illustrated with a

dotted or similar distinction (as opposed to a solid line) to help indicate a partial relationship

(0656). In the illustration in FIG. 29, the dotted line is to indicate that only some of the selected

Digital Files have the MemoryWeb Tag of Frank Smith.

[00150] In FIG. 30, the Continuous Link of Dot Tag System is illustrated (0700).

Whenauser selects an Application Dot-Tag, it will take them to the corresponding Application

View that relates to the type of MemoryWeb Tag. The Continuous Link of Application Dot-Tag

System begins whena userselects an Application Dot-Tag (0701).

[00151] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Person (0702), the system will send a request

to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A sample

illustration of how a user can select a person Application Dot-Tag is in FIG. 31 (indicator 0764).

For a person tag, the system receives data for that person from the User Relationship Table and

displays the relationship data in a People Profile View (0709). A sample illustration of a

selected Person Application Dot-Tag is in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

[00152] If the Application Dot-Tag is a Collection (0703), the system will send a

request to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A

sample illustration of a collection Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31

(indicator 0781). For a collection tag, the system receives data for that collection from the User

Relationship Table and displays the relationship data in a Collection View (0710). A sample

illustration of a selected Collection Application Dot-Tag within a Collection View is in FIG. 33

(indicator 1530).
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[00153] If the Application Dot-Tag is a Location (0704), the system will send a

request to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A

sample illustration of a location Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31 (indicator

0768). For a location tag, the system receives data for that location from the User Relationship

Table and displays the relationship data in a Location View (0711). A sample illustration of a

selected Location Application Dot-Tag within a Location View is in FIG. 34 (indicator 1630).

[00154] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Date (0705), the system will send a request to

display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). A sample

illustration of a date Application Dot-Tag that can be selected is in FIG. 31 (indicator 0766). For

a date tag, the system receives data for that date from the User Relationship Table and displays

the relationship data in Uploads View with that date filtered (0712). A sample illustration of a

selected Date Application Dot-Tag within Uploads View is in FIG. 40 (indicator 0861).

[00155] Ifthe Application Dot-Tag is a Recipe (0706), the system will send a request

to display the requested information (0708) to the User Relationship Table (0300). For a recipe

tag, the system receives data for that recipe from the User Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data in a Recipe View with that date filtered (0713). A sample illustration of a

selected Date Application Dot-Tag within Recipe View is in FIG. 36 (indicator 1800).

[00156] The Application is contemplated to have additional types of Application Dot-

Tags (0707) in the future including Family Trees, Timespan, etc. and each of these MemoryWeb

Tags will go through the same continuous link of Application Dot-Tag process. For an

additional type of Application Dot-Tag, the system will receive data from the User Relationship

Table and displays the relationship data in the corresponding view for that type of Application

Dot-Tag (0714).

[00157] If within any of the Application Viewsthe user selects a Digital File (0715),

the Digital File is then displayed in a Slideshow View (0716) where the user can again select an

Application Dot-Tag (0701) and start the continuous link of Application Dot-Tag functionality

over again. Also within an Application View, if the user selects another Application Dot-Tag

(0717), the entire continuous link of Application Dot-Tag functionality begins again and sends

the request back to ask if the newly selected Application Dot-Tag is a person (0702).

[00158] In FIG. 31, the Slideshow view of a Digital File, Application Dot-Tags, and

comments are illustrated (0750). When viewing a Digital File or group of Digital Files within
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the Slideshow Application View (0750), the selected Digital File is displayed in the center of the

screen (0754). If the user wants to export this photo with all the associated MemoryWeb Tags,

they can select export (0751) which will initiate the Application Export System as illustrated in

FIG. 49. If the user wants to see the Digital File that is one file before the selected Digital File,

they select the left arrow (0752) or they can select the right arrow (0753) to display the next

photo in the sequence. Below the Digital File, the comments (0755) that are specific to that

Digital file are depicted. If the user wants to edit the comments, they select edit (0756). If the

user would like to see a moving slideshow ofall the photos that are part of the group of Digital

Files, they can select on the play sign (0757) or simply click the specific thumbnail of a Digital

File (0758) to be displayed. The user can also have the slideshowin a full screen slideshow by

selecting the full screen icon (0759). If the user wants to share the individual Digital file via

email, they can select the mail icon (0760) or share it through a third party median provider, in

this case Facebook (0761). A more detailed description on how the share functionality worksis

in FIG. 46 (indicator 1000).

[00159] In FIG. 31, each Application Dot-Tag that is associated with a Digital File is

illustrated to the right of the Digital File under each major MemoryWeb Tag area. For this

example, the People area (0763) has Application Dot-Tags of Jackson Smith (0780) and JC

Smith (0764) associated with the selected Digital File. In the Dates area (0765), the Application

Dot-Tag of August 28, 2013 (0766) is associated with the selected Digital File. In the Locations

Area (0767), the Application Dot-Tag of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0768) in the location

associated with the selected Digital File. In the Collections Area (0769), the Application Dot-

Tags of First Day of School (0770) and Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (0771) are associated with

the selected Digital File. The Star Rankings Area (0782) showsthat four out of five stars (0773)

wasselected for this Digital File. If the Digital File is associated with a Recipe (0774) the

Application Dot-Tag would beillustrated in this area. The Media Typearea indicatesthat thisis

a Memento (0776). If the user wants to delete this Digital File from the Application, they can

select the Delete Item function (0779). If the user wants to edit the Application Dot-Tags, they

can select the edit icon (0762) and all the MemoryWeb Tagareas will be in edit modeaslater

illustrated in FIG.35. Finally, any original Digital File detail (e.g. file name, camera

specifications, etc.) is illustrated (0778).
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[00160] In FIG. 32, both of the People Application Viewsare illustrated. The first

People Application View (1400) is used to display all the people that were created within the

user’s Application. This view can be seen by selecting “People” (1401) from any of the

Application Views within the Application. The people can be listed in various sort orders though

a drop-down (1402) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added), Alphabetical

(A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. Additional sorts are contemplated such as age sort. For each

person, a thumbnail of their face along with their name is depicted. In this figure, Jon Smith

(1403) and JC Jon Smith (1404) along with some other people are illustrated. Also, the user can

determine if they want to have 20, 50 or 100 people shown at one time (1405) by selecting the

corresponding number box. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the

user can select Fast Search (1450) that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every

Application View within the Application, the user can select Apply Filters (1451) that is further

described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00161] Inthe second People Application View within FIG. 32, a single people profile

(1430) is illustrated. The individuals nameis displayed at the top of the page (1431) along with

their Nicknames (1433), when they were Born (1434), who their parents are (1435), Siblings

(1436), Children (1437), and the person’s Biography (1438). The Person Profile Photo of that

individualis illustrated (1439) and if the user wants to change the profile photo, they can change

by selecting change profile photo (1440). For each person, the system can allow the user to

quickly see all the tags that are associated to a person. In this example, the system illustrates that

there are four photos (1452) associated with that person and will also illustrate thumbnails of

each of the four photos (1446). These thumbnails can be selected and then the user will be taken

to the slideshow view for that Digital File. If the user selects Collections (1441), all of the

collections that the person has been tagged within will be displayed. If the user selects Facial

Recognitions (1442), all the faces that are confirmed or need to be confirmed are displayed. This

is the area where the user can select to confirm or deny a suggested facial recognition through

the Third Party Facial Recognition System that is illustrated in FIG. 25. If the user selects

Locations (1443), all of the Locations that the specific person has been tagged within will be

displayed. If the user selects Family Relationships (1444), the seven people that the user is

associated with will be displayed in a family chart or tree. If the user selects Recipe (1445),all

the recipe’s that the user has been tagged within will be displayed. If the user wants to edit any
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details within the individual people profile, they can select edit (1447) andall the fields will

allow the ability to edit the details. If the user selects any of the Application Dot-Tags such as

the individuals mother Jane Smith (Doe) (1449), the application will utilize the Continuous Link

of Application Dot-Tag System (see FIG. 30) and take the user to an individual people profile

view of Jane Smith (Doe). If the user selects View all People (1432), the Application will go

back to the multiple People View (1400).

[00162] In FIG. 33, both of the Collection Application Viewsare illustrated. The first

Collection Application View is used to display all the collections that were created within the

user’s Application (1500). This view can be seen by selecting “Collections” (1501) from any of

the Application Views within the Application. The collections can be listed in various sort

orders though a drop-down (1502) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. For each collection, a thumbnail of a Digital File

from that collection depicted. In this figure, Smith Family Photos (1503), Europe Trip (1504),

First Day of School (1505), Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (1506), and Baseball Games (1507) is

illustrated. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast

Search that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the

Application, the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00163] Inthe second Collections Application View within FIG.33, a single collection

(1530) is illustrated. The individual collection nameis displayed at the top of the page (1532).

Thumbnails of each Digital File within the specific collections are illustrated. In this example,

the system showsphotos (1533) associated with the Smith Family Photos Collection. If the user

wants to edit any Digital Files within the collection, they can select edit (1535) and then the user

can add or delete any Digital Files as well as set the cover photo for a collection. If the user

wants to share this collection (1534), they can select a method to share and this will take the user

through the Share to Third Party Media Provider System illustrated later in FIG. 46. If the user

selects View all Collections (1531), the Application will go back to the multiple Collection View

(1500).

[00164] In FIG. 34, both of the Location Application Viewsare illustrated. Thefirst

Location Application View is used to display all the locations that were created within the user’s

Application (1600). This view can be seen by selecting “Locations” (1605) from any of the

Application Views within the Application. The locations can be listed in various sort orders
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though a drop-down (1606) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. For each location, a thumbnail of a Digital File

from that location depicted. In this figure, Wrigley Field (1601), Abe Lincoln Elementary

School (1602), Home Sweet Home (1603), and Stonehenge (1604) is illustrated. What is also

contemplated instead of a Digital File from that location is that a zoomed in image of a map from

the specific location using the Third Party Geographical Mapping System later depicted in

FIG. 47. At the top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast

Search that is further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the

Application, the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00165] In the second Locations Application View within FIG. 34, a single location

(1630) is illustrated. The individual location name is displayed at the top of the page (1632).

Thumbnails of each Digital File within the specific collections are illustrated. In this example,

the system illustrates a one photo (1633) taken at Wrigley Field (1634) that is associated with the

location called Wrigley Field. If the user wants to edit any Digital Files within the collection,

they can select edit (1637) and then the user can add or delete any Digital Files. If the user wants

to share the Digital Files associated with this location (1636), they can select a method to share

and this will take the user through the Share to Third Party Media Provider System illustrated

later in FIG. 46. If the user selects View all Collections (1631), the Application will go back to

the multiple Collection View (1600). As part of the individual Location View, an interactive

map displaying a zoomed-in imageofthe specific location is displayed (1635).

[00166] In FIG. 35, the Uploads Application View and how it uses the Application

Digital Tag Organizer System is illustrated (1700). Similar to the concept of writing certain
39

information “on the back of a photo,” the system’s digital tagging system (also called

Application Digital Tag Organizer) allowsa user to select large amounts of Digital Files and add

Digital Tags that can characterize and document the digital file(s). Digital Files can be

individually or group organized at the same time for many tags including, but not limited to, a

person’s name, family relationships of the subjects to the user and between each other (e.g.,

mother/father), location, date, album, comments, documenttype(e.g., birth certificate, poetry),

recipe, ranking or rating, and sharing rights. One or more Digital Files can be selected at the

same time and displayed with an overlaid check mark whenactivated (1705 and 1710) and then

Digital Tags can be assigned to a single file at a time or to a plurality of files at once. For
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example, if a user wishes to assign the tag “grandma”to 100 photosat once, the system provides

a way for a user to select all 100 photos (1713) and enter the tag only once. In addition, the

system does include an indicator that appears when a user hovers over the Digital File providing

all the relevant Digital Tags associated with that specific Digital File (1737) and in this example

it shows the caption of “Family Smith finally sees Stonehenge,” that four People are tagged to

this photo, one collection is tagged to this photo, there are zero people recognized through Facial

Recognition, and the date of this photo is from December 21, 2013. If the user wants to delete a

single photo from uploads, they can click on the “x” (1735) that is displayed when the user

hovers over the Digital File thumbnail. When there are multiple Digital Files, the user can

determine how many imagesare displayed at one time in the Items Per Page Buttons (1738) that

include such numbersat 20, 50 and 100 on the page at the same time. When there is are more

Digital Files that items per page, they are automatically grouped by pages and a Page Button

(1739) can be selected to see the next set of Digital Files.

[00167] In the Uploads Location View, Digital Files can be directly uploaded to the

Application by selecting Upload Files (1701) and the user will have the option to select the

specific Digital Files to be uploaded from their Storage System. Users also have the option to

install the MemoryWeb Download Application that can be installed on either a Microsoft or

MACcomputer that will automatically upload and sync photos to and from the users Storage

System to the MemoryWeb Application. Also displayed is the amount of space being used by

the user within the Application (1702). Uploads of Digital Files can be listed in various sort

orders though a drop-down (1703) such as: Newest to Oldest (added), Oldest to Newest (added),

Alphabetical (A-Z), Alphabetical (Z-A), etc. In addition, the Digital Files can be sorted by File

Batch Name (A-Z) or File Batch Name (Z-A). In FIG. 35, the sort of File Batch Name (A-Z) is

selected (1703) and this provides three groups of Digital Files with the names File Folder

C:/2013/Family Fun (1704), File Folder C:/2013/General (1706), and of File Folder

C:/2013/First Day of School (1709). The File Batch Nameis created when Digital Files are

uploaded to the Application. The File Batch Name allows the user to see the file directory of

how they had their Digital Files stored from another Storage System (e.g., on their computer hard

drive) that allows for easier organization within the MemoryWeb Application. For example, in

the sort of File Folder C:/2013/General (1706), two digital files (1707 and 1708) are illustrated

that came from the exact samefile folder path of the Users Storage system upon upload. At the
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top of every Application View within the Application, the user can select Fast Search that is

further described in FIG. 44. Also at the top of every Application View within the Application,

the user can select Apply Filters that is further described in FIGs. 37 — 43.

[00168] On the right side of FIG. 35, the associated Application Dot-Tags along with

the ability to organize one or more Digital Files at the same timeisillustrated. At the top of the

screen, it shows how two Digital Files are selected (1712) that correspond to the selected

(checked) Digital Files (1705 and 1710). Belowthis area illustrates all the Application Dot-Tags

that are associated with the two selected Digital Files. The user has the option to select all

(1713) the Digital Files being viewed in the Uploads View as well as selecting none (1714). By

selecting all, the user can administer Application Dot-Tagsto all the selected Digital Files at the

same time. If the user wants to delete Digital Files, they can select the Digital Files to be deleted

and then select the Delete Selection (1715) option.

[00169] In FIG. 35, each Application Dot-Tag that is associated with the selected

Digital File(s) is illustrated. For this example, the People area (1716) has Application Dot-Tags

of Jackson Smith (1734), Jane Smith (1733), Jon Smith (1731, and JC Smith (1717) that are

associated with the two selected Digital Files (1710 and 1705). If the user wants to add a person

to all the selected Digital Files, they can click on “+Add People” (1718) that will display a pop-

up where the user can search for an existing person within the user’s existing people within the

Application or add a new person to the user’s group of people within the Application. It is

contemplated to have a Facial Recognition suggestions appear in this area of the Application that

will allow users to confirm or deny a recognized person to a specific Digital File. However, the

current version of the People area is useful for situations where a face is not recognized, but the

user desires to tag a person to a Digital File, they can manually assign a Person Application Dot-

Tag to that Digital File for an existing person (e.g., if the person’s back is turned, it is a

documentthat contains that person, a piece of art created by that person,etc.).

[00170] In the Dates area (1719), the organize functionality for assigning a Digital Tag

of a date within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Upon upload, the date when the Digital File was

created is automatically read by the Application andillustrated as an Application Dot-Tag (1720

and 1730). Asillustrated in the Dates area, the Application Dot-Tagsof July 4, 2013 (1720) and

August 28, 2013 (1730) are illustrated as they correspond to the dates that are associated with

each of the selected Digital Files. If the user wants to change the date for all the selected Digital
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Files, they can click on “+Add/Edit Date” (1721) that will display a pop-up where the user can

add a new date for the selected digital files within the Application. This is a very useful feature

when an incorrect date is assigned to a digital file (e.g., if a photo from October 31, 1951 was

digitized on December31, 2012, the digitized dates would show as an Application Dot-Tag that

the user can changein this section to the correct date of October 31, 1951).

[00171] In the Locations area (1722), the organize functionality for assigning Digital

Tags of locations within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Upon upload, the GPS location of

where the Digital File was created (if applicable) is automatically read by the Application and

illustrated as an Application Dot-Tag for locations ofthe selected files. In the locations area, the

Application Dot-Tags of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (1723) and Wrigley Field (1735) are

illustrated as they correspondto the locations that are associated with each of the selected Digital

Files. If the user wants to change the location for all the selected Digital Files, they can click on

“+Add/Edit location” (1724) that will display a pop-up where the user can search for an existing

location within the user’s existing locations within the Application or add a new location to the

user’s group of locations within the Application. Another added function to assign a location to

the selected Digital Files is to use Search with Map (1732) that utilizes the Application’s Third

Party Geographical Mapping System that is further illustrated in FIG. 47 that allows the user to

type in any relevant information (e.g., location name, address, state, etc.) and then the

Application will search and pinpointthat location on a map.

[00172] In the Collections Area (1725), the organize functionality for assigning Digital

Tags of albums within the Digital File(s) is illustrated. Digital Files can be associated to

multiple albums. Asillustrated in the Collections area, the Application Dot-Tags of First Day of

School (1726), Jackson and JC Photos 2013 (1727), and Baseball Games (1728) are associated

with the Collections for the selected Digital Files. If the user wants to add a Collectionto all the

selected Digital Files, they can click on “+Add/Create Collection” (1729) that will display a pop-

up where the user can search for an existing Collection within the user’s existing Collections

within the Application or add a new Collection to the user’s group of Collections within the

Application.

[00173] Within the Uploads View, the ability to perform similar tagging of Star

Rankings, Recipes, Family Relationships, and Media Types / Document Type are also

contemplated as part of the Application Digital Tag Organizer System. For Star Rankings,it is
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contemplated to assign MemoryWeb Tags of star rankings within the Digital File(s). Upon

upload, if the star ranking is already contained within the Digital File, it is automatically read by

the Application and illustrated as an Application Dot-Tag. The user can select one or more

Digital Files and then apply a star ranking between 1 and 5 in the Uploads Application View.

For Recipes, it is contemplated to assign MemoryWeb Tags of Recipes to Digital File(s). The

user can select one or more Digital Files and then type within the “Recipe” search bar to either

add a new recipe or associate the Digital File(s) to an existing recipe. Digital Files can be

associated to multiple recipes. For Media Type / Document Type, the user can choose fromalist

of common document types(e.g., Birth Certificate, Death Certificate, Marriage Certificate, etc.)

can be utilized for common document type associations. Once a document type is assigned to

one or more Digital Files, the document type appears within an Application Dot-Tag. Digital

Files can be associated to multiple documenttypes.

[00174] In FIG. 36, an individual recipe view (1800) allows one to see all the

information that is associated with a specific recipe. The nameofthe specific recipe is displayed

at the top of the page (1801) and the People Profile picture of the “chef” associated with the

recipeis illustrated (1804). If no chefis assigned, the user can select the “t+add/edit chef” (1803)

to either choose an existing person from the user’s People in the Application or add a new

person.

[00175] The view ofvarious Digital Files within the recipe (1808) along with scrolling

through the Digital Files using the arrow icons (1814 and 1815), the ability to share this recipe

with others by selecting the sharing icon (1812), As the Digital Files are selected on using the

film strip on the bottom, a larger thumbnail illustrating the Digital File is shown (1807). The

recipe view also allows you to choose a chef for the recipe from the people within the user’s

Application. When a chefis selected, the profile picture (1804) of the person along with their

name as an Application Dot-Tag (1816) is displayed. For each recipe, the user can insert the

ingredients (1809), directions (1810), and comments (1811). Each of these areas can be edited

by selecting the edit button (1813). Another contemplated feature allows the user to apply star

rankings for the recipe as well as categorize they type ofrecipe (e.g., appetizer, entrée, etc.). It is

further contemplated that the Digital Files within the individual recipe view mayalso include

videos where they can be watched showing the chef making the recipe. It is also contemplated

that the recipes will be interactive with external sources (e.g., the Food Network) so that recipes
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can be shared or imported with the Application and that visitors to the account will be able to

post/share comments about the recipe. It is further contemplated that the user can print the

recipe using a print icon.

[00176] In FIG. 37, the Advanced Filters System is illustrated (0800). This feature

allows the user to narrow the Digital Files being viewed within the Application Views by

searching the user’s entire collection of MemoryWeb Tags within the Application and then

displaying the filtered information in one of the Application Views. AdvancedFilters System

can be filtered by such items as key words (or plurality of key words), event names, location,

people, albums,star rating, file type, document type, and dates. A user may filter based on more

than onecriterion at a time. To help users quickly identify Digital Files that maystill need to be

organized, the advanced search filter also allows users to isolate files that have no date, no

location, no people, no specific date/range, and no upload date information or are lacking any

other tag. The Advanced Search Filter can be used within many of the views the Application to

narrow the set of Digital Files being viewed. For example, you can use the Advanced Filter

Button to only show the map view oflocations a specific person hastraveledin their lifetime.

[00177] When a user selects the “Advanced Filters” from almost any Application

View (0801) (the button can be seen in FIGs. 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36), a pop-up will appear that

allows the user to type in text into the text box (0802). As the user is typing, the system sends a

request (0803) to the User Relationship Table (0300) to look up any possible MemoryWeb Tag

matches. The system will then produce the request (0804) and illustrate the potential matches of

the filters to the user (0805). As the user types in anotherletter, the process of sending a request

(0803) to the User Relationship Table (0300), producing results (0804) and producing a newset

of results (0805) is re-run. If the user selects one of the suggested MemoryWebtags (0806) and

then selects to apply this filter (0807), the system will send this request to the User Relationship

Table (0300). This portion of the Advanced Filter System is further illustrated in FIG. 38.

[00178] Ifthe Advanced Filter System is applied within the Uploads View,the system

retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0809). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0850).

[00179] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within the Collections View, the

system retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the
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relationship data (0810). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0852).

[00180] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within the Locations View, the

system retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0811). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 40 (indicator

0856).

[00181] Ifthe Advanced Filter System is applied within the People View, the system

retrieves data for the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the

relationship data (0814). An example of this output is later illustrated in FIG. 39 (indicator

0854).

[00182] If the Advanced Filter System is applied within other contemplated views

within the Application such as Recipe, Family Trees, Timespan,etc. the system retrieves data for

the applied filter(s) from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0812).

[00183] Ifthe user decides to add an additional filter (0813), the process is repeated

whenthe user selects “AdvancedFilter” (0801) while the pre-existing filters are still applied. An

example of this process is later illustrated in FIG. 42 and FIG. 43. If the user selects an

Application Dot-Tag, then the continuous Link of Application Dot-Tags System is engaged as

illustrated in FIG. 30 (0700).

[00184] In FIG. 38, the process of the Adding the First Application Dot-Tag using the

Advanced Filter is illustrated. This is a visual depiction of the process that was illustrated in

FIG. 37. In Stage 1 (0830), the user selects “Apply Filters.” This takes the user to Stage 2 where

the Application generates the Apply Multiple Filters box (0831). The user can then type in the

alphanumeric text search criteria within the Advanced Filters text box (0838). In this example,

the word “Smith” was typed within the text box. As the alphanumeric text is typed within the

text box, the application automatically generates the available filters (0836) that meet the criteria.

In this example, the user selects the Application Dot-Tag of a person named JC Smith (0832). In

Stage 3, “Apply” is selected and then the application lists the Application Dot-Tag of a Person

named JC Smith as a current active filter (0837). This filter will then be applied to each

Application view that is further illustrated in FIGs. 39 through 41. If the user wants to clear all

the filters, they can select “clear filters” (0839).
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[00185] In FIG. 39, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter for each Application view is depicted. If the Advanced Filter is applied in the Uploads

Application View (0850), the filter of “JC Smith” (0851) is illustrated and only the Digital Files

that contain the person JC Smith are illustrated. If the Advanced Filter is applied in the

Collections Application View (0852), the filter of “JC Smith” (0853) is illustrated and only the

Collections that contain the person JC Smith are illustrated. If the Advanced Filter is applied in

the People Application View (0854), the filter of “JC Smith” (0855) is illustrated and only the

person named JC Smithisillustrated.

[00186] In FIG. 40, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter for a date within the Uploads Application View is depicted (0860). If the Advanced Filter

is applied using a date filter within the Uploads Application View (0861), the filter date of

“2013-07-04” (0876) is illustrated and only the Digital Files that contain that date are illustrated.

[00187] In FIG. 41, an illustration of the results for a Single Application Dot-Tag

Filter in the Location Application View is depicted (0870). Within the Location Application

View the Digital Files are displayed within an interactive map (Google map shown as an

example). The Location View can also provide additional outputs such as a journey route that

identifies the specific locations for an eventor trip that can be customized by users. In this view,

individual or groups of Digital Files are illustrated as photo thumbnails (see indicators 0874 and

0875)) on the map and the user can select the thumbnail to see all the Digital Files with the same

location (as seen FIG 34 (indicator 1630)) or the user can use the interactive map and narrow the

map view by either using the zoom in / zoom out bar (0876) on the left or simply selecting the

map. Note that the pinned locations include a thumbnail of the Digital File (or Collection cover)

and the numberofDigital Files for that location.

[00188] Ifthe AdvancedFilter is applied in the Locations Application View,the filter

of “JC Smith” (0872) is illustrated and only the Digital Files that contain the person JC Smith are

illustrated with their geographic location on the map. The user can select to clear this filter

(0873) or see this Advanced Filter with the view oflocations as a list (0871). In FIG. 41, there

are two illustrated on the map (0874 and 0875).

[00189] In FIG. 42, the process of the Adding another Application Dot-Tag using the

Advanced Filter is illustrated. Continuing on the process that wasillustrated in FIG. 38 where

the first Application Dot-Tag filter of “Person: JC Smith” was applied, the ability to add a
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second Application Dot-Tag if further illustrated in FIG. 42. As with FIG. 38, FIG. 42 is a visual

depiction of the process that was illustrated in FIG. 37. In Stage 1 (0880), the user selects

“Apply Filters.” This takes the user to Stage 2 where the Application generates the Apply

Multiple Filters box (0881). The user can then type in the text search criteria for the second

Advanced Filter within the Advanced Filters text box. In this example, the word “Abe” was

typed within the text box. As the alphanumeric text is typed within the text box, the application

automatically generates the available filters that meet the criteria. In this example, the user

selects the Application Dot-Tag of a location named Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0882). In

Stage 3 (0883), the application lists the Application Dot-Tags of both the Person named JC

Smith (0884) as well as the location of Abe Lincoln Elementary School (0885) as part of the

Current Active Filters. The user then selects “Apply” (0886) to see these filters illustrated in the

Application Views.This filter will then be applied to each Application view as previously

illustrated in FIGs. 39 through 41.

[00190] In FIG. 43,an illustration of the results for Adding Another Application Dot-

Tag Filter in the Location Application View is depicted (0890). Continuing on the process that

was illustrated in FIG. 42, in FIG. 43 (0890) the Application Dot-Tag filters of “Person: JC

Smith” (0891) and “Location: Abe Lincoln Elementary School” (0892) are illustrated. There is

one overlapping location that contains both filters for a Digital File that is illustrated on the map

(0893).

[00191] In FIG. 44, the Fast Search System is illustrated (0900). Throughout the

Application, groups or individual Digital Files can be searched quickly using the Fast Search bar

that is at the top of each Application View. Once a key word or phrase is entered into this area,

the user’s entire collection of Digital Tags within the Application that includes all the Digital

tags are searched for potential matches. This feature allows the user to search their entire

collection of MemoryWeb Tags within the Application and then displays the information

grouped by people, collections, locations, documents, and recipes. The Fast Search System can

be searched by such items as key words (or plurality of key words), event names, location,

people, albums,star rating, file type, documenttype, and dates.

[00192] When a user selects the Fast Search bar from almost any Application View

(0901), the user can type in alphanumeric text into the text box (0902). Asthe useris typing, the

system sends a request (0903) to the User Relationship Table (0300) to look up any possible
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MemoryWeb Tag matches. The system will then produce the request (0904) andillustrate the

potential matches by category for the user (0905). As the user types in anotherletter, the process

of sending a request (0903) to the User Relationship Table (0300), producing results (0904) and

producing a new set of results (0905) is re-run. If the user selects one of the suggested

MemoryWeb tags (0906), the system will send this request to the User Relationship Table

(0300). This processis further illustrated in FIG. 45.

[00193] If the user selects a person Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

person from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0907) in the Person

Profile View asillustrated in FIG. 32 (indicator 1430).

[00194] Ifthe user selects a collection Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

collection from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0908) in the

Collection View asillustrated in FIG. 33 (indicator (1530).

[00195] Ifthe user selects a location Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the

location from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0909) in the

Location View asillustrated in FIG. 34 (indicator 1630).

[00196] Ifthe user selects a date Fast Search tag, the system retrieves data for the date

from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0910) in the Uploads

Viewasillustrated in FIG. 40 (indicator 1861).

[00197] If the Fast Search System is applied within other contemplated views within

the Application such as Family Trees, Timespan, etc. the system retrieves data for the search

from the User’s Relationship Table and displays the relationship data (0911). As part of the

contemplated search processis to also search commentsrelated to a Digital File.

[00198] In FIG. 45, the process of using the Keyword Fast Search is illustrated. This

is a visual depiction of the process that was illustrated in FIG. 44. In Stage 1 (0930), the user

selects the Fast Search bar at the top of one of the Application Views. This takes the user to

Stage 2 (0931) where the user can then type in the alphanumeric text search criteria within the

Fast Search text box (0932). In this example, the word “Wrigley” was typed within the text box.

Asthe alphanumeric text is typed within the text box, the application automatically generates the

available MemoryWeb Tag results (0933) that meet the criteria. Note how the results are

organized by various MemoryWeb Tagcategories such as Person, Collection, Location, Recipe,

and comments. In Stage 3 (0934), the user selects one of the results. In this example, the user
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selects the location of Wrigley Field (0935). When the user selects a specific MemoryWeb Tag,

it takes them to Stage 4 where the information related to that tag is displayed in the

corresponding view as discussed within FIG. 44. For the example where the user selected the

Location of Wrigley Field, the user was taken to the individual locations Application View

wherethe location of Wrigley Field and the corresponding Digital Files are displayed (0936).

[00199] In FIG. 46, the Share to Third Party Media Provider System (1000) is

illustrated. This feature allows the user to share Digital Files from MemoryWebdirectly to a

third party application. The process begins when the user selects to share a Digital File or

collection of Digital Files within the MemoryWeb Application (1001). Examples of where the

user can select share can be seen in FIG. 31 (indicator 0760), FIG. 33 (indicator 1534), FIG. 34

(indicator 1636), and FIG. 36 (indicator 1812). Once the request is made, the system requests

the Digital File and Tag Data Blocks (1002) from the User Relationship Table (0300). The

system then retrieves the Digital File from the User Relationship Table (1003). At the same

time, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags from the Relationship Table (1004). The

system will then inject the tags to the corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks (1005). The

mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and those of MemoryWeb Data Blocksis illustrated in

FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were modified within the MemoryWebapplication, only the

new tag information will be transferred into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system then

combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and embeds them within the Original Digital File (1006).

The application then exports the Digital File with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks using the

Application Export System (1300) which then sends the Digital File outside the MemoryWeb

Application to the Third Party Media Provider (0501).

[00200] In FIG.47, the Third Party Geographical Mapping System is illustrated

(1100). When Digital Files are imported into MemoryWeb,if there is any GPS data available

from the EXIF Tags (See FIG. 22 (indicators 0330, 0331, 0332, and 0333)), the system will

utilize this data and automatically create a MemoryWeblocation tag within the Application (See

FIG. 22 (indicators 0368, 0369, 0370 and 0371)). However, if the GPS coordinates were missing

from a Digital File when it was imported into the Application (See FIG. 50 (indicators 1418 and

1419)), the user can add the Location (which the application will automatically add the

associated GPStags) to the Digital File using the Application Digital Tag Organization System

(see FIG. 28). As locations are associated with a Digital File, the Application can interact with a
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Third Party Geographical Mapping System to pull maps that correspond to the exact location of

Digital Files that have a location tag (see FIG. 34 (indicator 1630 and FIG.40, indicator 0875)).

In addition, the Application utilizes a world map view to illustrate all the locations that are

associated to one or more Digital Files for a user within the Location Application View (see

FIG. 41 (indicator 0880)).

[00201] The Third Party Geographical Mapping System begins when a Location

Application Dot Tag (1102) is selected (1104), the system will send a request (1105) to the User

Relationship Table (0300). Examples of when Location Application Dot-Tags can be selected

are illustrated in FIG. 31 (indicator 0768 and FIG. 35, indicators 1723 and 1735). In FIG. 47 if

the Locations Application View is selected (1103), the system will send a request (1105) to the

User Relationship Table. The Location Application View can be selected from almost any

Application view as illustrated in FIG. 34(indicator 1605). Wheneither a single location or the

world map view is selected, the system will retrieve the data (1108) from the User Relationship

Table (0300) and send a request (1106) to the Third Party Geographical Mapping Provider

(1101) who generates the map request and then sends the information back to the system for the

specific location (1107). At the same time, the Application Dot-Tags and Digital Files

associated with the location or map request are retrieved and then sent (1109) to the Locations

Application view. The system will combine the map information along with the Application

Dot-Tags and Digital Files and display this information within the Location Application View

(1100). Examples of a single Location Application View can be seen in FIG.34 (indicator 1630)

and FIG. 40 (indicator 0875), and an example of a world map view can be seen in FIG. 41

(indicator 0880).

[00202] In FIG. 48, the Share to Individual System is illustrated (1200). The Share to

an individual person or a group of people starts when a user initiates share of a Digital File or a

Collection of Digital Files (1201). Examples of where the user share functionsare illustrates are

in FIG. 31 (indicators 0760 and 0761), FIG. 33 (indicator 1534), FIG. 34 (indicator 1636), and

FIG. 36 (indicator 1812). Next, the system requests the Digital File and Tag Data Blocks (1202)

from the User Relationship Table (0300). They system will retrieve corresponding Digital File

(or collection of Digital Files) (1203) from the User Relationship Table.

[00203] At the sametime, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags of the Digital

File from the Relationship Table (1204). The system will then inject the tags to the
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corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks (1206). The mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and

those of MemoryWeb Data Blocks is illustrated in FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were

modified within the MemoryWebapplication, only the new tag information will be transferred

into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system then combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and

embeds them within the Original Digital File (1205). The application then exports the Digital

File with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks using the Application Export System (1300) which

then sends the Digital File outside the MemoryWeb Application to an Individual or Group of

People (1207).

[00204] In FIG.49, the Application Export System is illustrated (1300). The

Application Export System starts when a user selects the export of a Digital File within the

application (1302) or has installed the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application

(1308). An example of where the user can select the export of a Digital file within the

Application is FIG.31 (indicator 0751). If the user has installed the MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application, the export functionality of the user’s entire collection of

Digital Files will be downloaded to the User’s desired folder on their computer with the Digital

Tags embedded within the Digital Files. If neither a user initiated download nor the MW

Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application is not used, then the Application Export is not

initiated (1309). For either a user initiated download or one using the MW Automatic

Uploader/Downloader Application, the system requests the Digital File(s) and Tag Data Blocks

(1303) from the User Relationship Table (0300). They system will retrieve corresponding

Digital File (or collection of Digital Files) (1304) from the User Relationship Table. At the same

time, the system will also retrieve the Digital Tags of the Digital File from the User Relationship

Table (1305). The system will then inject the tags to the corresponding EXIF Tag Data Blocks

(1306). The mapping of the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and those of MemoryWeb Data Blocks is

illustrated in FIG. 22. Note, for any tags that were modified within the MemoryWebapplication,

only the new tag information will be transferred into the EXIF Tag Data Blocks. The system

then combines the EXIF Tag Data Blocks and embeds them within the Original Digital File(s)

(1307). The application then exports the Digital File(s) with the new EXIF Tag Data Blocks to

the desired Storage System ofthe user (1301).

[00205] In FIG. 50, there are three charts for the Digital File Image File Directory

Data Blocks of JPG Photo within Microsoft Before and After MemoryWeb. This Figure is
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meant to demonstrate how the EXIF Tag Data Blocks for a Digital File (in this example a JPG

file) prior to the use of MemoryWeb Application appear and then how these EXIF Tag Data

Blocks are populated with Digital Tags upon export from the MemoryWeb Application.

[00206] Thefirst chart illustrates common EXIF Tags (Data Blocks) (1401) andlists

certain common the EXIfTool Family 1 Group namesthat are displayed in the file properties of a

JPG file when using Microsoft Windows (these are the same EXIF Tag Blocks that were

illustrated in FIG. 22 (indicator 1320)). In the second chart (1402), the Digital Tags associated

with the original Digital File are displayed. In the third chart (1403), the updated Digital Tags

for the same original Digital File once exported from the MemoryWeb Application is displayed.

[00207] In the second chart (1402), the original Digital File prior to import to the

MemoryWeb Application did not have Digital Tags for data blocks such as Description Rating

(1416), Description Comments (1417), GPS Latitude (1418), GPS Longitude (1419). Also in the

second chart the Digital Tags for the data blocks of File Folder Path (1420) and File Date

Created (1421) are illustrated.

[00208] In the third chart (1403), the original Digital File that was exported from the

MemoryWeb Application now contains new or modified Digital Tags for certain data blocks.

For example, a star rating of four out offive stars (1410) with the new MW Modified Digital File

is now associated with the Description Rating (1404) where it was blank (1416) with the original

file before using the MemoryWeb Application.

[00209] Another example is the listing of MemoryWeb Tags within the Description

Comments data block (1411) as: CAPTION: Jackson and JC’s first day at school!, PERSON:

Jackson Smith, JC Smith, LOCATION NAME: Abe Lincoln Elementary School,

COLLECTION:First Day of School, COLLECTION: Jackson and JC Photos 2013, DATE:

8/28/2013. All of these Digital Tags are now associated with the Description Comments (1405)

where it was blank (1417) with the originalfile before using the MemoryWeb Application.

[00210] Also updated in the MW Modified Digital File are the GPS Latitude (1412)

and GPS Longitude (1413) as Digital Tags that were assigned in the MemoryWeb Application

using the location feature with the Application Digital Tag Organizer System. These tags now

replace the blank tags (indicators 1418 and 1419) that were in the original file before using the

MemoryWeb Application.
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[00211] A final example is how the date was modified in the MemoryWeb Application

where a new date of August 28, 2013 (1415) was assigned to the Digital File. This replaced the

old date that was originally tagged with a date of November 1, 2013 (1421). Inatypical Digital

File, only the date and perhaps the GPSlocation if taken with certain newer photo deviceis pre-

populated in a Digital File. For the example in FIG. 50, the Digital File may have been created

or scanned on November1, 2013, but with the MemoryWeb Application Digital Tag Organizer

System the user was able to correctly assign the date the photo was taken and nowthis date is

always part of the Digital File within the MemoryWeb Application, but also when the Digital

File is exported from MemoryWeb.

[00212] A benefit of the Export System is that users can export a single Digital File or

their entire set of Digital Files (using the MW Automatic Uploader/Downloader Application),

with all the updated Digital Tags from the MemoryWeb Application embedded within the

Digital File(s). This feature is unique as it will allow the users to back up their files to another

source (e.g., external computer hard drive) or to transport it to another venue (e.g., another

website that is used for viewing and/or sharing Digital Files such as a social media website)

where it can be viewed with these Digital Tag attributes. This export feature can provide users

with the advantage of never losing key data that was stored simply because the user chooses to

moveits Digital Files to a new digital system.

[00213] The application also contemplates the use of a Family Tree Application View

wherethe individual people that have been created within the Application can be displayed with

family relationships. This view can illustrate interactive family trees where one can see the

family tree of an individual or family. Any family relationships created in the user’s personal

profile are already pre-populated by the Application for the Family Tree View. If a user selects

on an individual within the family tree, it will take them to the people profile Application View

of that person. Family Trees can quickly be viewed with the family tree drop-downsort feature.

Aswith other areas within the Application, the family tree view can be narrowed down using an

Advanced Filters System. For matching family members, the system will have drag/drop

functionality to make new associations to a family tree. It is also contemplated that various

family tree views could be displayed (e.g., pedigree chart, fan chart, directs descendants chart,

etc.). In addition, it is contemplated that family tree relationships from either data files (e.g.,

GEDCOMfiles) or other sources (e.g., Family Search database) would either be imported into
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the user’s versions of the Application or utilize these sources in associating the family tree

information.

[00214] Another Application View that is contemplated is Timespan or Timeline. The

Timeline Application View will have an interactive timeline to display the dates within the

Digital Files of the Application for a user. The timeline view acts as an interactive filter or

funnel of Digital Files whereas when the user starts to define the parameters of dates towards the

bottom, the information aboveit is filtered to display the major groupsof Digital Files that meets

the selected date range criteria in various formats until you are able to view an individual Digital

File. This funnel approach is designed to allow the user to appreciate the vast amount of data

that can be associated with a date range, but then allow them to filter the information with the

user’s desired criteria. This will be a very useful tool when users want to see the growth and

progress of an individual as well as memorialize a lifetime of a friend or family member.

[00215] While the disclosure is susceptible to various modifications and alternative

forms, specific exemplary embodiments thereof have been shown by way of example in the

drawings and have herein been described in detail. It should be understood, however, that there

is no intent to limit the disclosure to the particular forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the

intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the spirit and

scope ofthe disclosure as defined by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS

1. A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files,

comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having embedded therein content data and metadata

including tags;

receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a user ofthe client device;

modifying, using a controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a

first of the digital files to includethe first tag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface device, an instruction to

search forall of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a first indication

of the first tag label.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising displaying, on

the video display, indicia of each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadataofthe first digital file, together with the first indication.

3. The computer-implemented methodof claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, a second tag label containing alphanumeric text

created and inputted by the user;

modifying, using the controller device, a selected second one ofthe tags of the metadata

embeddedin a secondofthe digital files to include the secondtag label;

receiving, via the user interface device or the other user interface device, a second

instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the second tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

displaying, on a video display device associated with the client device, a second

indication of the secondtag label.
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4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising displaying, on

the video display, indicia of each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the

user and embedded in the metadata of the seconddigital file, together with the second indication.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the first tag label along

with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embeddedin the

metadata of the first digital file comprise a first set of tags, and wherein the second tag label

along with each and every other tag label, if any, created and inputted by the user and embedded

in the metadata of the second digital file comprise a second set of tags distinct from the first set

of tags.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, an instruction to associate the second tag label

with thefirst tag label, wherein the association indicates a relationship between the content data

of the first of the digital files and the corresponding content data of the secondofthe digital files;

responsive to receiving the instruction, associating the second tag label with the first tag

label; and

responsive to an automatic search through the digital files returning either the first of the

digital files or the second ofthe digital files, displaying, on the video display, an indication of the

association betweenthefirst of the digital files and the second ofthe digitalfiles.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, further comprising displaying, on

the video display device, a second count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files

having the secondtag label.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data includes

a digital photograph or image or video, a digital audio file, a digital document, a digital food

recipe having an ingredients portion and at least one digital photograph or image or video, a

family tree record indicating familial relationships among related persons, a profile record

including biographical information about a living organism, or a timespan record including a

time-based series of occurrences.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the content data includes

a digital food recipe having at least an ingredients portion andat least one digital photograph or

image or video, and wherein the first tag label includes an identity of a human source or human

authorship of the digital food recipe or a name associated with the digital food recipe.
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10.|The computer-implemented methodof claim 1, further comprising:

receiving a request from the client device to export the first of the digital files from the

storage media to another storage medium; and

responsive to receiving the request to export, causing the first of the digital files to be

communicated, without removingthe first tag label, from the storage media to the other storage

medium.

11.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data of the

first of the digital files is of a first type, the method further comprising:

associating the first tag label with a further one of the digital files having embedded

therein content data of a second typethatis different than the first type,

wherein the first count value includes the further one ofthe digital files.

12. |The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein thefirst type is a digital

photograph or image or a video, and wherein the second type is a digital audio file, a digital

document, or a digital food recipe.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the first tag label is

indicative of an identity of a person associated with the content data, a digital collection related

to the content data, a geographic location associated with the content data, or a date associated

with the content data.

14.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising displaying, on

the video display device, a first count value corresponding to the numberof the digital files

havingthefirst tag label.

15.|The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the content data includes

a digital photograph or image or video, the metadata including a geotag indicative of geographic

coordinates where the digital photograph or image or video was taken, the method further

comprising:

displaying, on the video display device, a representation of a map,all of the digital files

havingat least the first tag label being membersofa first set of digital files, the first set of digital

files includingat least a first geotag and a second geotag; and

displaying a first thumbnail at a first location corresponding to the geographic

coordinates of the first geotag on the map, a second thumbnail at a second location
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corresponding to the geographic coordinates of the second geotag on the map, and the

alphanumeric text of the first tag label.

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, the first thumbnail including a

scaled representation of at least one of the digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the

first geotag, and the second thumbnail including a scaled representation of at least one of the

digital imagesin the first set of digital files having the second geotag.

17.|The computer-implemented method of claim 16, further comprising displaying

proximate the first thumbnail a count value corresponding to the numberofdigital photographs

or images or videos in the first set of digital files having the first geotag, and displaying

proximate the second thumbnail a count value corresponding to the number of digital

photographsor imagesor videosinthefirst set of digital files having the second geotag.

18. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the content data of a

second ofthe digital files of the first set of digital files includes a digital food recipe, the method

further comprising associating the digital food recipe with the first geotag or the second geotag.

19. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the metadata of a second

of the digital files includes a second tag label containing alphanumeric text created and inputted

by the user, the method further comprising:

displaying a first count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files having the

first tag label;

responsive to automatically searchingforall of the digital files having at least the first tag

label, receiving a second instruction to search forall of the digital files having at least the second

tag label;

responsive to receiving the second instruction, automatically searching for all of the

digital files having at least the second tag label; and

dynamically updating the first count value to reflect the numberofthe digital files having

both the first tag label and the second tag label, and displaying in real time the updated first

count value on the video display device.

20.|The computer-implemented method of claim 19, further comprising displaying on

the video display device a second count value corresponding to the numberofthe digital files

having the secondtag label.
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21. A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files,

comprising:

storing, on one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage media, a plurality of

digital files, each of the digital files having a content data portion and a metadata portion

including tags;

displaying, on a video display device associated with a client device, a first graphical

representation of a first tag label of a first of the tags and associated with a first of the digital

files;

receiving, via a user interface device of the client device, a selection by a user of the

client device of the first graphical representation of the first tag label as a search filter criterion or

a search string entered via the user interface device correspondingto thefirst tag label;

responsive to the receiving, automatically searching through the digital files, using at

least the first tag label as a search filter, for the digital files satisfying at least the search filter

criterion; and

displaying, on the video display device, an indication of the first tag label and a

representation of the numberofthe digital files satisfying at least the searchfilter criterion.

22. The computer-implemented method of claim 21, further comprising:

receiving, via the user interface device, alphanumeric text created and inputted by the

useras the first tag label; and

associating, using a computer, the first tag label with the first digital file in a computer

database.

22. |The computer-implemented method of claim 22, further comprising:

receiving from the client device a request to export the first digital file from the storage

media to another storage medium remote from the client device;

responsive to receiving the request to export, modifying the first tag of the first digital file

to includethefirst tag label created and inputted by the userin the first digital file and storing the

modified first digital file in a non-proprietary format such that the first tag label is preserved

during exporting; and

responsive to the storing the modified first digital file, exporting the modified first digital

file by causing the modified first digital file to be communicated, without removingthefirst tag
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label and in the non-proprietary format, from the storage media to the other remote storage

medium.

23. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the other remote storage

medium is operatively coupled to or incorporated in a computer system running a destination

operating system different from an operating system on the client device, and wherein the

modified first digital file with the modified first tag is stored on the other remote storage medium

after the exporting.

24. The computer-implemented method of claim 23, wherein the computer system

includes a mobile telephony device, a personal computer, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a

television, a wearable gadget having a computer, a digital camera, a printer, or a personal data

assistant having a computer.

25. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the metadata ofthe first

digital file is formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF) having a

Commentfield, and wherein the modified first tag is stored in the Commentfield of the metadata

of the first digital file as alphanumeric text correspondingto thefirst tag label.

26. The computer-implemented method of claim 21, wherein the first tag label is

automatically created by extracting information fromafirst of the tags of the metadata of the

first digital file and converting the extracted information to the first tag label to be used as the

search filter criterion when selected by the user.

27. The computer-implemented method of claim 26, wherein the extracted

information includes a date or a location associated with when or where a digital photograph or

imageor video wastaken or created or recorded or scanned bya digital imaging device.

28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the metadata is

formatted according to an exchangeable image file format (EXIF), and wherein the first digital

file is formatted according to a JPEG, PNG, TIFF, or GIF imagefile format.

29. A web-based digital file storage system comprising:

a digital file repository for storing and retrieving digital files;

a digital tagging system permitting the user to assign a plurality of digital tags to each of

the digital files, wherein the digital tagging system comprises at least one type of data selected

from the group consisting of a person’s name,a location, a recipe, a date, a family relationship, a

person’s profile, an event name, a rating, and a documenttype;
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a search filter, wherein the search filter allows the digital files to be searched according to

a plurality of types of data; and

a user interface that presents the digital files on a user’s screen based on the digital tags,

wherein the user interface further comprises a digital tag image, the digital tag image having at

least one type of data represented thereon withtext.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A computer-implemented method of associating digital tags with digital files comprises

storing a plurality of digital files having embedded therein content data and metadata including

tags; receiving, via a user interface device of a client device, a first tag label containing

alphanumeric text created and inputted by a user of the client device; modifying, using a

controller device, a selected first one of the tags of the metadata in a first of the digital files to

include the first tag label; receiving, via the user interface device or another user interface

device, an instruction to search for all of the digital files having at least the first tag label;

responsive to receiving the instruction, automatically searching for all of the digital files having

at least the first tag label; and displaying, on a video display device associated with the client

device, a first indication ofthe first tag label.
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from the date of this Notice within which to correct the informalities indicated below. Extensions of time may be
obtainedbyfiling a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

* Replacementdrawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required. The drawings
submitted are not acceptable because:

« The drawings must be reasonably free from erasures and mustbefree from alterations, overwriting,
interlineations, folds, and copy marks. See Figure(s) 29, 31.

* Numbers, letters, and reference characters on the drawings must measure at least 0.32 cm (1/8 inch)in
height. See Figure(s) 31.

* The drawings submitted to the Office are not electronically reproducible because portions of figures 31 are
missing and/orblurry.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may causethe specification and drawings page countto
exceed 100 pages.If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required
application size fee.
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Replies must be received in the USPTOwithin the set time period or mustinclude a proper Certificate of Mailing
or Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 with a mailing or transmission date within the set time period. For more
information and a suggested format, see Form PTO/SB/92 and MPEP512.

Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web, including a copy
of this Notice and selecting the documentdescription "Applicant response to Pre-Exam Formalities Notice”.
https ://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPF.html

For more information about EFS-Webpleasecall the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http:/Avwww.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Webto submit your reply, you must include a copyofthis notice.

Questions about the contents of this notice and the

requirements it sets forth should be directed to the Office
of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit,at
(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/bzewdie/
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 16/578,238

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c))

seaeee | NA va|0 va |

ena[ewan[aP|of]
[evens|Smet]

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total
(37 CFR 1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".
* lf the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

 
 
   

16/578,238 09/20/2019 2676 885 069366-000002USC3 22 3

CONFIRMATION NO.4358

70001 FILING RECEIPT
NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500 COATAAA
CHICAGO, IL 60602

Date Mailed: 10/04/2019

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional utility patent application. The application will be taken up for
examination in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence
concerning the application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER,
FILING DATE, NAME OF FIRST INVENTOR,and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are
subjectto collection.

Pleaseverify the accuracyof the data presented onthis receipt.If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a corrected Filing Receipt, including a properly marked-up ADS showing the changes
with strike-through for deletions and underlining for additions. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts” or
other Notice requiring a responseforthis application, please submit any requestfor correction to this Filing Receipt
with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another
Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections provided that the request is grantable.

Inventor(s)
Christopher J. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
Nancy L. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
L. Michael Taylor, Chicago, IL;

Applicant(s)
NCM IP Holdings, LLC, Glen Ellyn, IL;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 70001

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 16/536 ,300 08/08/2019
which is a CON of 15/375,927 12/12/2016 PAT 10423658
which is a CON of 14/193,426 02/28/2014 PAT 9552376
whichis a CIP of 13/157,214 06/09/2011 PAT 9098531

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see htto://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes
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Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.

lf Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 10/03/2019

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad underthe Paris Convention,
is US 16/578,238

Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined - pending completion of Corrected Papers

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Preliminary Class

358

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documentsandfees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a persondesiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised thatin the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
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countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectuSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
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technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Serial No. :  16/578,238 Confirmation No.: 4358

Applicant : NCM IP Holdings, LLC
Filed : September 20, 2019
Title : METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

TC/A.U. : 2676

Examiner : Not Yet Assigned
Docket No. : 069366-000002USC3

Customer No. : 70001

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Mail Stop: Missing Parts — via EFS
Commissionerfor Patents

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

This paper responds to the Notice to File Corrected Application Papers mailed October4,

2019, for the above-referenced patent application. The shortened statutory period for responseis

two months from the mailing date, i.e., by December 4, 2019. This Responseis being filed within

that time period.

The Applicant respectfully submits replacement drawing sheets for FIGs. 29 and 31 which

is believed to be in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 1.121(d).

It is believed that no fees are due; should any additional fees be deemed necessary, the

Commissioneris authorized to deduct the necessary fees (except for paymentofthe issue fee) from

Nixon Peabody LLP, Deposit Account No. 50-4181, Order No. 069366-000002USC3.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: October 11, 2019 /Bradley M. Taub — Reg. No. 67,300/
BRADLEY M. TAUB

Reg. No. 67,300
Nixon Peabody LLP
70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
(312) 425-8563 - Direct
ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 16578238

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 4358

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

eC
a

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

203479

Drawings-only black and whiteline 069366-2USC3_Replacement_S
drawings heets.pdf 21bd9f17c1 1e8bal36e7e53de21de0d781 1}

a6Sbd 
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Information:

069366-2USC3_Response_to_N
otice_to_File_Corrected_Applid

ation_Papers.pdf 32112a873e7982257299d43422f189efD7ad- d0b7

Applicant Response to Pre-Exam
Formalities Notice

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application asa
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 16/578,238

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART| OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c))

seaeee | NA va|0 va |

ena[ewan[aP|of]
[evens|Smet]

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE|sheets of paper, the application size fee dueis
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total
(37 CFR 1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR 1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

* |f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.
* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".
* lf the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFIGE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
! OX.

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO ITOT CLAIMSJIND CLAIMS

22 3
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CONFIRMATION NO.4358

70001 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT
NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500 OA
CHICAGO, IL 60602

Date Mailed: 10/18/2019

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional utility patent application. The application will be taken up for
examination in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence
concerning the application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER,
FILING DATE, NAME OF FIRST INVENTOR,and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are
subjectto collection.

Pleaseverify the accuracyof the data presented onthis receipt.If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a corrected Filing Receipt, including a properly marked-up ADS showing the changes
with strike-through for deletions and underlining for additions. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts” or
other Notice requiring a responseforthis application, please submit any requestfor correction to this Filing Receipt
with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another
Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections provided that the request is grantable.

Inventor(s)
Christopher J. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
Nancy L. Desmond, Glen Ellyn, IL;
L. Michael Taylor, Chicago, IL;

Applicant(s)
NCM IP Holdings, LLC, Glen Ellyn, IL;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 70001

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 16/536 ,300 08/08/2019
which is a CON of 15/375,927 12/12/2016 PAT 10423658
which is a CON of 14/193,426 02/28/2014 PAT 9552376
whichis a CIP of 13/157,214 06/09/2011 PAT 9098531

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see htto://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

Permission to Access Application via Priority Document Exchange: Yes

Permission to Access Search Results: Yes
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Applicant may provide or rescind an authorization for access using Form PTO/SB/39 or Form PTO/SB/69 as
appropriate.

lf Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 10/03/2019

The country code and numberof your priority application, to be usedfor filing abroad underthe Paris Convention,
is US 16/578,238

Projected Publication Date: 01/23/2020

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

Title

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

Preliminary Class

358

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider thefiling of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does notresult in a grantof "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documentsandfees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a persondesiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised thatin the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance asto the status of applicant's license for foreignfiling.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents”(specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
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countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4258).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicatedis the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and maybe usedat any time onorafter the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grantof a license doesnot in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Governmentcontract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselvesof current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee mayforeignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

 

SelectuSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
businessinvestment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistance to the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
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technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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70 West MadisonStreet, Suite 3500

CHICAGO,IL 60602 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2165

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

10/23/2019 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

docketingchicago @ nixonpeabody.com
ipairlink @ nixonpeabody.com
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Application No. Applicant(s)
16/578 238 Desmondetal.

Decision Granting Request for
PrioritizedExamination (Track 1) Examiner Art Unit AIA (FITF) Status

BRIAN W BROWN OPET No

THE REQUESTFILED 20 September 2019 IS GRANTED.

The above-identified application has met the requirements for prioritized examination
A. for an original nonprovisional application (Track1).
B. (J for an application undergoing continued examination (RCE).

The above-identified application will undergo prioritized examination. The application will be
accorded special status throughoutits entire course of prosecution until one of the following occurs:

A. filing a petition for extension of time to extend the time period for filing a reply;

B. filing an amendmen mend th lication ntain more than four in
claims, more thanthirty total claims , or a multiple dependent claim;

filing a request for continued examination;

filing a notice of appeal;

filing a request for suspension of action;

mailing of a notice of allowance;

mailing of a final Office action;

completion of examination as defined in 37 CFR 41.102; or

abandonmentof the application.

Telephoneinquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to BRIAN BROWNat(571)272-5338.

In his/her absence, calls may be directed to Petition Help Desk at (571) 272-3282.

/BRIAN W BROWN/

Petitions Examiner, OPET
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority from U.S. Provi-
sional Pat. App. Ser. No. 61/365,116,filed on July 16,
2010.

FIELD OF THE TECHNOLOGY

[0002] The technology disclosed herein (the "technol-
ogy") relates to controlling zoom in a media module in a
communication device.

[0003] US2008/239103 describes a method and ap-
paratus for controlling the display of a portable electronic
device having a user input device and a camera function;
the portable electronic device including a photosensor
chip having a sensor array of a predetermined number
of rows and columnsofpixels for converting radiant en-

ergy into electronic signals representing an imagefordis-
play via a viewfinder. The method comprises selecting
via the user input a zoom level and viewfinder resolution
for the camera application, and in the event the zoom
levelis 1x thenscaling the predetermined numberof rows

and columnsofpixels to the selected viewfinder resolu-
tion and generating an image corresponding thereto; and
in the event the zoom level is greater than 1x then crop-
ping a region of interest of the predetermined numberof
rows and columnsof pixels in accordance with the zoom
level and then scaling the cropped region of interest in

accordancewith the viewfinderresolution and generating
an image corresponding thereto.
[0004] US2008/204462 describes a map userinter-
face, including a first view transmitted from a server com-
puter system to the client computer system, thefirst view

including a first map and the initial path displayed on the

first map, the initial path being from a starting location
via at least one intermediate location to an end location,
a deletion selector, selection of the deletion selector

causing transmission of a deletion command being in-
dicative of removal, of a selected one ofthe locations,

and a second view generated in responseto the trans-
mission of the deletion command, the second view in-

cluding a second map and the modified path displayed
on the second map, the modified path includingall of the
locations but not including the selected location.
[0005] US2002/135601 describes a digital map display

zooming method for continuously enlarging and reducing

a displayed portion of a digital map as map information
in digital form within a display screen is provided which
comprises the steps of displaying the displayed portion
of the digital mapat the display screen, displaying a scroll
part within the display screen for shifting the displayed
portion, making the scroll part function as a scale setting

part for carrying out enlarging and reducing operations
of the displayed portion of the digital map within the dis-
play screen, and carrying out enlarging and reducing op-
erations of the displayed portion of the digital map within
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the display screen by shifting a shifting operation part of

the scale setting part.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

FIG. 1 illustrates a communication system including
a mobile communication device to which example
implementations of the technology can be applied.
FIG. 2 illustrates methods of the technology
FIG. 3 illustrates a handheld communication device.

FIG. 4illustrates a block diagram of ahandheld com-
munications device.

FIG. 5 illustrates a zoom bar of the technology in a
portrait device display.
FIG. 6 illustrates a zoom bar of the technology in a
landscape device display.
FIG. 7 illustrates a zoom barof the technology.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] Reference will now be madein detail to imple-
mentations of the technology. Each example is provided

by way of explanation of the technology only, not as a
limitation of the technology. It will be apparent to those
skilled in the art that various modifications and variations

can be madein the present technology without departing
from the scopeof the technology.For instance, features
described as part of one implementation can be used on

another implementation to yield a still further implemen-
tation. Thus, it is intended that the present technology
cover such modifications and variations that come within

the technology.
[0008] As may be appreciated from FIG. 3, an exem-

plary mobile communication device 300 (as an example

of 103) comprises a display 322 located above a key-
board 332 constituting a user input means and suitable
for accommodating textual input to the device 300. In
some implementations, the keyboard 332 can be part of
a touch screen display. The front face 370 of the device
300 has a navigation row 380. As shown, the device 300

is of uni-body construction, also known as a "candy-bar"
design.
[0009] The device 300 mayinclude an auxiliary input
that acts as a cursor navigation tool 327 and that may be
also exteriorly located uponthe front face 370 of the de-
vice 300. Its front face location allows the tool to be

thumb-actuable,e.g., like the keys of the keyboard 332.
Some implementations provide the navigation tool 327
in the form of a trackball 321 that may beutilized to in-
struct two-dimensional screen cursor movementin sub-

stantially any direction, as well as act as an actuator when
the trackball 321 is depressed like a button. Other imple-

mentations can provide the navigation tool in the form of
a trackpad, a touch screen, a touchpad,a pointing stick,
joystick, graphics tablet, or combinations thereof. The
placement of the navigation tool 327 may be above the
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keyboard 332 and below the display screen 322; here,

the navigation tool 327 may avoid interference during
keyboarding and does not block the operator’s view of
the display screen 322 during use.
[0010] The device 300 may be configured to send and
receive messages. The device 300 includes a bady 371
that may, in some implementations, be configured to be

held in one hand byan operatorof the device 300 during
text entry. A display 322 is included that is located on a
frontface 370 of the body 371 andupon which information
is displayed to the operator, e.g., during text entry. The
device 300 may also be configured to send and receive

voice communications such as mobile telephone calls.

The device 300 also can include a camera (not shown)
to allow the device 300 to take electronic photographs
that can be referred to as photosorpictures. Further, the
device 300 can be configured to operate a web browser.
[0011] In orderto facilitate an understanding of envi-
ronments in which example implementations described

herein can operate reference is made to FIG. 1 that
shows, in block diagram form, a communication system
100 in which implementations of the technology can be
applied. The communication system 100 may comprise
a number of mobile communication devices 103, e.g.,

300, that may be connected to the remainder of system
100 in any of severaldifferent ways. Accordingly, several
instances of mobile communication devices 103 are de-

picted in FIG. 1 employing different example ways of con-
necting to system 100.
[0012] These figures are exemplary only, and those

personsskilled in the art will appreciate that some addi-
tional elements and modifications may be necessary to
make the communication device, e.g., 103 operatein par-
ticular network environments. While in the illustrated im-

plementations, the communication devices, e.g., 103

may comprise smart phones,in other implementations,

however, the communication devices may comprise per-
sonaldigital assistants (PDA), tablet computers, laptop
computers, desktop computers, servers, or other com-
munication devices capable of sending and receiving
electronic messages.
[0013] Mobile communication devices 103 are con-

nected to a wireless network 101 that may comprise one
or moreof a Wireless Wide Area Network (VWWWAN) 102
and a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) 104 or other
suitable network arrangements. In some implementa-
tions, the mobile communication devices 103 are config-
ured to communicate over both the WWAN 102 and

WLAN 104, and to roam between these networks. In

some implementations, the wireless network 101 may
comprise multiple WWANs 102 and WLANs104.
[0014] The WWAN 102 may be implemented as any
suitable wireless access network technology, By way of
example, but notlimitation, the WWAN 102 may be im-

plemented as a wireless network that includes a number
of transceiver base stations 108 where eachof the base

stations 108 provides wireless Radio Frequency (RF)
coverage to a corresponding area orcell. The WWAN
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102 is typically operated by a mobile network service

providerthat provides subscription packages to users of
the mobile communication devices 103. In some imple-
mentations, the WWAN 102 conforms to one or more of

the following wireless network types: Mobitex Radio Net-
work, DataTAC, GSM (Global System for Mobile Com-
munication), GPRS (General Packet Radio System), TD-

MA (Time Division Multiple Access), CDMA (Code Divi-
sion Multiple Access), CDPD (Cellular Digital Packet Da-
ta), IDEN (integrated Digital Enhanced Network), EvDO
(Evolution-Data Optimized) CDMA2000, EDGE (En-
hanced Data rates for GSM Evolution), UMTS (Universal

Mobile Telecommunication Systems), HSPDA (High-

Speed Downlink Packet Access), IEEE 802.16e (also re-
ferred to as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Ac-
cess or "WiMAX"), or various other networks. Although
WWAN 102 is described as a "Wide-Area" network, that

term is intended herein also to incorporate wireless Met-
ropclitan Area Networks (WMAN) and othersimilar tech-

nologies for providing coordinated service wirelessly
over an area larger than that covered by typical WLANs.
[0015] The WWAN102 mayfurther comprise a wire-
less network gateway 110 that connects the mobile com-
munication devices 103 to transport facilities 112, and

through the transport facilities 112 to a wireless connec-
tor system 120. Transport facilities may include one or
more private networksorlines, the Internet, a virtual pri-
vate network, or any other suitable network. The wireless
connector system 120 maybe operated, for example, by
an organization or enterprise such asa corporation, uni-

versity, or governmental department, which allows ac-
cess to a network 124 such asaninternal or enterprise
network(e.g., an intranet) and its resources,or the wire-
less connector system 120 maybe operated by a mobile
networkprovider. In some implementations, the network

124 maybe realized using the Internet rather than orin

addition to an internal or enterprise network.
[0016] The wireless network gateway 110 provides an
interface between the wireless connector system 120
and the WWAN102,whichfacilitates communication be-
tween the mobile communication devices 103 and other

devices (not shown) connected, directly or indirectly, to

the WWAN102. Accordingly, communications sent via
the mobile communication devices 103 are transported
via the WWAN 102 and the wireless network gateway
110 through transport facilities 112 to the wireless con-
nector system 120. Communications sent from the wire-

less connector system 120 are received by the wireless

network gateway 110 and transported via the WWAN
102 to the mobile communication devices 103.

[0017] The WLAN 104 comprises a wireless network
that, in some implementations, conforms to IEEE
802.11x standards (sometimesreferred to as Wi-Fi TM)
such as,for example, the IEEE 802.11a, 802.11b and/or

802.11g standard. Other communication protocols may
be usedfor the WLAN 104in other implementations such
as, for example, IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16e (also re-
ferred to as Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Ac-
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cess or "WiMAX"), or IEEE 802.20 (also referred to as

Mobile Wireless Broadband Access). The WLAN 104in-
cludes one or more wireless RF Access Points (AP) 114
(one of which is shown in FIG. 1) that collectively provide
a WLANcoveragearea.
[0018] The WLAN 104 maybe a personal network of
the user, an enterprise network, or a hotspot offered by

an internet service provider (ISP), a mobile network pro-
vider, or a property ownerin a public or semi-public area,
for example. The accesspoints 114 are connected to an
accesspoint (AP) interface 116 that may connectto the
wireless connector system 120 directly (for example, if

the access point 114 is part of an enterprise WLAN 104

in which the wireless connector system 120 resides), or
indirectly as indicated by the dashed line in FIG. 1 via
the transportfacilities 112 if the access point 114 is a
personal Wi-Fi network or Wi-Fi hotspot (in which case
amechanism for securely connecting to the wireless con-
nector system 120, such as a virtual private network

(VPN), may be used). The AP interface 116 provides
translation and routing services between the access
points 114 and the wireless connector system 120to fa-
cilitate communication, directly or indirectly, with the wire-
less connector system 120.

[0019] The wireless connector system 120 may be im-
plemented as one or more servers, andis typically locat-
ed behind a firewall 113. The wireless connector system
120 manages communications, including email, Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and HTTP Secure (HT-
TPS) communicationsto and froma set of managed mo-
bile communication devices 103. The wireless connector

system 120 also provides administrative control and
managementcapabilities over users and mobile commu-
nication devices 103 that may connect to the wireless
connector system 120.

[0020] The wireless connector system 120 allows the
mobile communication devices 103 to access the net-
work 124 and connected resources and services such

as amessaging server 132 (for example, a Microsoft Ex-
change Server®, IBM Lotus Domino®, or Novell Group-
Wise™ email server), a content server 134 for providing
content such as Internet content or content from an or-

ganization’s internal servers, application servers 136 for
implementing server-based applications suchas instant
messaging (IM) applications to mobile communication
devices 103, and intranetfile services.

[0021] The wireless connector system 120 typically
provides a secure exchange ofdata (e.g., email messag-

es, personal information manager(PIM) data, and IM da-
ta) with the mobile communication devices 103. In some
implementations, communications betweenthe wireless
connector system 120 and the mobile communication
devices 103 are encrypted. In some implementations,
communications are encrypted using a symmetric en-

cryption key implemented using Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) or Triple Data Encryption Standard (Tri-
ple DES) encryption. Private encryption keys are gener-
ated ina secure, two-way authenticated environment and
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are used for both encryption and decryption of data. In

some implementations, the private encryption key is
stored onlyinthe user’s mailbox on the messaging server
132 and on the mobile communication device 103, and

can typically be regenerated by the user on mobile com-
munication devices 103. Data sent to the mobile com-

munication devices 103 is encrypted by the wireless con-

nector system 120 using the private encryption keyre-
trieved from the user’s mailbox. The encrypted data,
when received on the mobile communication devices

103, is decrypted using the private encryption key stored
inmemory. Similarly, data sent to the wireless connector

system 120 from the mobile communication devices 103

is encrypted using the private encryption key stored in
the memory of the mobile communication device 103.
The encrypted data, when received on the wireless con-
nector system 120, is decrypted using the private encryp-
tion key retrieved from the user’s mailbox.
[0022] The wireless network gateway 110 is adapted

to send data packets received from the mobile commu-
nication device 103 over the WWAN102 to the wireless

connector system 120. The wireless connector system
120 then sends the data packets to the appropriate con-
nection point such as the messaging server 132 or con-

tent servers 134 or application server 136. Conversely,
the wireless connector system 120 sends data packets
received, for example, from the messaging server 132
or content servers 134 or application servers 136 to the
wireless network gateway 110 that then transmit the data
packets to the destination mobile communication device

103. The AP interfaces 116 of the WLAN 104 provide
similar sending functions between the mobile communi-
cation device 103, the wireless connector system 120
and network connection point such as the messaging
server 132, content server 134 and application server
136.

[0023] The network 124 may comprise a private local
area network, metropolitan area network, wide area net-
work, the public Internet or combinations thereof and may
include virtual networks constructed using anyof these,
alone, orin combination. A mobile communication device

103 mayalternatively connect to the wireless connector

system 120 using a computer 117, such as desktop or
notebook computer, via the network 124. A link 106 may
be provided for exchanging information between the mc-
bile communication device 103 and a computer 117 con-
nected to the wireless connector system 120. The link

106 may comprise one or both of a physical interface and

short-range wireless communication interface. The phys-
ical interface may comprise one or combinations of an
Ethernet connection, Universal Serial Bus (USB) con-
nection, Firewire™ (also known as an IEEE 1394inter-
face) connection, or other serial data connection, via re-
spective ports or interfaces of the mobile communication

device 103 and computer 117. The short-range wireless
communication interface may be a personal area network
(PAN) interface. A Personal Area Network is a wireless
point-to-point connection meaning no physical cables are
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used to connect the two end points. The short-range wire-

less communication interface may comprise one or a
combination of an infrared (IR) connection such as an
Infrared Data Association (IrDA) connection, a short-
range radio frequency (RF) connection such as one spec-
ified by IEEE 802.15.1 or the BLUETOOTHspecialin-
terest group, or IEEE 802.15.3a, also referred to as UI-

traWideband (UWB), or other PAN connection.
[0024] It willbe appreciated that the above-described
communication system is provided for the purposeofil-
lustration only, and that the above-described communi-
cation system comprises one possible communication

network configuration of a multitude of possible configu-
rations for use with the mobile communication devices

103. Suitable variations of the communication system
will be understood to a personofskill in the art and are
intendedto fall within the scope of the present disclosure.
[0025] Referring to FIG. 4, a block diagram of a com-
munication device, such as 300 and 103, in accordance

with an exemplary implementation is illustrated. As
shown, the device 400 includes a microprocessor 438
that controls the operation of the communication device
400. A communication subsystem 411 performs commu-
nication transmission and reception with the wireless net-

work 419. The microprocessor 438 further can be com-
municatively coupled with an auxiliary input/output (I/O)
subsystem 428 that can be communicatively coupled to
the communication device 400. In at least one implemen-
tation, the microprocessor 438 can be communicatively
coupled to a serial port (for example, a Universal Serial

Busport) 430 that Can allow for communication with other
devices or systemsvia the serial port 430. A display 422
(e.g., 322) can be communicatively coupled to microproc-
essor 438 to allow for displaying of information to an op-
erator of the communication device 400. When the com-

munication device 400 is equipped with a keyboard 432

(€.g., 332), the keyboard can also be communicatively
coupled with the microprocessor 438. The communica-
tion device 400 can include a speaker 434, a microphone
436, random access memory (RAM) 426, and flash mem-
ory 424 all of which may be communicatively coupled to
the microprocessor 438. Other similar components may

be provided on the communication device 400 as well
and optionally communicatively coupled to the micro-
processor 438. Other communication subsystems 440
and other communication device subsystems 442 are
generally indicated as being functionally connected with

the microprocessor 438 as well. An example of a com-

munication subsystem 440is a short range communica-
tion system such as BLUETOOTH® communication
module or a WI-FI® communication module (a commu-
nication module in compliance with IEEE 802.11b) and
associated circuits and components. Additionally, the mi-
croprocessor 438 is able to perform operating system

functions and enables execution of programs on the com-
munication device 400. In some implementationsnotall
of the above components maybeincluded in the com-
munication device 400. For example,in at least one im-
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plementation the keyboard 432 is not provided as a sep-

arate componentandis instead integrated with a touch
screen as described below.

[0026] The auxiliary 1/O subsystem 428 can take the
form ofa variety of different navigation tools (multi-direc-
tional or single-directional) such as a trackball navigation
tool 321 asillustrated in the exemplary implementation

shownin FIG. 3, or a thumbwheel, a navigation pad, a
joystick, touch-sensitive interface, or other I/O interface.
These navigation tools may be located onthe front sur-
face of the communication device 400 or may be located
on anyexterior surface of the communication device 400.

Other auxiliary |/O subsystems mayinclude external dis-

play devices and externally connected keyboards (not
shown). While the above examples have been provided
in relation to the auxiliary I/O subsystem 428, other sub-
systems capable of providing input or receiving output
from the communication device 400 are considered with-

in the scope of this disclosure. Additionally, other keys

may be placed alongthe side of the communication de-
vice 300 to function as escape keys, volumecontrol keys,

scrolling keys, power switches, or user programmable
keys, and maylikewise be programmed accordingly.
[0027] Thekeyboard 432 can include a plurality of keys

that can be of a physical nature such as actuable buttons,
or the buttons can be of a software nature, typically con-
stituted by representations of physical Keys on a display
screen 422 (referred to herein as “virtual keys"). Itis also
contemplated that the user input can be provided as a
combination of the two types of keys. Each key of the

plurality of keys is associated with at least one action
which can be the input of a character, a command or a
function. In this context, "characters" are contemplated
to exemplarily include alphabetic letters, language sym-
bols, numbers, punctuation, insignias, icons, pictures,

and even a blank space.

[G028] In the case ofvirtual keys, the indicia for the
respective keys are shown on the display screen 422,
which in one implementation is enabled by touching the
display screen 422, for example, with a stylus, finger, or
other pointer, to generate the characteror activate the
indicated command or function. Some examplesof dis-

play screens 422 capable of detecting a touch include
resistive, capacitive, projected capacitive, infrared and
surface acoustic wave (SAW)touch screens.
[0029] Physical and virtual keys can be combinedin
many different ways as appreciated by those skilled in

the art. In one implementation, physical and virtual keys

are combined suchthatthe plurality of enabled keys for
a particular program or feature of the communication de-
vice 400 is shownon the display screen 422 in the same
configuration as the physical keys. Using this configura-
tion, the operator can select the appropriate physical key
corresponding to what is shown on the display screen
422. Thus, the desired character, command or function

is obtained by depressing the physical key corresponding
to the character, command or function displayed at a cor-
responding position on the display screen 422, rather
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than touching the display screen 422.

[C030] Furthermore, the communication device, e.g.
400 is equipped with components to enable operation of
various programs, as shownin FIG. 4. In an exemplary
implementation, the flash memory 424 is enabled to pro-
vide a storage location for the operating system 457, de-
vice programs 458, and data. The operating system 457

is generally configured to manage other programs 458
that are also stored in memory 424 and executable on
the processor 438. The operating system 457 honorsre-
quests for services made by programs 458 throughpre-
defined program interfaces. More specifically, the oper-

ating system 457 typically determines the order in which

multiple programs 458 are executed on the processor
438 and the execution time allotted for each program
458, managesthe sharing of memory 424 among multi-
ple programs 458, handles input and output to and from
other device subsystems 442, and so on. In addition,
operatorscantypically interact directly with the operating

system 457 through a user interface usually including the
keyboard 432 and display screen 422. While in an ex-
emplary implementation the operating system 457 is
stored in flash memory 424,the operating system 457in
other implementations is stored in read-only memory

(ROM) or similar storage element (not shown). As those
skilled in the art will appreciate, the operating system
457, device program 458or parts thereof may be loaded
in RAM 426or other volatile memory.
[0031] In some implementations, the flash memory
424 may contain programs 458 for execution on the de-

vice 400, including - but not limited to - an address book
452, a personal information manager (PIM) 454, and a
device state 450. Furthermore, programs 458 and other-
information 456 including data can be segregated upon
storage in the flash memory 424 of the device 400.

[C032] When the communication device 400 is enabled

for two-way communication within the wireless commu-
nication network 419, the device 400 can send and re-

ceive signals from a mobile communication service. Ex-
amples of communication systems enabled for two-way
communication include, but are not limited to, the Gen-

eral Packet Radio Service (GPRS) network, the Univer-

sal Mobile Telecommunication Service (UMTS) network,
the Enhanced Data for Global Evolution (EDGE) network,
the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) network,
High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) networks, Universal
Mobile Telecommunication Service Time Division Du-

plexing (UMTS-TDD), Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB)

networks, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Ac-
cess (WIMAX), and other networks that can be used for
data and voice, or just data or voice. For the systems
listed above, the communication device 400 may use a
uniqueidentifier to enable the communication device 400
to transmit and receive signals from the communication

network 419. Other systems may not use suchidentifying
information. GPRS, UMTS, and EDGEuse a Subscriber

Identity Module (SIM) in order to allow communication
with the communication network 419. Likewise, most CD-
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MA systems use a Removable User Identity Module

(RUIM)in order to communicate with the CDMA network.
The RUIM and SIM card can be used in multiple different
communication devices 400. The communication device

400 may be able to operate some features without a
SIM/RUIM card, but the device 400 will not be able to
communicate with the network 419. A SIM/RUIM inter-

face 444 located within the communication device 400

allows for removalor insertion of a SIM/RUIM card (not
shown). The SIM/RUIM card features memory and holds
key configurations 451, and other information 453 such
as identification and subscriber related information. With

a properly enabled communication device 400, two-way
communication between the communication device 400

and communication network 419 is possible.
[0033] If the communication device 400 is enabled as
described aboveor the communication network 419 does

not use such enablement, the two-way communication
enabled communication device 400is able to both trans-

mit and receive information from the communication net-
work 419. The transfer of communication can be from
the communication device 400 or to the communication
device 400. In order to communicate with the communi-

cation network 419, the device 400 can be equipped with

an integral or internal antenna 418 for transmitting signals
to the communication network 419. Likewise the device

400 can be equipped with another antenna 416 for re-
ceiving communication from the communication network
419. These antennae (416, 418) in another exemplary
implementation are combinedinto a single antenna (not

shown). As one skilled in the art would appreciate, the
antenna or antennae (416, 418) in another implementa-
tion can be externally mounted on the communication
device 400.

[0034] When equipped for two-way communication,
the communication device 400 features a communication

subsystem 411. As is understoodin the art, this commu-
nication subsystem 411 is modified so that the commu-
nication system 411 can support the operational needs
of the communication device 400. The subsystem 411
includes a transmitter 414 and receiver 412 including the
associated antenna or antennae (416, 418) as described

above, local oscillators (_Os) 413, and a processing mod-
ule that in the presently described exemplary implemen-
tation is a digital signal processor (DSP) 420.
[0035] It is contemplated that communication by the
communication device 400 with the wireless network 419

can be any type of communication that both the wireless
network 419 and communication device 400 are enabled

to transmit, receive and process. In general, these can
be classified as voice and data. Voice communication

generally refers to communication in which signals for
audible sounds are transmitted by the communication
device 400 through the communication network 419. Da-

ta generally refers to all other types of communication
that the communication device 400 is capable of perform-
ing within the constraints of the wireless network 419.
[0036] Example device programs that can depend on
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such data include email, contacts and calendars. For

each such program, synchronization with home-based
versions of the program can be desirable for either or
both of their long term and short term utility. As an ex-
ample, emails are often time-sensitive, so substantially
real time (or near-real time) synchronization may be de-
sired. Contacts, on the other hand, can be usually updat-

ed less frequently without inconvenience. Therefore, the
utility of the communication device 400 is enhanced when
connectable within a communication system, and when
connectable on awirelessbasis in a network 419 in which

voice, text messaging, and other data transfer are ac-

commodated. Device 400 can include programs such as

a web browser, a file browser, and client programs for
interacting with server programs.Devices,e.g., 103, 300,
400, for use in the technology can be characterized by
an identification number assigned to the device. Such
identification numbers cannot be changed and are locked
to each device.

[0037] Multimedia-enabled smart phones, e.g., 300,
can incorporate modules,e.g., other device subsystems
442, for various media applications, e.g., still camera,
video camera, attachment viewer. The particular module,
and the performanceof that module, for a given applica-

tion can vary across smart phone models, For example,
smart phone camera modules that perform digital zoom
at 2x, 3x, and even 6x are known.

[0038] Digitalzoomis amethodof decreasing (narrow-
ing) the apparent angle of view of a digital photographic
or video image. Typically, digital zoom is performed by

cropping an imageto a centered area with the same as-
pect ratio as the original image, and (optionally) interpo-
lating the result back to the pixel dimensions of the orig-
inal image. Digital zoom is accomplished electronically,
without adjustmentof the camera’s optics. No optical res-

olution is gained in the process. However, on devices

such as smart phones, digital zoom is useful.
[C039] Implementations of the present technology in-
clude devices, e.g., 103, 300, 400, computer program
products, and computer implemented methodsfor inte-
gration of the zoom function of various media modules
having differing zoom performanceusing a single frame-
work. Media modulesinclude still cameras and video

cameras. Zoom can include both digital and opticalzoom.
Implementations of the present technologyoffer partic-
ular utility with respect to digital zoom.
[0040] The program code for the technology can be

written in Java. Java is normally compiled to byte-code

which the Java virtual machine (JVM) then either inter-
prets or "just-in-time" compiles to machine code, and then
executes. The Java program code can be common
across devices, stored among programs458, and loaded
into flash memory 424 for execution by processar(s) 438.
The camera module is known to the operating system

457. The operating system 457, typically written in a lan-
guage such as C++, is typically device-specific.
[0041] Referring to FIG 2, the technology can request
media module zoom specifications 202, e.g., zoom
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range, via the operating system 457. The technology also

can request display specifications 204, e.g., size, orien-
tation, via the operating system 457, Upon receiving the
zoom range 206 the technology can divide the zoom
rangein to n discrete steps 210. The numberof discrete
steps can be set in the program code,or can be adjust-
able. In some implementations, nis set by program code

to five (5).
[0042] Continuing to refer to FIG. 2, and also referring
to FIG. 5 (display 422 in portrait orientation) and FIG. 6
(display 422 in landscapeorientation), after receiving de-
vice display specification 208 and receiving media mod-

ule zoom specification 206, the technology can present
212 a zoom bar 510, shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 as a

vertically oriented zoom bar 510 on the right side of the
device display 422 selectable by a user to each of the n
steps, without displaying the numerical value of the
zoom. Zoom bar 510 includes an indicator of increasing
zoom direction 512, an indicator of decreasing zoom di-

rection 514, and a slider bar 516 disposed substantially
therebetween. Theslider bar illustrated in FIG. 5 and

FIG. 6 showsrelative zoom level 518 as white, and in

FIG. 7 as uncross-hatched.Referring to FiG 7, the levels
ofan n=5 slider bar 516 are shown. Level 1 is "no zoom."

Level 5 is “full zoom." While a Zoom bar has been dis-

closed, the zoom indicator of the technology can take
other forms, e.g., aZoom circle with zoom level indicated
by angle portions, a zoom circle with zoom level indicated
by concentric geometric objects (e.g., circles).
[0043] The technology receives user input regarding a

zoomlevel 214 and then performs zoom onthe displayed
image 216 and displays the relative zoom level in the
zoom bar 218. User input regarding zoom level can be
accepted through various means, including "pinching" on
a touch screen(i.e., placing two fingers on the screen

and spreading the fingers farther apart or bringing the

fingers closer together), use of "+" and "-"keys of key-
board 423 to increase and decrease the zoom level re-

spectively, touching a touch screen nearerto the desired
zoom level than to other zoom levels, and other actions

appropriate to the nature of the device.
[0044] In some implementations, the technology con-

tinues to display the zoom bar 510 for a predetermined
period of time. In some implementations, the technology
continues to display the zoom bar 510 while the device
selection means remains selecting the zoom bar 510. In
some implementations, the technology terminates the

zoom bar display upon selecting Level 1 "no zoom.” In

some implementations, zoom can be enabled and disa-
bled by user action received by the device. If zoom is
disabled, the zoom bar 510 does not appear for zoom.
Note that optical zoom can be independent of zoom.
[0045]_In this fashion, program code written in a plat-
form independent language, can be used to query, via

the device OS, for media module specifications and dis-
play specifications to present a uniform graphical zoom
control offering n discrete zoom steps via the device dis-
play, accept user input regarding zoom level, and display
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the selected zoom level.

[0046] Insummary, the technologyincludes processor
resources-implemented methods, computer program
products, and systems for controlling zoom in a media
module in an electronic device. In various implementa-
tions the technology can request media module zoom
specifications. Media module zoom specifications com-

prising zoom range are received. The received zoom
range can bedividedin to n discrete steps. A zoom bar
can be presented on the device display. The zoom bar
can include an indicator of increasing Zoom direction, an
indicator of decreasing zoom direction, and a slider bar.

The slider bar can be disposed substantially between the

indicators. The slider bar can display zoom level as one
of the n discrete steps from a first step equal to no zoom
level, and an nth step equalto full zoom level. User input
regarding a zoom level can be received. Zoom to the
received zoom level can be performed on the displayed
image. The relative zoom level can be displayed in the
zoom bar.

[0047] In some implementations the zoom bar can oc-
cupy a space substantially along the margin of an edge
of the display. In some implementations the zoom bar
size in the dimension along a line connecting the indica-

tors can be substantially greater than the zoom barsize
perpendicular to the line connecting the indicators. In
some implementations, prior to presenting a zoom bar
on the device display, device display specifications can
be requested, and device display specifications compris-
ing display size and display orientation can be received,

and the zoom barsize in the dimension along the line
connecting the indicators can be greater than onehalf of
the display size in the dimensionparallel to the line con-
necting the indicators. In some implementations n can
be oneof:fixed and selectable. In some implementations
the media module can be one ofa still camera module

and a video camera module. In some implementations
the zoom bar can be terminated from the display upon
at least one of: selection of the lowest of the n levels,

expiration of a predetermined period of time, termination
of selection of the zoom bar by the device selection
means.

[0048] The technology can take the form of hardware,
software or both hardware and software elements. In

some implementations, the technology is implemented
in software, which includes butis not limited to firmware,

resident software, microcode, a Field Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) or Application-Specific Integrated

Circuit (ASIC), etc. In particular, for real-time or nearreal-
time use, an FPGA or ASIC implementation is desirable.
[0049] Furthermore, the present technology can take
the form of a computer program product comprising pro-
gram modules accessible from computer-usable or com-
puter-readable medium storing program code for use by

orin connection with one or more computers, processors,
or instruction execution system. For the purposesofthis
description, a computer-usable or computer readable
medium can be any apparatus that can contain, store,
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communicate, propagate, or transport the program for

use by or in connection with the instruction execution
system, apparatus, or device. The medium can be non-
transitory (e.g., an electronic, magnetic, optical, electro-
magnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system or appara-
tus or device, or transitory (e.g., a signal). Examples of
a non-transitory computer-readable medium include a

semiconductoror solid state memory, magnetic tape, a
removable computer diskette, a random access memory
(RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), a rigid magnetic disk
and an optical disk. Current examples of optical disks
include compact disk - read only memory (CD-ROM),

compactdisk - read/write (CD-R/W) and DVD. Both proc-

essors and program code for implementing each as as-
pect of the technology can be centralized or distributed
(or a combination thereof) as known to thoseskilled in
the art.

[0050] A data processing system suitable for storing a
computer program productof the present technology and

for executing the program codeof the computer program
product willinclude at least one processor resource cou-
pled directly or indirectly to memory elements through a
system bus. The memory elements can include local
memory employed during actual execution of the pro-

gram code,bulk storage, and cache memoriesthat pro-
vide temporary storage of at least some program code
in order to reduce the numberof times code must be

retrieved from bulk storage during execution. Input/out-
put or I/O devices (including but notlimited to keyboards,
displays, pointing devices, etc.) can be coupled to the

system either directly or through intervening I/O control
lers. Network adapters can also be coupled to the system
to enable the data processing system to become coupled
to other data processing systems or remoteprinters or
storage devices throughinterveningprivate or public net-
works. Modems, cable modem and Ethernet cards are

just a few of the currently available types of network
adapters, Such systems can be centralized or distributed,
e.g., in peer-to-peer and client/server configurations. In
some implementations, the data processing system is
implemented using one or both of FPGAs and ASICs.

Claims

1. A processor resources-implemented method for
controlling Zoom in a media modulein a mobile com-
munication device, the communication device com-

prising a plurality of different media modules, where-
inthe media modules compriseat leastastill camera
module and a video camera module, each media

module having associated differing zoom specifica-
tions, the method comprising, for one of the different
media modules of the plurality of media modules:

requesting the media module zoom specifica-
tions (202);
receiving the media module zoom specifications
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comprising zoom range (206);

dividing the received zoom range in to n discrete
steps (210);
presenting a zoom bar on the device display
(212), wherein the zoom bar (510) comprises:

an indicator of increasing zoom direction

(512),
an indicator of decreasing zoom direction
(514), and
a slider bar (516):

the slider bar disposed betweenthe in-
dicators, and

the slider bar displaying zoom level
(518) as one of the ndiscrete steps from
a first step equal to no zoom level, and
an nth step equalto full zoom level;

receiving user input regarding a zoom level
(214);
performing zoom onthe displayed image to a
level corresponding to the received input (216);
and

displaying the relative zoom level in the zoom
bar (218).

The processor resources-implemented method of
Claim 1:

wherein the zoom bar occupies a space along the

margin of an edgeof the display.

The processor resources-implemented method of
any one of Claim 1 and Claim 2:
wherein the zoom barsize in the dimension along a

line connecting the indicators is greater than the

zoom barsize perpendicular to the line connecting
the indicators.

The processor resources-implemented method of
any one of Claim 1 through Claim 3:

further comprising, prior to presenting a zoom
bar on the device display:

requesting device display specifications
(204), and

receiving device display specifications

comprising display size and display orien-
tation (208); and

wherein the zoom bar size in the dimension

along the line connecting the indicatorsis great-
er than onehalf of the display size in the dimen-

sion parallel to the line connecting the indicators.

The processor resources-implemented method of
any one of Claim 1 through Claim 4
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wherein n is oneof: fixed or selectable.

The processor resources-implemented method of
any one of Claim 1 through Claim 5
wherein the media module is one of a still camera
module or a video camera module.

The processor resources-implemented method of
any one of Claim 1 through Claim 6 further compris-
ing terminating the zoom barfrom the display upon
at least one of:

selection of the lowestof the n levels, expiration

of a predetermined period of time,

termination of selection of the zoom bar by the
device selection means.

A computer program productfor controlling zoom in
amedia modulein a communication device, the com-

puter program product comprising:

at least one non-transitory computer readable
medium; and

at least one program module:

stored on the at least one medium, and

operable upon execution by processorre-
sources to perform the processor-imple-
mented method of any one of Claim 1
through Claim 7.

9. A mobile communication device comprising:

a plurality of media modules, wherein the media
modules comprise atleasta still camera module
and avideo camera module, each media module

having associated zoom specifications; and
at least one processor resource,
the mobile communication device being config-
ured to perform the method of any one of Claim
1 through Claim 7.

Patentanspriiche

1. Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes§Verfahren
zum Steuern von Zoom in einem Medienmodul in

einem mobilen Kommunikationsgerat, wobei das

Kommunikationsgerat mehrere verschiedene Me-
dienmodule umfasst, wobei die Medienmodule Zu-
mindest ein Standbildkameramodul und ein Video-

kameramodul umfassen, wobei jedes Medienmodul
voneinander abweichende Zoomspezifikationen as-
soziiert aufweist, wobei das Verfahren,fiir eines der
verschiedenen Medienmodule der mehreren Me-

dienmodule, umfasst:

Anfordern der Medienmodulzoomspezifikatio-
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nen (202);

Empfangen der Medienmodulzoomspezifikatio-
nen, die Zoombereich umfassen (206);
Aufteilen des empfangenen Zoombereichsin n
diskrete Schritte (210);
Darstellen einer Zoomleiste auf der Geratean-

zeige (212), wobei die Zoomleiste (510) um-
fasst:

einen Indikator flr zunehmende Zoomrich-

tung (512);
einen Indikator far abnehmende Zoomrich-

tung (514), und

eine Schieberleiste (516):

wobeidie Schieberleiste zwischen den

Indikatoren angeordnetist, und
die Schieberleiste eine Zoomstufe

(518) als einen der n diskreten Schritte

von einem ersten Schritt, der gleich kei-
ner Zoomstufe ist, zu einem n-ten

Schritt, der gleich volle Zoomstufe ist,
anzeigt;

Empfangen einer Benutzereingabe bezuglich
einer Zoomstufe (214);
Ausfthren von Zoom auf das angezeigte Bild
bis zu einer Stufe, die der empfangenen Einga-
be entspricht (216); und
Anzeigender relativen Zoomstufe in der Zoom-

leiste (218) .

Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes§Verfahren
nach Anspruch1,
wobe} die Zoomleiste einen Raum entlang des

Rands einer Kante der Anzeige belegt.

Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes§Verfahren
nach einem der Anspriche 1 und 2,
wobei die Zoomleistengrdfe in derAusdehnung ent-
lang einerLinie, die die Indikatoren verbindet, gr6Rer
als die ZoomleistengréRe senkrecht zur Linie, die
die Indikatoren verbindet,ist.

Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes§Verfahren
nach einem der Anspriche1 bis 3,
ferner umfassend, vor dem Darstellen einer Zoom-

leiste auf der Gerateanzeige:

Anfordern von Gerateanzeigenspezifikationen
(204), und
Empfangen von Gerateanzeigenspezifikatio-
nen, die AnzeigengréRe und Anzeigenausrich-
tung umfassen (208); und

wobei die Zoomleistengr6éKe in derAusdehnung
entlang derLinie, die die Indikatoren verbindet,
groRerals die Halfte der ZoomleistengrdRe pa-
rallel zur Linie, die die Indikatoren verbindet, ist.
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Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes Verfahren

nach einem der Anspriche1 bis 4,
wobei n eines von festgelegt oder auswahlbarist.

Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes Verfahren
nach einem der Anspritche 1 bis 5,
wobei das Medienmodul eines von einem Standbild-

kameramodul oder einem Videokameramodul ist.

Prozessorressourcenimplementiertes Verfahren
nach einem der Anspruche1 bis 6,
ferner umfassend das Beenden der Zoomleiste auf

der Anzeige auf zumindest eines von Folgendem
hin:

Auswahl der niedrigsten der n Stufen, Ablaufen einer
vorgegebenen Zeitperiode, Beenden der Auswahl
der Zoomleiste durch das Gerateauswahlmittel.

Computerprogrammprodukt zum Steuern von Zoom
in einem Medienmodul in einem Kommunikations-

gerat, das Computerprogrammprodukt umfassend:

zumindestein nichtfluchtiges maschinenlesba-
res Medium; und

zumindest ein Programmmodul,
welches auf dem zumindest einen Medium ge-
speichertist, und
auf Ausfuhrung durch Prozessorressourcenhin
zum Ausfuhren des prozessorimplementierten
Verfahrens nach einem der Anspriiche 1 bis 7

betriebsfahig ist.

Mobiles Kommunikationsgerat, umfassend:

mehrere Medienmodule, wobei die Medienmo-
dule zumindest ein Standbildkameramodul und

ein Videokameramodul umfassen, wobei jedes
Medienmodul assoziierte Zoomspezifikationen
aufweist; und
zumindest eine Prozessorressource,

wobei das mobile Kommunikationsgerat zum
Ausfiihren des Verfahrens nach einem der An-

spruche 1 bis 7 konfiguriert ist.

Revendications

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pro-

cesseur pour commanderun zoom dans un module
multimédia dans un dispositif de communication mo-
bile, le dispositif de communication mobile compre-
nant une pluralité de modules multimédias diffé-
rents, dans lequel les modules multimédias com-
prennent au moins un module de camérafixe et un

module de caméra vidéo, chaque module multimé-
diaprésentant des spécifications de zoom associées
différentes, le procédé comprenant, pour l’un des
modules multimédias différents de la pluralité de mo-
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dules multimédias, les étapes consistant a :

demanderles spécifications de zoom de module
multimédia (202);
recevoir les spécifications de zoom de module
multimédia, notamment une plage de zoom
(206) ;

diviser la plage de zoom regue en n pas discrets
(210) ;
présenter une barre de zoom sur l’affichage de
dispositif (212), ot la barre de zoom (510)
comprend:

un indicateur de direction de zoom crois-

sante (512);
un indicateur de direction de zoom décrois-

sante (514); et
une barre de défilement (516):

la barre de défilement étant disposée
entre les indicateurs; et
la barre de défilement affichant le ni-

veau de zoom (518) en tant que l'un
des «n» pas discrets, depuis un pre-

mier pas égal aun niveau de zoom nul,
et un niéme pas égal a un niveau de
zoom complet;

recevoir une entrée d’utilisateur concernant un

niveau de zoom (214);

mettre en cauvre un zoom sur limage affichée
a un niveau correspondant a l’entrée regue
(216); et
afficher le niveau de zoom relatif dans la barre

de zoom (218) .

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pro-
cesseur selon la revendication 1,

dans lequel la barre de zoom occupe un espacele
long de la marge d’un bord de l’affichage.

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pro-

cesseurselon l'une quelconque de la revendication
1 et de la revendication 2,

danslequella taille de barre de zoom dansla dimen-
sion le long d’uneligne reliant les indicateurs est
supérieure4la taille de barre de zoom perpendicu-

laire a la ligne reliant les indicateurs.

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pro-
cesseurselon l'une quelconque de la revendication
1 a la revendication 3, comprenant en outre, avant
de présenter une barre de zoom sur laffichage de
dispositif, les étapes consistanta :

demanderdes spécifications d’affichage de dis-
positif (204) ; et
recevoir des spécifications d’affichage de dis-
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positif comprenant une taille d’affichage et une

orientation d’affichage (208); et
dans lequella taille de barre de zoom dans la
dimension le long dela ligne reliant les indica-
teurs est supérieure a la moitié dela taille d’af-
fichage dans la dimension paralléle a la ligne
reliant les indicateurs.

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pro-
cesseur selon Pune quelconque dela revendication
1 alarevendication 4, dans lequeln estsoit fixe, soit
sélectionnable.

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pro-
cesseur selon Pune quelconque de la revendication
1 a la revendication 5, dans lequel le module multi-
média est Pun d’un module de caméra fixe ou d’un
module de caméra vidéo.

Procédé mis en ceuvre par des ressources de pre-
cesseur selon|l’une quelconque de larevendications
1 a la revendication 6, comprenant en outre l’étape
consistant a mettre fin a la barre de zoom a partir de
laffichage suite 4 au moins l'une de : la sélection du

plus bas des n niveaux, expiration d’une période de
temps prédéterminée, la fin de la sélection de la bar-
re de zoom parle moyen de sélection de dispositif.

Produit-programmeinformatique pour commander
un zoom dans un module multimédia dans un dis-

positif de communication mobile, le produit-pro-
grammeinformatique comprenant:

au moins un support non transitoire lisible par
ordinateur; et

au moins un module de programme:

stocké sur au moins un support ; et
exploitable, suite a l’exécution par des res-
sources de processeur, de maniére a met-
tre en ceuvre le procédé mis en ceuvre par
processeur selon l'une quelconque dela re-
vendication 1 a la revendication 7.

Dispositif de communication mobile, comprenant:

une pluralité de modules multimédias, ot les

modules multimédias comprennent au moins un
module de camérafixe et un module de caméra

vidéo, chaque module multimédia présentant
des spécifications de zoom associées ; et
au moins une ressource de processeur;
le dispositif de communication mobile étant con-
figuré de maniére a mettre en ceuvre le procédé

selon une quelconque de la revendication 1 a
la revendication 7.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

TAGGING MEDIA ITEMS

BACKGROUND

Users of camera ready cellular phones, digital cameras, video recorders and music players can

only store so many items to the device’s internal memory. Likewise, external storage mediums

such as memory cards are limited in capacity, especially for those users with significant music

files, pictures, video and other media in which they would like to access on demand. Asa result,

more pcople are using online or nctwork based media storage services and applications to

maintain their media items. These services allow a user to easily store, access, organize and even

share their media items with other people. However, categorizing these media items, particular

on mobile devices with small form factors, can be burdensome. Namely, users may be required to

enter a description of the media, using a limited keyboard, for organizing the media and providing

effective captions. Additionally, creating such descriptions for the categories can itself be

challenging, thereby potentially discouraging users from uploading their media items.

SOME EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

Therefore, there is a need for an approach to enable the most convenient and relevant tagging of
media items.

According to one embodiment, a method comprises causing, at least in part, receipt of a request

to tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a user. The

method also comprises determining whether the spatiotemporal data satisfies a predetermined

criterion. The method further comprises retrieving a tag specified by another user if the

spatiotemporal data satisfies the predetermined criterion, wherein the retrieved tag is associated

with other spatiotemporal data. Still further, the method comprises causing, at least in part,

transmission of the retricved tag in responsc to the request.

According to another embodiment, an apparatus comprises at least one processor. The apparatus

also comprises at least one memory including computer program code, the at least one memory

and the computer program code configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the

apparatus to perform at least the following: receipt of a request to tag a media item having

spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a user; determine whether the

spatiotemporal data satisfies a predeterminedcriterion; retrieve a tag specified by another user if

the spatiotemporal data satisfies the predetermined criterion, wherein the retrieved tag is

associated with other spatiotemporal data; and initiate transmission of the retrieved tag in

responsc to the request.
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According to onc embodiment, an apparatus compriscs meansfor causing,at lcast in part, reccipt

of a request to tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a

user. The apparatus also comprises means for determining whether the spatiotemporal data

satisfies a predetermined criterion. The apparatus also comprises means for retrieving a tag

specified by another user if the spatiotemporal data satisfies the predetermined criterion, wherein

the retrieved tag is associated with other spatiotemporal data. Still further, the apparatus also

comprises means for causing, at least in part, transmission of the retrieved tag in response to the

request.

According to another embodiment, a method comprises generating a request to tag a media item

having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a user. The method also

comprises causing, at least in part, transmission of the request to a media services platform.

Moreover, the method comprises receiving, in response to the request, one or more tags,

associated with another user, having spatiotemporal proximity to the spatiotemporal data of the

media item. Still further, the method comprises selecting one of the received tags to tag the media
item.

According to another embodiment, an apparatus comprises at least one processor. The apparatus

also comprises at least one memory including computer program code, the at least one memory

and the computcr program code configured to, with the at Icast one processor, cause the

apparatus to perform at least the following: generate a request to tag a media item having

spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a user; initiate transmission of the

request to a media services platform; receive, in response to the request, one or more tags,

associated with another user, having spatiotemporal proximity to the spatiotemporal data of the

media item; and select one of the received tags to tag the media item.

According to yet another embodiment, an apparatus comprises means for generating a request to

tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a user. The

apparatus also comprises means for causing, at least in part, transmission of the request to a

media services platform. Moreover, the apparatus also comprises means for receiving, in

response to the request, one or more tags, associated with another user, having spatiotemporal

proximity to the spatiotemporal data of the media item. Still further, the apparatus also comprises

means for selecting one of the received tags to tag the media item.

Still other aspects, features and advantages of the invention are readily apparent from the

following detailed description, simply by illustrating a number of particular embodiments and

implementations, including the best mode contemplated for carrying out the invention. The

invention is also capable of other and different embodiments, and its several details can be

modified in various obvious respects, all without departing from the spirit and scope of the
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invention. Accordingly, the drawings and description arc to be regarded asillustrative in nature,
and not as restrictive.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The embodiments of the invention are illustrated by way of example, and not by way oflimitation,

in the figures of the accompanying drawings:

FIG. | is a diagram of a system capable of enabling the tagging of media items by a user based on

spatiotemporal data associated with the media items of other users, according to one embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a diagram depicting the interaction between a media services platform and one or more

users of user equipment (UE) in attendance at a common venue., according to one embodiment;

FIGS. 3a and 3b is a diagram of a media services interface configured to enable user tagging of

media items, according to one embodiment;

FIGS. 4 and 5 are flowcharts of the process through which media items maybeselectively tagged

based on predeterminedcriterion, according to one embodiment;

FIGS. 6a and 6b are flowcharts of the process for tagging media items based on spatiotemporal

data, according to one embodiment;

FIG. 7 is a diagram ofhardware that can be used to implement an embodimentof the invention;

FIG. 8 is a diagram of a chip set that can be used to implement an embodiment of the invention;
and.

FIG. 9 is a diagram of a mobile terminal (e.g., handset) that can be used to implement an
embodiment of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF SOME EMBODIMENTS

Examples of a method, apparatus, and computer program for enabling the convenient tagging of

media items are disclosed. In the following description, for the purposes of explanation,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the

embodiments of the invention. It is apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the

embodiments of the invention may be practiced without these specific details or with an equivalent

arrangement. In other instances, well-knownstructures and devices are shown in block diagram

form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the embodiments of the invention.

FIG.| is a diagram of a system capable of enabling the tagging of media items by a user based on

spatiotemporal data associated with the media items of other users, according to one embodiment.

As mentioned, the uploading of media has gained greater acceptance, as users are presented with

the capability to capture media using various devices. By way of example, some popular social

networking sites allow users to upload digital images to the site, categorize them, edit them and

make them viewable by those with the appropriate access privileges (e.g., friends and family).
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The images can cven be tagged, whercin the user is allowed to associate descriptive words with a

particular image to make them searchable. Tags for a particular image are represented as a tag

cloud in which more popular tags feature a larger text size. The popularity of a tag is generally

based on the amount of times a particular tag is searched via an interface to the media storage

service or social networking site, a prioritization assigned to it during tag creation or other
criteria.

Unfortunately, tags that appear in a tag cloud tend to be moregeneric in nature as the userrelies

on commonly used wordsto describe the image. Moreover, as the same generic descriptive word

is used to describe other images, the relevancy and popularity of a particular tag diminishes. The

only alternative for the user is to enter new, more specific tags that describe the step, place,

person, object or situation the image represents; a time consuming if not tedious undertaking,

especially for those with a multitude of images.

Also, as used herein, the term “tag” refers to any descriptive word, phrase or combination thereof

intended to provide a description of or relate to a particular media item. Tags may be associated

with media items to enable them to be more readily searched or retrieved from a database.

Furthermore, a user may engagein the process of “tagging” a particular media item, whereby they

are assigning or creating a keyword or phrase to associate with a specific media item. It is

contemplated that the spatiotemporal data for a particular media item desired to be tagged may be

evaluated against a predetermined criterion to enable the automated selection, recommendation

and/or assignment of tags to said media item. In this way, the amount of time and effort typically

required on the part of the user in tagging one or more media itemsis significantly reduced while

at the same time enhancing the likelihood that only the most relevant tags are assigned to the
media item.

System 100 of FIG. 1, according to certain embodiments, provides a convenient approach to tag

media items. As used herein, the term “media item” refers to any arrangement or combination of

image, audio or video data capable of being processed—.e., played or captured—by a media

device. Exemplary media items may include, but are not limited to video recordings, audio

recordings, and digital images including scanned representations of objects or combinations

thereof. Media devices for capturing, storing, playing, rending or other forms of processing of

said media items may include, but are not limited to a video recorder or player, digital camera,

audio recorder or player (e.g., MP3 player), document presentment tool, etc. Various smart

phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and portable computing devices may also feature one

or more of the above described media devices integrated therein. Although various embodiments

are described with respect to imaging devices such as cameras, it is contemplated that the

approach described herein may be used with any of the aforementioned devices.
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As shown, the system 100 comprises a user cquipment (UE) 101 having conncctivity to a media

services platform 103 via a communication network 105. Although only one UE 101 is depicted,

it is contemplated that multiple UEs can be employed and concurrent obtain the services of the

platform 103. By way of example, the communication network 105 of system 100 includes one

or more networks such as a data network (not shown), a wireless network (not shown), a

telephony network (not shown), or any combination thereof. It is contemplated that the data

network may be any local area network (LAN), metropolitan area network (MAN), wide area

network (WAN), a public data network (e.g., the Internet), or any other suitable packet-switched

network, such as a commercially owned, proprietary packet-switched network, e.g., a proprietary

cable or fiber-optic network. In addition, the wireless network may be, for example, a cellular

network and may employ various technologies including enhanced data rates for global evolution

(EDGE), general packet radio service (GPRS), global system for mobile communications (GSM),

Internet protocol multimedia subsystem (IMS), universal mobile telecommunications system

(UMTS), etc., as well as any other suitable wireless medium, e.g., worldwide interoperability for

microwave access (WiMAX), Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, code division multiple

access (CDMA), wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), wireless fidelity (WiFi),

satellite, mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), andthelike.

The UE 101 is any type of mobile terminal, fixed terminal, or portable terminal including a mobile

handsct, station, unit, device, multimedia computcr, multimedia tablet, Internct node,

communicator, desktop computer, laptop computer, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), or any

combination thereof. It is also contemplated that the UE 101 can support any type of interface to

the user (such as “wearable”circuitry, etc.). Moreover, the UE 101 may execute one or more

software applications or utilities, including but not limited to those for enabling or facilitating

network access and communication, internet browsing, social networking, e-mail communication,

file sharing and data transfer, word processing, data entry, spreadsheet processing, mathematical

computation, etc. These applications and utilities may also be interoperable, so as to enable the

execution of various features of the aforementioned application andutilities to be simultaneously

executed to enable specific user tasks.

As an example, the UE 101 may have operable thereon a media services interface 107 for enabling

it to exchange media items 109 over the network 105 with a media services platform 103. The

media services interface 107 may be a dedicated media management application (e.g., a web

service application), an internet browser from whence the user may establish a session with the

media services platform 103 or the like. With respect to one embodiment, the media services

interface 107 is a software application medium through which the user of the UE 101 can access

media items 109 from, transmit media items 109 to or synchronize media items 109 between the

media services platform 103 and the UE 101. As such, the media services interface 107 enables

convenient transfer and storing of media items to the media services platform 103; an alternative
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to storing them to local memory or to physically conncctablce/rcmovable storage modules (c.g.,

plug-n-play memory cards) available to the UE 101. In instances where the media services

platform is directly executable upon the UE 101, however, the media services interface 107

enables direct interaction with local memory or physically connectable/removable storage modules
associated with the UE 101.

In accord with the exemplary embodiment, the media services platform 103 is a network

accessible application, hosted by a media services platform provider. The media services

platform, according to one embodiment, is a hosted solution that enables a user to conveniently

store, organize and share media items with other users having the proper access rights and

permissions to the media services platform 103. As such, a user of UE 101 typically accesses the

media services platform 103 through interface 107 via a registration and/or login process. This in

turn enables profile information corresponding to the user to be created (for first time registration)

or recalled (for subsequent login) from a member profiles database 111b—a database for

maintaining profile information pertaining to the various registered or affiliated members(e.g., all

users) of the media services platform 103. The profile may indicate, among other things, the

name and contact details of the user, unique settings and preferences of the user, specific user

interface options, file access and sharingright settings, etc.

In addition to the user profile, any media items belonging to or associated with the various

registered or affiliated members of the media services platform 103 are maintained within a

member media items 1lla database. Generally, the media items 11la are maintained in

association with a specific user profile, enabling only those media items related to the user in

question to be accessedor recalled. Thus, for example, an image associated with the user of the

UE 101 may be displayed in association with the user’s profile data upon entry to the media

services platform 103.

In the exemplary embodiment, the media services platform 103 also maintains spatiotemporal data
115 associated with each of the media items stored to the member media items database llla. As

used herein, the term “spatiotemporal data” refers to any data that conveys a particular moment in

space and time for a particular object in question, i.e. a media item. Spatiotemporal data is often

used in applications where understanding of an object’s relative change in location, position or

perspective from moment-to-moment is critical. This may include applications such as

Geographic Information Systems (GIS), environmental data management systems and multimedia

databases. For a media item, the spatiotemporal data includes at least a specific time stamp

associated with the moment of capture of the media item and information relating the position

and/or location of the media capture device at the moment of capture.
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The spatiotemporal data 115 of a particular media item can be relayed to a tag selection module

113 also associated with the media services platform 103. In particular, the tag selection module

113 is an apparatus that is executable by, integrated with or operable in connection with the media

services platform 103 for selecting, assigning or recommending to a user one or more tags to be

associated with a media item in question. As will be discussed later with respect to FIGS 5, 6a

and 6b, the tag selection module analyzes spatiotemporal data of the media item in question

relative to a predetermined criterion. This predetermined criterion may include a proximity

threshold value—i.e., a range of acceptance of spatiotemporal proximity as measured in space and

time—of the media item in question to that of other media items Illa. So, for example, the

predetermined proximity can be based on a combination of a particular degree of longitudinal or

latitudinal variance, radius or distance from a point of origin and an extent of time elapsed (a

timeframe or variance). Spatiotemporal data within the range of applicability may then be used by

the tag selection module 113 to identify and then inform the user of other tags that may also

correspond to the media item in question. Means of calculating, measuring, formatting and

representing spatiotemporal data may vary from one application to the next, and does notlimit the

scope of the exemplary embodiments presented herein.

Exemplary media services platforms 103 may include online content managementservices, file

storage systems integral to other web-based applications, file sharing applications, or the like.

Also, media scrviccs platforms 103 intcract with a social nctworking service 117 (such as

FACEBOOK or MYSPACE), where images, videos, documents or audio files are frequently

shared between users on a permission only basis. In various implementations, the media services

platform 103 may even be integrated within a particular user device, i.e., a cell phone,

smartphone, PDA,etc.

In general, the media services interface 107 and the media services platform 103 communicate

with each other and other components of the communication network 105 using well known, new

or still developing protocols. In this context, a protocol includes a set of rules defining how the
network nodes within the communication network 105 interact with each other based on

information sent over the communication links. The protocols are effective at different layers of

operation within each node, from generating and receiving physical signals of various types, to

selecting a link for transferring those signals, to the format of information indicated by those

signals, to identifying which software application executing on a computer system sends or

receives the information. The conceptually different layers of protocols for exchanging

information over a network are described in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference
Model.

Communications between the network nodesare typically effected by exchanging discrete packets

of data. Each packet typically comprises (1) header information associated with a particular
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protocol, and (2) payload information that follows the headcr information and contains

information that may be processed independently of that particular protocol. In some protocols,

the packet includes (3) trailer information following the payload and indicating the end of the

payload information. The header includes information such as the source of the packet, its

destination, the length of the payload, and other properties used by the protocol. Often, the data

in the payload for the particular protocol includes a header and payload for a different protocol

associated with a different, higher layer of the OSI Reference Model. The headerfor a particular

protocol typically indicates a type for the next protocol contained in its payload. The higherlayer

protocol is said to be encapsulated in the lower layer protocol. The headers included in a packet

traversing multiple heterogeneous networks, such as the Internet, typically include a physical

(layer 1) header, a data-link (layer 2) header, an internetwork (layer 3) header and a transport

(layer 4) header, and various application headers (layer 5, layer 6 and layer 7) as defined by the
OSI Reference Model.

FIG. 2 is a diagram depicting the interaction between a media services platform and one or more

users of user equipment (UE) as they attend a common venue. In certain embodiments, “common

venue” refers a location, place, person, object, or premise in which users, e.g., user 1 201 and

user 2 203, are positioned or located within relative proximity to the same location, place, person,

object, or premise. The relative proximity of one user to the next with respect to a venue need

not necessarily occur at the samc time. In cither case, the venuc (c.g., step, object of interest)

may be captured in one form or another by the user’s respective user equipment 205 and 207.

For example, each user 1 and 2 may capture an image 209 and 211 of common venue 200

respectively and store this image to their user equipment. Specifically, the common venue 200 for

this example is the Chicago Auto Show, occurring on 10/01/09 through 10/03/09 at McCormick

Place, located at 123 N. Mekail Drive, Chicago, IL. 60616. It will be recognized that this

particular address corresponds to a specific set of geographic coordinates, information that when

processed with respect to specific time data is necessary for generating spatiotemporal data.

User 1 captures an image 209 of the venue at a time of 1:31:09 pm on date 10/01/09. This

creates metadata, such as a timestamp 213, in association with the image 209, which is generally

stored locally to the user equipment 205 along with the image. Also, assuming the media capture

device (user equipment 205) in this case is an image ready cell phone, Smartphone or GIS enabled

Personal Digital Assistant, the location in space of the user equipment 205 at the moment of

capture is also recorded. In this example, location 215 corresponds to global coordinates

expressed in a minutes/decimal format, where the longitude is N30 17.477 andlatitude is W97
44.315.

Alternatively, the metadata associated with the image may be provided by other applications or

integrated devices within the user’s equipment, such as a calendar application, voice recorder
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application, vidco capture device, infrared (IR) sensing device or the like. For cxample, when

capturing the image 209, the tag selection module 223 can enable the user to choose whether to

associate metadata for a particular calendar with the captured image. In this case, the calendar

metadata may include time interval data, time of calendar event capture or logging and perhaps

venue name (e.g., Auto Show), associated contacts, guest speakers, and meeting location data.

Location either could be taken from the calendar item or added directly based on location

information detected by any sensor capabilities by the device—i.c., IR, internal antennae.

Generally, any information may be useful as metadata, including communication data exchanged

between the user and said user’s colleagues pertaining to and during the time of the venue. Thus,

chat, e-mail, text, user group messaging, conference calling or any other communication data

relayed or generated during the venue may beuseful in connection with the spatiotemporal data.

Similarly, user 2 also captures an image 211 of the same venue 200 at a time of 1:35:39 pm on

10/02/09, a day after the moment of capture of user 1. Through one or more of the

aforementioned procedures, this results in the creation of a timestamp 217 in association with the

image 211, which is generally stored locally to the user equipment 207 along with the image.

Also, assuming the media capture device (user equipment 207) in this case is an image ready cell

phone, Smartphone or GIS enabled Personal Digital Assistant, the location in space of the user

equipment 205 at the moment of capture is also recorded. In this example, location 219

corresponds to global coordinates expressed in a minutes/decimal format, where the longitude is

N30 17.471 and latitude is W97 44.314. The location of image capture for user 2 varies, albeit

slightly, from that of user 1. This accounts for the seemingly different perspectives of venue 200

as captured in images 209 and 211. Though captured on different days and times from relatively

different positions or locations, images 209 and 211 are of the same venue.

Although the above scenario is described with respect to the use of images, it is contemplated that

any type of media may be utilized — e.g., audio, video,etc.

Reference is now made to FIGS. 3a and 3b, which depicts a media services interface configured

to enable user tagging of media items, according to one embodiment. The description also

proceeds with FIGS. 4 and 5, flowcharts of the process through which media items may be

selectively tagged based on predetermined criterion, according to one embodiment. Ideally, in

accord with an exemplary embodiment, tags generated for at least one of the images of a common

venue should inform the selection or assignment of tags to be used for subsequently tagged

images. For the purposes of explanation, it is assumed that while the steps performed in FIGS. 4

and 5 are identical for both users 1 and 2, the procedures are performed at separate times. Given

that image 209 was captured first, it is assumed that it was stored and tagged by user | prior to

the tagging of image 211 by user 2. Tags assigned to the image 211 include Auto Show, 2010
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Mini, Chicago and McCormick Place. Indeed, as the frequency of images from othcr uscrs

associated with the same venue increases, the relevancy of the tags also increases.

Having captured image data 211 in conjunction with its spatiotemporal data 217/219, user 2

subsequently uploads the image 211 from the user equipment 207 to the media services platform

103. The timestamp 217 and location data 219 associated with each imageis also sent to the

media services platform 103. The aforementioned steps correspond to steps 400 and 401 of FIG

4. Once uploaded, user 2 may access image 211 (e.g., media item 1) from the media services

platform 103 via a media services interface 300, shown in FIGS 3a-b. The interface 300 may be

executed via the user equipment 207 employed by user 2 to capture the image or other user

equipment. From the interface 300, user 2 may initiate a new tagging process or review the

current tags as assigned (e.g., by the user) to the image thus far. As shown in FIG. 3, the current

tags are Family, Fall, Friends, Fun and Cars, with Family and Fall being presented more

prominently to represent their particular popularity. Generally, presentment of a collection of tags

in a manner of varying prominence or format relative to a specific media item is referred to as a

tag cloud. Of course, any means by whichthe associated tags are presented is within the scope of

the embodiments herein. To enable the addition of tags to the existing collection (or tag cloud),

the user initiates a tagging process by selecting the “New” button 301. This correspondsto step
403 of FIG.4.

Selection of the “New” button 301 results in the transmission of a user request to receive tag

suggestions from the tag selection module of the media services platform (step 500). Upon

receipt of the request, the spatiotemporal data associated with the imageis then passed along to

the tag selection module, and analyzed to determineif it is within a predetermined spatiotemporal

proximity of other images (steps 501 and 503 respectively). In the case of images 207 and 211

for example, the predetermined criteria may include an acceptable time variance(e.g., 3 days) and
 location variance (e.g., + latitude/longitude) that clearly recognizes the spatiotemporal

relationship between the two.

A check is also performed to determine whether those meeting the predetermined criterion (step

509) have any tags associated therewith (step 511). When the predetermined criterion is not met

(step 505), or no tags are defined in association with those images that meet the spatiotemporal

criterion (step 507), the requesting user 2 is alerted that no suggestions are forthcoming and/or

prompted to enter user defined tags (step 527). This corresponds also to step 405 of FIG. 4,

where if no tags are provided by the tag selection module (step 407) to USER 2 via the media

services interface 300, the user is notified and prompted to create their own tags (steps 409 and

411).
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Alternatively, if the predetermined critcrion is met and tags are defined for those images (stcps

503, 509-513), the tag selection module 113 performs an additional analysis (step 515) to

determine if any of the identified tags match those already associated with the image in question.

For example, with reference again to FIG. 3a, if any of the tags suggested by the tag selection

module 113 were to include Family, Fall, Friends, Fun and Cars, these tags would be filtered

out—i.e., not presented to the user as a suggestion. Of the remaining suggestions, if any were:

(1) designated as a community tag in advance, such as by the operator of a venue for which the

image to be tagged is associated; or (2) associated with a common or high frequency location

respective to the venue, these tags may be automatically assigned to the image in question and/or

elevated (featured more prominently) in the tag cloud (steps 519 and 521). In the latter case, high

frequency of occurrence of a particular location corresponding to that of the venue as imaged,

suggests the venue is a commonly known(static) landmark, object or place. As such, these tags

are suggested irrespective of temporal data as a matter of user convenience.

In one embodiment, the tags that are provided by the tag selection module 113 can be

predetermined, for instance, by the operator or promoter of the venue. Thatis, under the scenario

involving the Auto Show, the promoter can supply tags that pertains to the categories of cars:

e.g., luxury cars, exotic cars, etc. In the hosted solution embodiment, the service provider that

maintains the media services platform 103 can arrange to disseminate these tags, and in turn, for

example, supply the recipicnts of these tags information (c.g., web address, ctc.) about the venuc

or other events of the promoter. As yet another consideration, the tag can be associated with the

image based on an identified social networking group the user belongs to. For example, if the

user is affiliated with the social networking group (e.g., auto enthusiasts club), the tag selection

module may be configured to acquire tags associated with this particular social networking group.

Tags provided may be based on the spatiotemporal data indicated.

Having met the predetermined criterion (step 413), the tags Auto Show, 2010 Mini, Chicago and

McCormick Place associated with previously tagged image 209 are presented to USER 2 via the

media services interface 303 (step 413). Again, the tags deemed most popular—te., high

frequency of selection relative to the venue in question, or most relevant to the venue, are

featured more prominently. The user can accept or reject the suggested tags (step 415),

collectively or individually, by pressing the “OK” or “Cancel” buttons 305 and 307 respectively.

If the user accepts, the suggested tags are added to the tag cloud associated with the image (steps

417 and 419). Subsequently, the user may synchronize their media items (e.g., images) stored on

the user equipment with the newly tagged instances of the image as maintained by the media

services platform (step 421). The media services platform may also record the newly formed tags

associated with the image (step 525).
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FIGS. 6a and 6b are flowcharts of the proccss for tagging media items based on spatiotemporal

data, according to one embodiment. In one embodiment, the tag selection module 113 performs

the process 600 and is implemented in, for instance, a chip set including a processor and a

memory as shown FIG. 8. In step 601, the process entails causing, at least in part, receipt of a

request to tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request corresponds to a

user. In step 603, the process entails determining whether the spatiotemporal data satisfies a

predetermined criterion. In steps 605 the process entails retrieving a tag specified by another user

if the spatiotemporal data satisfies the predetermined criterion, wherein the retrieved tag is

associated with other spatiotemporal data. Finally, in step 607 the process entails causing, at least

in part, transmission of the retrieved tag in response to the request.

In step 609 of FIG. 6a entails generating a request to tag a media item having spatiotemporal

data, wherein the request corresponds to a user. In step 611 the process entails causing, at least

in part, transmission of the request to a media services platform. In step 613, the process entails

receiving, in response to the request, one or more tags, associated with another user, having

spatiotemporal proximity to the spatiotemporal data of the media item. Finally, step 615 entails

selecting one of the received tags to tag the media item.

The described processes and arrangement, according to certam embodiments, advantageously

provide uscrs with a convenicnt approach to tagging thcir mcdia items, using morcrelevanttags.

Also, the approach encourages the uploading of media items by the users so that they can avail

themselves of community tags. From the perspective of the media services platform provider, the

approach encourages increased ease of data collaboration. In other embodiments, the tag

selection module may mark each tag with the device identifier of the capture device, so as to

enable the media services platform 103 to uniquely identify the origin of designated tags. As a

result, the media services platform 103 may readily employ policies for authenticating and

validating tags. For example, the device data can later be utilized for identifying and subsequently

addressing a user whose tags include improperor false information (e.g., foul language). Or, in

yet another alternative embodiment, the authenticity or applicability of a tag to a particular image

can be verified, and the creator of the tag or image can be reconciled accordingly by tracing back

to the user via the device identifier. If a tag entitled “Rock Concert” is submitted for an image

conveying an unwantedsales solicitation, the image and/or tag originator may be alerted, warned

or even restricted for further access to the system.

The processes described herein for tagging media items based on spatiotemporal data may be

advantageously implemented via software, hardware (e.g., general processor, Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) chip, an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), Field Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGAs), etc.), firmware or a combination thereof. Such exemplary hardware for

performing the described functionsis detailed below.
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FIG. 7 illustrates a computer system 700 upon which an cmbodiment of the invention may be

implemented. Although computer system 700 is depicted with respect to a particular device or

equipment, it is contemplated that other devices or equipment (e.g., network elements, servers,

etc.) within FIG. 7 can deploy the illustrated hardware and components of system 700. Computer

system 700 is programmed (e.g., via computer program code or instructions) tag media items

based on spatiotemporal data as described herein and includes a communication mechanism such

as a bus 710 for passing information between other internal and external components of the

computer system 700. Information (also called data) is represented as a physical expression of a

measurable phenomenon, typically electric voltages, but including, in other embodiments, such

phenomena as magnetic, electromagnetic, pressure, chemical, biological, molecular, atomic, sub-

atomic and quantum interactions. For example, north and south magnetic fields, or a zero and

non-zero electric voltage, represent two states (0, 1) of a binary digit (bit). Other phenomena can

represent digits of a higher base. A superposition of multiple simultaneous quantum states before

measurement represents a quantum bit (qubit). A sequence of one or more digits constitutes

digital data that is used to represent a number or code for a character. In some embodiments,

information called analog data is represented by a near continuum of measurable values within a

particular range. Computer system 700, or a portion thereof, constitutes a means for performing

one or more steps of tagging media items based on spatiotemporal data.

A bus 710 includes one or more parallel conductors of information so that information is

transferred quickly among devices coupled to the bus 710. One or more processors 702 for

processing information are coupled with the bus 710.

A processor 702 performs a set of operations on information as specified by computer program

code related tag media items based on spatiotemporal data. The computer program codeis a set

of instructions or statements providing instructions for the operation of the processor and/or the

computer system to perform specified functions. The code, for example, may be written in a

computer programming language that is compiled into a native instruction set of the processor.

The code may also be written directly using the native instruction set (e.g., machine language).

The set of operations include bringing information in from the bus 710 and placing information on

the bus 710. The set of operations also typically include comparing two or more units of

information, shifting positions of units of information, and combining two or more units of

information, such as by addition or multiplication or logical operations like OR, exclusive OR

(XOR), and AND. Each operation of the set of operations that can be performed by the

processor is represented to the processor by information called instructions, such as an operation

code of one or more digits. A sequence of operations to be executed by the processor 702, such

as a sequence of operation codes, constitute processor instructions, also called computer system

instructions or, simply, computer instructions. Processors may be implemented as mechanical,
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electrical, magnetic, optical, chemical or quantum componcnts, among othcrs, alone or in
combination.

Computer system 700 also includes a memory 704 coupled to bus 710. The memory 704, such as

a random access memory (RAM)or other dynamic storage device, stores information including

processor instructions tagging media items based on spatiotemporal data. Dynamic memory

allows information stored therein to be changed by the computer system 700. RAM allowsa unit

of information stored at a location called a memory address to be stored and retrieved

independently of information at neighboring addresses. The memory 704 is also used by the

processor 702 to store temporary values during execution of processor instructions. The

computer system 700 also includes a read only memory (ROM) 706 orother static storage device

coupled to the bus 710 for storing static information, including instructions, that is not changed by

the computer system 700. Some memory is composed of volatile storage that loses the

information stored thereon when power is lost. Also coupled to bus 710 is a non-volatile

(persistent) storage device 708, such as a magnetic disk, optical disk or flash card, for storing

information, including instructions, that persists even when the computer system 700 is turned off

or otherwise loses power.

Information, including instructions tagging media items based on spatiotemporal data, is provided

to the bus 710 for use by the processor from an external input device 712, such as a keyboard

containing alphanumeric keys operated by a humanuser, or a sensor. A sensor detects conditions

in its vicinity and transforms those detections into physical expression compatible with the

measurable phenomenon used to represent information in computer system 700. Other external

devices coupled to bus 710, used primarily for interacting with humans, include a display device

714, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)or a liquid crystal display (LCD), or plasma screen or

printer for presenting text or images, and a pointing device 716, such as a mouseora trackball or

cursor direction keys, or motion sensor, for controlling a position of a small cursor image

presented on the display 714 and issuing commands associated with graphical elements presented

on the display 714. In some embodiments, for example, in embodiments in which the computer

system 700 performs all functions automatically without human input, one or more of external

input device 712, display device 714 and pointing device 716 is omitted.

In the illustrated embodiment, special purpose hardware, such as an application specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) 720, is coupled to bus 710. The special purpose hardware is configured to

perform operations not performed by processor 702 quickly enough for special purposes.

Examples of application specific ICs include graphics accelerator cards for generating images for

display 714, cryptographic boards for encrypting and decrypting messages sent over a network,

speech recognition, and interfaces to special external devices, such as robotic arms and medical
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scanning cquipment that repcatedly perform some complex scquence of opcrations that are morc

efficiently implemented in hardware.

Computer system 700 also includes one or more instances of a communications interface 770

coupled to bus 710. Communication interface 770 provides a one-way or two-way

communication coupling to a variety of external devices that operate with their own processors,

such as printers, scanners and external disks. In general the coupling is with a network link 778

that is connected to a local network 780 to which a variety of external devices with their own

processors are connected. For example, communication interface 770 may be a parallel port or a

serial port or a universal serial bus (USB) port on a personal computer. In some embodiments,

communications interface 770 is an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card or a digital

subscriber line (DSL) card or a telephone modem that provides an information communication

connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. In some embodiments, a communication

interface 770 is a cable modem that converts signals on bus 710 into signals for a communication

connection over a coaxial cable or into optical signals for a communication connection over a

fiber optic cable. As another example, communications interface 770 may be a local area network

(LAN)card to provide a data communication connection to a compatible LAN, such as Ethernet.

Wireless links may also be implemented. For wireless links, the communications interface 770

sends or receives or both sends and receives electrical, acoustic or electromagnetic signals,

including infrarcd and optical signals, that carry information streams, such as digital data. For

example, in wireless handheld devices, such as mobile telephones like cell phones, the

communications interface 770 includes a radio band electromagnetic transmitter and receiver

called a radio transceiver. In certain embodiments, the communications interface 770 enables

connection to the communication network 105 for tagging media items via UE 101.

The term computer-readable medium is used herein to refer to any medium that participates in

providing information to processor 702, including instructions for execution. Such a medium may

take many forms, including, but not limited to, non-volatile media, volatile media and transmission

media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device

708. Volatile media include, for example, dynamic memory 704. Transmission media include, for

example, coaxial cables, copper wire, fiber optic cables, and carrier waves that travel through

space without wires or cables, such as acoustic waves and electromagnetic waves, including radio,

optical and infrared waves. Signals include man-made transient variations in amplitude,

frequency, phase, polarization or other physical properties transmitted through the transmission

media. Common forms of computer-readable media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible

disk, hard disk, magnetic tape, any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, CDRW, DVD,any other

optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, optical mark sheets, any other physical medium with

patterns of holes or other optically recognizable indicia, a RAM, a PROM, an EPROM,a

FLASH-EPROM,any other memory chip or cartridge, a carrier wave, or any other medium from
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which a computer can read. The term computcr-readable storage medium is used herein to refer

to any computer-readable medium except transmission media.

Logic encoded in one or more tangible media includes one or both of processor instructions on a

computer-readable storage media and special purpose hardware, such as ASIC 720.

Network link 778 typically provides information communication using transmission media through

one or more networks to other devices that use or process the information. For example,

network link 778 may provide a connection through local network 780 to a host computer 782 or

to equipment 784 operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP). ISP equipment 784 in turn

provides data communication services through the public, world-wide packet-switching

communication network of networks now commonlyreferred to as the Internet 790.

A computer called a server host 792 connected to the Internet hosts a process that provides a

service in response to information received over the Internet. For example, server host 792 hosts

a process that provides information representing video data for presentation at display 714. It is

contemplated that the components of system 700 can be deployed in various configurations within

other computer systems, e.g., host 782 and server 792.

At Icast some cmbodiments of the invention are related to the usc of computcr system 700 for

implementing some orall of the techniques described herein. According to one embodiment of

the invention, those techniques are performed by computer system 700 in response to processor

702 executing one or more sequences of one or more processor instructions contained in memory

704. Such instructions, also called computer instructions, software and program code, may be

read into memory 704 from another computer-readable medium such as storage device 708 or

network link 778. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in memory 704 causes

processor 702 to perform one or more of the method steps described herein. In alternative

embodiments, hardware, such as ASIC 720, may be used in place of or in combination with

software to implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of the invention are not limited to any

specific combination of hardware and software, unless otherwise explicitly stated herein.

The signals transmitted over network link 778 and other networks through communications

interface 770, carry information to and from computer system 700. Computer system 700 can

send and receive information, including program code, through the networks 780, 790 among

others, through network link 778 and communications interface 770. In an example using the

Internet 790, a server host 792 transmits program codefor a particular application, requested by a

message sent from computer 700, through Internet 790, ISP equipment 784, local network 780

and communications interface 770. The received code may be executed by processor 702 as it is

received, or may be stored in memory 704 or in storage device 708 or other non-volatile storage
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for later cxccution, or both. In this manncr, computcr system 700 may obtain application

program code in the form of signals on a carrier wave.

Various forms of computer readable media may be involved in carrying one or more sequence of

instructions or data or both to processor 702 for execution. For example, instructions and data

may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a remote computer such as host 782. The remote

computer loads the instructions and data into its dynamic memory and sendsthe instructions and

data over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to the computer system 700 receives

the instructions and data on a telephone line and uses an infra-red transmitter to convert the

instructions and data to a signal on an infra-red carrier wave serving as the network link 778. An

infrared detector serving as communications interface 770 receives the instructions and data

carried in the infrared signal and places information representing the instructions and data onto

bus 710. Bus 710 carries the information to memory 704 from which processor 702 retrieves and

executes the instructions using some of the data sent with the instructions. The instructions and

data received in memory 704 may optionally be stored on storage device 708, either before or

after execution by the processor 702.

FIG.8 illustrates a chip set 800 upon which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented.

Chip set 800 is programmed to tag media items as described herein and includes, for instance, the

processor and memory components described with respect to FIG. *~ incorporated in one or

more physical packages (e.g., chips). By way of example, a physical package includes an

arrangement of one or more materials, components, and/or wires on a structural assembly (e.g., a

baseboard) to provide one or more characteristics such as physical strength, conservation ofsize,

and/or limitation of electrical interaction. It is contemplated that in certain embodiments the chip

set can be implemented in a single chip. Chip set 800, or a portion thereof, constitutes a means

for performing one or more steps of tagging media items based on spatiotemporaldata.

In one embodiment, the chip set 800 includes a communication mechanism such as a bus 801 for

passing information among the componentsof the chip set 800. A processor 803 has connectivity

to the bus 801 to execute instructions and process information stored in, for example, a memory

805. The processor 803 may include one or more processing cores with each core configured to

perform independently. A multi-core processor enables multiprocessing within a single physical

package. Examples of a multi-core processor include two, four, eight, or greater numbers of

processing cores. Alternatively or in addition, the processor 803 may include one or more

microprocessors configured in tandem via the bus 801 to enable independent execution of

instructions, pipelining, and multithreading. The processor 803 may also be accompanied with

one or more specialized components to perform certain processing functions and tasks such as

one or more digital signal processors (DSP) 807, or one or more application-specific integrated

circuits (ASIC) 809. A DSP 807 typically is configured to process real-world signals (e.g.,
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sound) in real time independently of the processor 803. Similarly, an ASIC 809 can be configured

to performed specialized functions not easily performed by a general purposed processor. Other

specialized components to aid in performing the inventive functions described herein include one

or more field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) (not shown), one or more controllers (not

shown), or one or more other special-purpose computer chips.

The processor 803 and accompanying components have connectivity to the memory 805 via the

bus 801. The memory 805 includes both dynamic memory (e.g., RAM, magnetic disk, writable

optical disk, etc.) and static memory (e.g.. ROM, CD-ROM,etc.) for storing executable

instructions that when executed perform the inventive steps described herein to tag media items

based on spatiotemporal data. The memory 805 also stores the data associated with or generated

by the execution of the inventive steps.

FIG. 9 is a diagram of exemplary components of a mobile terminal (e.g., handset) for

communications, which is capable of operating in the system of FIG. 1, according to one

embodiment. In some embodiments, mobile terminal 900, or a portion thereof, constitutes a

means for performing one or more steps of tagging media items based on spatiotemporal data.

Generally, a radio receiver is often defined in terms of front-end and back-end characteristics.

The front-end of the receiver encompassesall of the Radio Frequency (RF) circuitry whereas the

back-cnd cncompasscsall of the basc-band processing circuitry. As uscd in this application, the

term “circuitry” refers to both: (1) hardware-only implementations (such as implementations in

only analog and/or digital circuitry), and (2) to combinations of circuitry and software (and/or

firmware) (such as, if applicable to the particular context, to a combination of processor(s),

including digital signal processor(s), software, and memory(ies) that work together to cause an

apparatus, such as a mobile phoneor server, to perform various functions). This definition of

“circuitry” applies to all uses of this term in this application, including in any claims. As a further

example, as used in this application and if applicable to the particular context, the term “circuitry”

would also cover an implementation of merely a processor (or multiple processors) and its (or

their) accompanying software/or firmware. The term “circuitry” would also cover if applicable to

the particular context, for example, a baseband integrated circuit or applications processor

integrated circuit in a mobile phone or a similar integrated circuit in a cellular network device or
other network devices.

Pertinent internal components of the telephone include a Main Control Unit (MCU) 903, a Digital

Signal Processor (DSP) 905, and a receiver/transmitter unit including a microphone gain control

unit and a speaker gain control unit. A main display unit 907 provides a display to the user in

support of various applications and mobile terminal functions that perform or support the steps of

tagging media items based on spatiotemporal data. The display 9 includes display circuitry

configured to display at least a portion of a user interface of the mobile terminal (e.g., mobile
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telephone). Additionally, the display 907 and display circuitry arc configured to facilitate user

control of at least some functions of the mobile terminal. An audio function circuitry 909 includes

a microphone 911 and microphone amplifier that amplifies the speech signal output from the

microphone 911. The amplified speech signal output from the microphone 911 is fed to a

coder/decoder (CODEC) 913.

A radio section 915 amplifies power and converts frequency in order to communicate with a base

station, which is included in a mobile communication system, via antenna 917. The power

amplifier (PA) 919 and the transmitter/modulation circuitry are operationally responsive to the

MCU 903, with an output from the PA 919 coupled to the duplexer 921 or circulator or antenna

switch, as known in the art. The PA 919 also couples to a battery interface and power control
unit 920.

In use, a user of mobile terminal 901 speaks into the microphone 911 and his or her voice along

with any detected background noise is converted into an analog voltage. The analog voltage is

then converted into a digital signal through the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 923. The

control unit 903 routes the digital signal into the DSP 905 for processing therein, such as speech

encoding, channel encoding, encrypting, and interleaving. In one embodiment, the processed

voice signals are encoded, by units not separately shown, using a cellular transmission protocol

such as global cvolution (EDGE), gencral packet radio service (GPRS), global system for mobilc

communications (GSM), Internet protocol multimedia subsystem (IMS), universal mobile

telecommunications system (UMTS), etc., as well as any other suitable wireless medium,e.g.,

microwave access (WiMAX), Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks, code division multiple

access (CDMA), wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA), wireless fidelity (WiFi),

satellite, and the like.

The encoded signals are then routed to an equalizer 925 for compensation of any frequency-

dependent impairments that occur during transmission though the air such as phase and amplitude

distortion. After equalizing the bit stream, the modulator 927 combines the signal with a RF

signal generated in the RF interface 929. The modulator 927 generates a sine wave by way of

frequency or phase modulation. In order to prepare the signal for transmission, an up-converter

931 combines the sine wave output from the modulator 927 with another sine wave generated by

a synthesizer 933 to achieve the desired frequency of transmission. The signal is then sent

through a PA 919 to increase the signal to an appropriate power level. In practical systems, the

PA 919 acts as a variable gain amplifier whose gain is controlled by the DSP 905 from

information received from a network basestation. The signal is then filtered within the duplexer

921 and optionally sent to an antenna coupler 935 to match impedances to provide maximum

power transfer. Finally, the signal is transmitted via antenna 917 to a local base station. An

automatic gain control (AGC) can be supplied to control the gain of the final stages of the
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receiver. The signals may be forwarded from there to a remote telephone which may be another

cellular telephone, other mobile phone or a land-line connected to a Public Switched Telephone

Network (PSTN), or other telephony networks.

Voice signals transmitted to the mobile terminal 901 are received via antenna 917 and immediately

amplified by a low noise amplifier (LNA) 937. A down-converter 939 lowers the carrier

frequency while the demodulator 941 strips away the RF leaving only a digital bit stream. The

signal then goes through the equalizer 925 and is processed by the DSP 905. A Digital to Analog

Converter (DAC) 943 converts the signal and the resulting output is transmitted to the user

through the speaker 945, all under control of a Main Control Unit (MCU) 903—which can be

implemented as a Central Processing Unit (CPU) (not shown).

The MCU 903 receives various signals including input signals from the keyboard 947. The

keyboard 947 and/or the MCU 903 in combination with other user input components (e.g., the

microphone 911) comprise a user interface circuitry for managing user input. The MCU 903 runs
a user interface software to facilitate user control of at least some functions of the mobile terminal

901 to tag media items based on spatiotemporal data. The MCU 903 also delivers a display

commandand a switch commandto the display 907 and to the speech output switching controller,

respectively. Further, the MCU 903 exchanges information with the DSP 905 and can access an

optionally incorporated SIM card 949 and a memory 951. In addition, the MCU 903 cxccutes

various control functions required of the terminal. The DSP 905 may, depending upon the

implementation, perform any of a variety of conventional digital processing functions on the voice

signals. Additionally, DSP 905 determines the background noise level of the local environment

from the signals detected by microphone 911 and sets the gain of microphone 911 to a level

selected to compensate for the natural tendency of the user of the mobile terminal 901.

The CODEC 913 includes the ADC 923 and DAC 943. The memory 951 stores various data

including call incoming tone data and is capable of storing other data including music data

received via, e.g., the global Internet. The software module could reside in RAM memory,flash

memory, registers, or any other form of writable storage medium known in the art. The memory

device 951 may be, but not limited to, a single memory, CD, DVD, ROM, RAM, EEPROM,

optical storage, or any other non-volatile storage medium capable ofstoring digital data.

An optionally incorporated SIM card 949 carries, for instance, important information, such as the

cellular phone number, the carrier supplying service, subscription details, and security information.

The SIM card 949 serves primarily to identify the mobile terminal 901 on a radio network. The

card 949 also contains a memory for storing a personal telephone numberregistry, text messages,

and user specific mobile terminal settings.
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While the invention has been described in connection with a number of cmbodiments and

implementations, the invention is not so limited but covers various obvious modifications and

equivalent arrangements, which fall within the purview of the appended claims. Although features

of the invention are expressed in certain combinations among the claims, it is contemplated that

these features can be arranged in any combination andorder.
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CLAIMS

WHATIS CLAIMEDIS:

1. A method compnising:

causing, at least in part, receipt of a request to tag a media item having spatiotemporaldata,

5 wherein the request is associated at least in part with a user;

determining whether the spatiotemporal data satisfies at least one predeterminedcriterion;

determining to retrieve a tag associated at least in part with anotheruserif the

spatiotemporal data satisfies the predeterminedcriterion, wherein the retrieved tag is

associated with other spatiotemporal data; and

10 causing, at least in part, transmission of the retrieved tag in response to the request.

2. A method of claim 1, further comprising:

causing, at least in part, receipt of another tag;

associating the other tag with spatiotemporal data; and

15 causing, at least in part, storage of the other tag amonga plurality oftags.

3. A method of claim 2, further comprising:

designating the other tag as a community tag to be provided as a suggestion for tagging of
another media item.

20

4. A method according to any one of claims 2 and 3, further comprising:

designating the other tag as an elevated tag to be provided as a suggestion for tagging of

another media item irrespective of temporal data.

25 5. A method according to any one of claims 1-4, wherein the predeterminedcriterion

specifies a proximity threshold value.

6. A method according to any one of claims 1-5, further comprising:

generating a list of popular tags as a suggestion for another media item having a particular

30 spatiotemporal data.

7. A method according to any one of claims 1-6, further comprising:

causing, at least in part, storage of a plurality of tags specified by an operator of a venue,

wherein one or more of the tags specified by the operator are provided as a suggestion to

35 another media item if spatiotemporal data of the other media item satisfies the

predeterminedcriterion with respect to the venue.
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8. An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memory including computer program code,

the at least one memory and the computer program code for one or more programs

configured to, with the at least one processor, cause the apparatus to perform at least the

following:

receive a request to tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request

correspondsto a user;

determine whether the spatiotemporal data satisfies a predeterminedcriterion;

retrieve a tag specified by another user if the spatiotemporal data satisfies the

predetermined criterion, wherein the retrieved tag is associated with other

spatiotemporal data; and

initiate transmission of the retrieved tag in response to the request.

9. An apparatus of claim 8, wherein the apparatus is further caused, at least in part, to:

receive anothertag;

associate the other tag with spatiotemporal data; and

store the other tag among a plurality of tags.

10. An apparatus of claim 9, whercin the apparatus is further caused,at least in part, to:

designate the other tag as a community tag to be provided as a suggestion for tagging of
another media item.

11. An apparatus according to any one of claims 9 and 10, wherein the apparatusis further

caused, at least in part, to:

designate the other tag as an elevated tag to be provided as a suggestion for tagging of

another media item irrespective of temporaldata.

12. An apparatus according to any one of claims 8-11, wherein the predetermined criterion

specifies a proximity threshold value.

13. An apparatus according to any oneof claims 8-12, wherein the apparatus is further

caused, at least in part, to:

generate a list ofpopular tags as a suggestion for another media item having a particular

spatiotemporal data.

14. An apparatus according to any one of claims 8-13 , wherein the apparatus is further

caused, at least in part, to:
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store of a plurality of tags specified by an opcrator of a venuc, wherein onc or more ofthe

tags specified by the operator are provided as a suggestion to another media item if

spatiotemporal data of the other media item satisfies the predetermined criterion with

respect to the venue.

15. A method comprising:

generating a request to tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request

correspondsto a user;

causing, at least in part, transmission of the request to a media services platform;

receiving, in response to the request, one or more tags, associated with another user, having

spatiotemporal proximity to the spatiotemporal data of the media item; and

selecting one of the received tags to tag the media item.

16. A method of claim 15, further comprising:

causing, at least in part, capture of another media item having spatiotemporal data;

generating a new tag corresponding to the other media; and

causing, at least in part, uploading of the other media and the new tag to the media services

platform for sharing the new tag.

17. A method according to any onc of claims 15 and 16, furthcr comprising:

causing, at least in part, capture of another media item having spatiotemporal data;

causing, at least in part, receipt of a list of popular tags as a suggestion for the other media
item.

18. An apparatus comprising:

at least one processor; and

at least one memory including computer program code,

the at least one memory and the computer program code configured to, with the at least one

processor, cause the apparatus to perform at least the following,

generate a request to tag a media item having spatiotemporal data, wherein the request

correspondsto a user;

initiate transmission of the request to a media services platform;

receive, in response to the request, one or more tags, associated with another user, having

spatiotemporal proximity to the spatiotemporal data of the media item; and

select one of the received tags to tag the media item.

19. An apparatus of claim 18, wherein the apparatus is further caused, at least in part,to:

capture of another media item having spatiotemporal data;

generate a new tag correspondingto the other media; and
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upload of the othcr media and the new tag to the media services platform for sharing the new

tag.

20. An apparatus according to any oneof claims 18 and 19, wherein the apparatusis further

caused, at least in part, to:

capture of another media item having spatiotemporal data; and

receive of a list of popular tags as a suggestion for the other media item.

21. An apparatus according to any one of claims 8-14, wherein the apparatus is a mobile

phone further comprising:

user interface circuitry and user interface software configured to facilitate user control ofat

least some functions of the mobile phone through use of a display and configured to

respond to user input; and

a display and display circuitry configured to display at least a portion of a user interface of the

mobile phone, the display and display circuitry configured to facilitate user control of at

least some functions of the mobile phone.

22. An apparatus according to any one of claims 18-20, wherein the apparatus is a mobile

phone further comprising:

user intcrface circuitry and uscr interface software configured to facilitate uscr control of at

least some functions of the mobile phone through use of a display and configured to

respond to user input; and

a display and display circuitry configured to display at least a portion of a user interface of the

mobile phone, the display and display circuitry configured to facilitate user control of at

least some functions of the mobile phone.

23. A computer-readable storage medium carrying one or more sequences of one or more

instructions which, when executed by one or more processors, cause an apparatus to perform at

least a method of any one of claims 1-7.

24. A computer program product including one or more sequences of one or more

instructions which, when executed by one or more processors, cause an apparatusto at least

perform the steps of a method of any one of claims 1-7.

25. A computer-readable storage medium carrying one or more sequences of one or more

instructions which, when executed by one or more processors, cause an apparatus to perform at

least a method of any one of claims 15-17.
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26. A computcr program product including one or more sequences of one or more

instructions which, when executed by one or more processors, cause an apparatusto at least

perform the steps of a method of any one of claims 15-17.

27. An apparatus comprising means for performing a method of any one of claims 1-7.

28. An apparatus of claim 27, wherein the apparatus is a mobile phone further comprising:

user interface circuitry and user interface software configured to facilitate user control ofat

least some functions of the mobile phone through use of a display and configured to

respond to user input; and

a display and display circuitry configured to display at least a portion of a user interface of the

mobile phone, the display and display circuitry configured to facilitate user control of at

least some functions of the mobile phone.

29, An apparatus comprising means for performing a method of any one of claims 15-17.

30. An apparatus of claim 29, wherein the apparatus is a mobile phone further comprising:

user interface circuitry and user interface software configured to facilitate user control ofat

Icast some functions of the mobile phone through use of a display and configured to

respond to user input; and

a display and display circuitry configured to display at least a portion of a user interface of the

mobile phone, the display and display circuitry configured to facilitate user control of at

least some functions of the mobile phone.

31. A method comprising facilitating access to at least one interface configured to allow

access to at least one service, the at least one service configured to perform a method of

any one of claims 1-7.

32. A method comprising facilitating acccss to at Icast one intcrfacc configured to allow

access to at least one service, the at least one service configured to perform a method of

any one of claims 15-17.

33. A method comprising facilitating creating and/or facilitating modifying at least one device

user interface element and/or functionality,

the at least one device user interface element and/or functionality based at least in part on the

following:

data resulting from a method of any one of claims |-7 and/or

at least one signal resulting from a method of any oneof claims 1-7.
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34. A method comprising facilitating creating and/or facilitating modifying at Icast once device

user interface element and/or functionality,

the at least one device user interface element and/or functionality based at least in part on the

following:

data resulting from a method of any one of claims 15-17 and/or

at least one signal resulting from a method of any one of claims 15-17.
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(57) Abstract: A social networking system provides relevant content ob-
jects at the request of social networking system users. Relevance scores
are determined for content objects by matching user location, user in-
terests, and other social information to the content, location, and timing
associated with content objects. A ranked list of content objects can be
provided to the user, where the content objects are relevant to them
based ontheir interests, location, and other social information. The sys -
tem provides a user interface that displays a map containing pins, where
each pin represents a content object in actionable proximity to a user.
The content objects selected to be presented as pins to the user are those
content objects with sufficiently high relevance scores. Multiple pins for
a nearby area can be clustered. The user can switch between zoom levels
for the map, thereby showing pins at varying distances from the user's
current location.
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DISPLAYING SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES BY LOCATION ON A MAP

BACKGROUND

[0001} This invention relates generally to social networking, and in particular to

providing relevant information for a user of a social networking system based on user

location and social information.

[0002] Social networking systems have becomeprevalent in recent years because they

provide a useful environment in which users can connect to and communicate with other

users. A variety of different types of social networking systems exist that provide

mechanismsallowing users to interact within their social networks. In this context, a user

may be an individual or any other entity, such as a business or other non-personentity.

Accordingly, while enabling social communications amongfriends, a social networking

system can also be a valuable tool for businesses to engage with potential consumers.

[0003] However, users of social networking systemstraditionally have not been able to

obtain information that is relevant and timely based on their interests, connectionsto others,

and particular locations. Users have not yet been able to exploit the relationships and

connections among membersof a social networking website, nor the rich user information

contained therein, in a meaningful way. Similarly, third-party content providers, such as

businesses, also have not been able to exploit social networking systems to provide

information at the appropriate time and place to best take advantage of a potential customer’s

interest.

SUMMARY

[0004] To enable a social networking system to provide relevant content objects at the

request of social networking system users, embodiments of the invention provide a

mechanism for matching user location, interests, and other social information with the

content, location, and timing associated with content objects, including both third-party

content objects and user generated content objects. In particular, embodiments of the

invention enable relevance scoresto be calculated for content objects with respect to

relevance specific to a user of the social networking system, from whicha rankedlist of

content objects can be provided to the user, where the content objects are relevant to them

based on their interests, location, and other social information.

[0005] In one embodiment, the social networking system provides a user interface on a

mobile device displays a map containing pins, where each pin represents a content object in

actionable proximity to a user(e.g., a nearby friend, deal, etc.). The content objects selected

1
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to be presented as pins to the user are those content objects with sufficiently high relevance

scores. Multiple pins for a nearby area can be clustered. The user can switch between zoom

levels for the map, thereby showingpinsat varying distances from the user’s current location

(e.g., nearby, close, and far). In one embodiment, the zoom levels are based on the existence

of relevant content rather than being predetermined distances from the user. In one

embodiment, the system is configured to receive a request from the user to automatically

select the content object with the highest relevance score instead of displaying the map of

pins.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] FIG. 1 is a network diagram of one embodiment of a system for responding to the

requests of social networking system user regarding nearby,relevant activities.

[0007] FIG.2 is a diagram of a social networking system, in accordance with an embodiment

of the invention.

[0008] FIG.3 is an interaction diagram of one embodimentof a process for responding to a

request for information relevant to a user of a social networking system based on user

location and social information.

[0009] FIG.4 is a series of sample screenshots illustrating how a client device may display

information regarding nearby activities relevant to a user of a social networking system

responsive to the user’s request.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview of a Social Networking System Network

[0010] FIG. 1 is a network diagram of one embodiment of a system for respondingto the

requests of social networking system user (e.g., member) regarding nearby, relevant

activities. The system 100 includes one or more user devices 110, one or more third-party

content object provider 120, the social networking system 130 and a network 140. For

purposesofillustration, the embodiment of the system 100 shown by FIG. 1 includes a single

third-party content object provider 120 and a single user device 110. However, in other

embodiments, the system 100 may include more user devices 110 and/or more third-party

content object providers 120. In certain embodiments, the social networking system 130 is

operated by the social network provider, whereas the third-party content object providers 120

are separate from the social networking system 130 in that they may be operated by different

entities. In various embodiments, however, the social networking system 130 and the third-

party content object providers 120 operate in conjunction to provide social networking

services to users of the social networking system 130. In this sense, the social networking

2
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system 130 provides a platform, or backbone, which other systems, such as third-party

content object providers 120, may use to provide social networking services and

functionalities to users across the Internet.

[0011] A user device 110 comprises one or more computing devices that can receive input

from a user and can transmit and receive data via the network 140. For example, the user

device 110 may be a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a smart phone, a personaldigital

assistant (PDAs)or any other device including computing functionality and data

communication capabilities. The user device 110 is configured to communicate with the

third-party content object provider 120 and the social networking system 130 via the network

140, which may comprise any combination of local area and/or wide area networks, using

both wired and wireless communication systems. In one embodiment, the user device 110

displays content from the third-party content object provider 120 and/or from the social

networking system 130.

[0012] The third-party content object provider 120 comprises one or more sources of content

objects, which are communicated to the user device 110 at appropriate times. In one

embodiment, the third-party content object provider 120 is a separate entity from the social

networking system 130. For example, the third-party content object provider 120 is

associated with a first domain while the social networking system 130 is associated with a

separate social networking domain. In various embodiments, the third-party content object

provider 120 is located on a website or alternatively a server, separate or in conjunction from

the website or server that hosts the social networking system 130.

[0013] The third-party content objects, as the term is used herein, include any content object

generated by a third-party content object provider 120 rather than by a user ofthe social

networking system 130. Content objects generally may include information regarding things

or activities of interest to the user. Third-party content objects include informational content

objects, such as movie show times, movie reviews, restaurant reviews, restaurant menus,

product information and reviews,etc., as well as incentive content objects, such as coupons,

discounttickets, gift certificates, etc. according to one embodiment. In addition, some third-

party content objects may include a combination of information and incentives. Other

examples of content objects include event content objects associated with an event(e.g., a

New Year’s Eveparty) or ad-hoc gathering objects (e.g., an impromptu gathering of 100

people in Union Square, San Francisco). Examples of content objects and the ways in which

content objects may be presented or used are described below.
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[0014] The social networking system 130 comprises one or more computing devices storing

a social network, or a social graph, comprising a plurality of users and providing users of the

social network with the ability to communicate and interact with other users of the social

network. According to various embodiments, the social networking system 130 may

comprise a website, or alternatively a server that can be accessed through a wired or wireless

network 140 by user devices 110 or third-party content object providers 120. In use, users

join the social networking system 130 and then add connections(i.e., relationships) to a

numberofother users of the social networking system 130 to whom they desire to be

connected. As used herein, the term “friend” refers to any other user of the social networking

system 130 to whomauser has formed a connection, association, or relationship via the

social networking system 130. Connections may be added explicitly by a user or may be

automatically created by the social networking systems 130 based on commoncharacteristics

of the users (e.g., users who are alumni of the same educationalinstitution). For example, a

first user specifically selects a particular other user to be a friend. Connectionsin the social

networking system 130 are usually in both directions, but need not be, so the terms “user”

and “friend” depend on the frame of reference. Connections between users of the social

networking system 130 are usually bilateral, or “mutual,” but connections may also be

unilateral, or “one-way.” For example, if Bob and Joe are both users of the social networking

system 130 and connected to each other, Bob and Joe are each other’s connections. If, on the

other hand, Bob wishes to connect to Joe to view data communicated to the social networking

system by Joe but Joe does not wish to form a mutual connection, a unilateral connection

may beestablished. The connection between users maybe a direct connection; however,

some embodiments of a social networking system allow the connection to be indirect via one

or morelevels of connections or degrees or separation. Using a social graph, therefore, a

social networking system may keep track of many different types of objects and the

interactions and connections amongthose objects, thereby maintaining an extremely rich

store of socially relevant information.

[0015] In addition to establishing and maintaining connections between users and allowing

interactions between users, the social networking system 130 provides users with the ability

to take actions on various types of items, or objects, supported by the social networking

system 130. These items may include groups or networks (where “networks” here refer not

to physical communication networks, but rather social networks of people, entities, and

concepts) to which users of the social networking system may belong, events or calendar

entries in which a user might be interested, computer-based applications that a user may use

4
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via the social networking system 130, transactionsthat allow users to buy orsell items via the

service, and interactions with advertisements that a user may perform onoroffthe social

networking system.

[0016] These are just a few examples of the items upon which a user mayact on a social

networking system, and many others are possible. A user may interact with anythingthatis

capable of being represented in the social networking system 130 or by an external system of

the third-party content object provider 120, which is separate from the social networking

system 130 and coupled to the social networking system 130 via a network 140.

[0017] The social networking system 130 is also capable of linking a variety of entities. For

example, the social networking system 130 enables users to interact with each other as well

as receive content from third-party content object providers 120 or other entities, or to allow

users to interact with these entities through an API or other communication channels.

[0018] The social networking system 130 also includes user-generated content objects, which

enhances a user’s interactions with the social networking system 130. User-generated

content may include anything a user can add, upload, send, or “post,” to the social

networking system 130. For example, a user communicates posts to the social networking

system 130 from a user device 110. Posts may include data such as status updates or other

textual data, location information, photos, videos, links, music or other similar data and/or

media. Content may also be addedto the social networking system 130 by a third-party

through a “communication channel,” such as a newsfeedor stream.

[0019] Content objects, generally, represent single pieces of content that are represented as

objects in the social networking system 130. In this way, users of the social networking

system 130 are encouraged to communicate with each other by posting text and content

objects of various types through various communication channels, increasing the interaction

of users with each other and increasing the frequency with whichusers interact with the

social networking system 130.

Social Networking System Architecture

[0020] FIG.2 is a diagram of one embodimentof a social networking system 130. The

embodiment ofa social networking system 130 shown by FIG. 2 includes a web server 210,

an action logger 215, an API request server 220, a relevance and ranking engine 225, a

content object classifier 260, a notification controller 265, an action log 230, a third-party

content object exposure log 270, an inference module 275, an authorization server 235, a

search module 280, an ad targeting module 285, a user interface module 290,a userprofile

5
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store 240, a connection store 245, a third-party content store 250, and a location store 255. In

other embodiments, the social networking system 130 may include additional, fewer, or

different modules for various applications. Conventional components such as network

interfaces, security mechanisms,load balancers, failover servers, management and network

operations consoles, and the like are not shown soas to not obscure the details of the system.

[0021] As described above in conjunction with FIG. 1, the social networking system 130

comprises a computing system that allows users to communicate or otherwise interact with

each other and access content as described herein. The social networking system 130 stores

user profiles describing the users of a social network in a user profile store 240. The user

profiles include biographic, demographic, and other types of descriptive information, such as

work experience, educational history, hobbies or preferences, interests, location, and the like.

For example,the user profile store 240 contains data structures with fields suitable for

describing a user’s profile. When a new object of a particular type is created, the social

networking system 130 initializes a new data structure, 1.¢., a “node” of the corresponding

type, assigns a unique object identifier to it, and begins to add data to the object as needed.

This might occur, for example, when a user becomesa userof the social networking system

130, the social networking system 130 generates a new instance ofa userprofile in the user

profile store 240, assigns a unique identifier to the user profile, and begins to populate the

fields of the user profile with information provided by the user.

[0022] In addition, the user profile store 240 may include data structures suitable for

describing a user’s demographic data, behavioral data, and other social data. Demographic

data typically includes data about the user, such as age, gender, location,etc., e.g., as

included in the user’s profile. Behavioral data typically includes information about the user’s

activities within the social networking system 130, such as specific actions (posts, likes,

comments, etc.), activity levels, usage statistics, etc. Other social data comprises information

about the user from within the social networking system 130 that is not strictly demographic

or behavioral, such as interests or affinities, etc. In one embodiment, user’s interests may be

explicitly specified in the user’s profile or interests that may be inferred from the user’s

activities in the social networking system (e.g., uploaded content, postings, reading of

messages, etc). Additionally, the user profile store 240 includes logic for maintaining user

interest information for users according to one or more categories. Categories may be

general or specific, e.g., if a user “likes”an article about a brand of shoes the category may

be the brand, or the general category of “shoes” or “clothing.” Multiple categories may apply
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to a single user interest. In addition, the user profile store 240 may be accessed by other

aspects of the social networking system 130.

[0023] For example, the user profile store 240 includes logic for maintaining interest

information for users according to one or more categories. Categories may be general or

specific, e.g., if a user “likes” an article about a brand of shoes the category may be the

brand, or the general category of “shoes”or “clothing.” Multiple categories may apply to a

single user interest. In addition, the user profile store 240 may be accessed by other aspects

of the social networking system 130.

[0024] The social networking system 130 further stores data describing one or more

connections between different users in a user connection store 245. The connection

information may indicate users who have similar or common work experience, group

memberships, hobbies, educational history, or are in any way related or share common

attributes. Additionally, the social networking system 130 includes user-defined connections

betweendifferent users, allowing users to specify their relationships with other users. For

example, user-defined connections allow users to generate relationships with other users that

parallel the users’ real-life relationships, such as friends, co-workers, partners, and so forth.

Users may select from predefined types of connections, or define their own connection types

as needed. The connection store 245 includes data structures suitable for describing a user’s

connections to other users, connections to third-party content object providers 120, or

connections to other entities. The connection stores 245 may also associate a connection type

with a user’s connections, which may be used in conjunction with the user’s privacy setting,

to regulate access to information about the user. In addition, the connection store 245 may be

accessed by other aspects of the social networking system 130.

[0025] The web server 210 links the social networking system to one or more user devices

110 and/or one or more third-party content object providers 120 via the network 140. The

web server 210 serves web pages, as well as other web-related content, such as Java, Flash,

XML,and so forth. The web server 210 may include a mail server or other messaging

functionality for receiving and routing messages betweenthe social networking system 130

and one or more user devices 110. The messages can be instant messages, queued messages

(e.g., email), text and SMS messages, or any other suitable messaging format.

[0026] The Application Programming Interface (API) request server 220 allows one or more

third-party content object providers 120 to access information from the social networking

system 130 by calling one or more APIs. The API request server 220 also may allow third-

party content object providers 120 to send informationto the social networking system by
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calling APIs. For example, a third-party content object provider 120 sends an API request to

the social networking system 130 via the network 140 and the API request server 220

receives the API request. The API request server 220 processes the request by calling an API

associated with the API request to generate an appropriate response, which the API request

server 220 communicates to the third-party content object provider 120 via the network 140.

[0027] The action logger 215 is capable of receiving communications from the web server

210 about user actions on and/or off the social networking system 130. The action logger

215 populates the action log 230 with information about user actions, allowing the social

networking system 130 to track or monitor various actions taken by its users within the social

networking system 130 and outside of the social networking system 130. Any action that a

particular user takes with respect to another user is associated with each user’s profile,

through information maintained in the action log 230 or in a similar database or other data

repository. Examples of actions taken by a user within the social network 130 that are

identified and stored may include, for example, adding a connection to another user, sending

a message to another user, reading a message from another user, viewing content associated

with another user, attending an event posted by another user or other actions interacting with

another user. When a user takes an action within the social networking system 130, the

action is recorded in the action log 230. In one embodiment, the social networking system

maintains the action log 230 as a database of entries. When an action is taken within the

social networking system 130, an entry for the action is added to the action log 230.The

relevance and ranking engine 225 includeslogic for calculating a relevance score for content

objects (including both user-generated content objects and third-party content objects)

relative to a user, for ranking the content objects by their relevance scores, and for selecting

content objects for sending to users as notifications or as responses to user requests. To

calculate the relevance score, the relevance and ranking engine 225 determinesa location

value by comparing the content object location and a current location for the user device 210,

determines an interest value based on whether the content object categories are included in

the user’s interests, determines a time value based on whether the current time is within the

delivery time range for the content object, and determines a connection value based on how

many ofthe user’s connections are associated with the content object. Then, the relevance

and ranking engine 225 combinesthe location value, interest value, connection value, and

time value to determine the relevance score for the content object with respect to the user. In

one embodiment the values are higher for a better fit (closer proximity, great similarity, etc.)

and approacha value of one, and are multiplied together to yield the relevance score. From
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the relevance scores for each content object, the relevance and ranking engine 225 ranks the

content objects for a user, e.g., from highest relevance score to lowest. The relevance and

ranking engine 225 then can select content objects to send to a notification controller 265, or

can serve the highest ranked content object directly to the user device 110 as a notification(s).

[0028] The content object classifier 260 includes logic for assigning each of the content

objects a location, a category, and a delivery time range. Categories mayreflect various

categories of user interests, and may be associated with the interests themselves, e.g., a user

“likes”an article about a brand of shoes and the category is the brand,or the article about the

shoe brandis assigned a general category of “shoes”or “clothing.” Multiple categories may

apply to a single content object. General or specific locations may be assigned to content

objects as well, e.g., a city, a particular street nameor intersection, or GPS coordinates. A

delivery time range is assigned to each content object, e.g., using a useful range based on the

hours the associated business is open.

[0029] Additionally, user actions may be associated with exposure to third-party content

objects from one or more third-party content object providers 120. Thus, in conjunction with

the action log 230, a third-party content object log 270 is maintained of user exposures to

such objects and when the last exposure occurred. The action logger 215 receives data

describing a user’s interaction with an object and stores it to the third-party content object log

270. Thethird-party content object log 270 includes logic for storing user exposures to third-

party content objects and associations between users and objects. The exposure information

can be used to determine whether to expose the user to the same or similar content objects,

and for adjusting the ranking and selection of content objects on the basis of whether the user

previously has been exposed to the sameor similar content object. In addition, if a user

becomesassociated with a content object via an action, e.g., uses an incentive, goes to the

location, etc., that information also is stored, and can be used for re-ranking and re-selecting

the content objects.

[0030] The notification controller 265 provides information regarding content objects to the

user device 110. Information may be pushed to the user device 110 as notifications, or

information may be pulled to the user device responsive to a request received from the user

device 110. In the push circumstance, notifications of content objects are initially pushed

according to a default rate. Based on user engagement with the notifications, the notification

controller 265 may adjust the rate in which notifications are provided to the user device 110.

By adjusting the initial settings, the notification controller 265 provides notifications of

content objects to the user device 110 when the useris morelikely to engage with the
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notifications. Information may be pulled to the user device at any time. Additionally, the

type of content that is provided to the client device 110 may be updated based on the user

engagement.

[0031] The authorization server 235 enforces one or more privacy settings of the users of the

social networking system 130. A privacy setting of a user determines how particular

information associated with a user can be shared. The privacy setting comprises the

specification of particular information associated with a user and the specification of the

entity or entities with whom the information can be shared. Examplesof entities with which

information can be shared may includeother users, applications, external websites or any

entity that can potentially access the information. The information that can be shared by a

user comprises user profile information like profile photo, phone numbersassociated with the

user, user’s connections, actions taken by the user such as adding a connection, changing user

profile information and the like.

[0032] The useful social information that is tracked and maintained by a social networking

system can be thought of in termsofa “social graph,” which includes a plurality of nodes that

are interconnectedby a plurality of edges. Each nodein the social graph may represent

something that can act on and/or be acted upon by another node. Common examples of

nodesinclude users, non-person entities, content objects, groups, events, messages, concepts,

and any other things that can be represented by an object in a social networking system. An

edge between two nodesin the social graph represents a particular kind of connection

between the two nodes, which may result from an action that was performed by one ofthe

nodes on the other node.

[0033] The social networking system 130 may receive a request to associate the web content

with a nodein the social networking system 130. An external website (e.g., of the third party

content object provider 130) incorporates a tag into the markup language documentfor the

web page(s) of the web content to claim ownership of the pages/domain in the context of the

social networking system 130. In somecases, an entire domain or collection of web pagesis

associated with a unique identifier that associates the web pages with a node. Once

established, the social networking system 130 tracks data associated with the node in the

action log 230.

[0034] Data stored in the connection store 245, the user profile store 240 and the action log

230 allowsthe social networking system 120 to generate a social graph that uses nodes to

identify various objects and edges connecting nodesto identify relationships between

different objects. An edge between two nodesin the social graph represents a particular kind
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of connection between the two nodes, which mayresult from an action that was performed by

one of the nodes on the other node.

[0035] The third-party content object store 250 stores content objects received from third

parties. The third-party content objects include informational content objects, such as movie

show times, restaurant menus, etc., as well as incentive content objects, such as coupons,

discounttickets, gift certificates, etc. In addition, some third-party content objects may

include a combination of information and incentives.

[0036] The location store 255 stores location information received from user devices 110

associated with users. The location information used by the social networking system 130

may be obtained directly from user devices 110, e.g., at the time a notification is to be sent or

at various predetermined timeintervals, or the location information maybea last stored

location received from the user device 110. In addition, the location store 255 may receive

updated location information, e.g., in response to a change in the location of a user device

110. In one embodiment, if an updated location is received, the updated location is provided

to the relevance and ranking engine 225 for re-ranking and/or re-selecting the third-party

content objects in view of the updated location information.

[0037] In general, the selection or ranking of content objects may occur at varying intervals

based on several variables, such as always at the beginning of a period during which a

notification would be served, or every X minutes during a period during which notifications

will be served, or every X minutesall the time (e.g., so that it’s ready when a search

happens), only in response to a change in location or expiration of a delivery time for a

content object, etc. Alternatively, the ranking of content objects may occuras a result of user

demand. The user may explicitly request the ranking by submitting a request for relevant

information happening within the vicinity of the user. The request may be received in

responseto user selection of a “refresh” element includedin a user application associated

with the present disclosure. The request may also be implicit. For example, upon launching

of the user application, a request may be automatically received for the ranking.

[0038] The social networking system 130 implements context search using a context search

module 280. Context search results are search results that are relevant to the user based on

their current location as well as their social information. In this way, the context search

results are tailored to the user’s interests, connections, and location at the time of the search.

The context search module 280 incorporates location information, search results and

relevance score information obtained from the relevance and ranking engine 225 in order to
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provide a rankedlist of search results and/or for selection of third-party content objects as the

basis for serving notifications.

[0039] The ad pricing module 285 combinessocial information, the current time, and

location information to provide relevant advertisements, in the form of notifications, to a

user. Advertisements of increased relevance to a user are more likely to result in a purchase.

Dividing consumers according to their interests based on social information allows merchants

to calculate the value of their potential customers. Advertisements provided through the

social networking system 130 may be priced according to the value of the customerto the

merchant, as indicated by their social information.

[0040] In one embodiment, the UI (or User Interface) module 290 is configured to display a

map containing pins on a user device 110, where each pin represents a content object in

actionable proximity to a user (e.g., a nearby friend, deal, etc.). The content objects selected

to be presented as pins to the user are those content objects with sufficiently high relevance

scores. Multiple pins for a nearby area can be clustered. The UI module 290 provides the

user with the ability to switch between zoom levels for the map, thereby showingpinsat

varying distances from the user’s current location (e.g., nearby, close, and far). In one

embodiment, the zoom levels are based on the existence of relevant content rather than being

predetermined distances from the user.

[0041] In one embodiment, the UI module 290 is configured to display a ranked list of search

results on a client device 110 that have been ranked by the context search module 280. The

UI module 290 is additionally configured to generate an advertisement dashboard for

merchants advertising through the social networking system 130. The advertisement

dashboard allows merchants to control the distribution and price they pay for their

advertisements. For both functions, the UI module is configured to generate a user interface

that a client device 110 or a third-party content object provider (or merchant) 120 may

interact with.

[0042] An inference module 275 determines overlapping interests between users in the social

networking system 130. By determining the overlapping interests between a user andhis or

her friends, the inference module 275 may identify which interests may be imputedto the

user based on the interests of the user’s friends. Thus, through the user’s friends, the

inference module 275 allows the social networking system 130 to identify interests for the

user that are not explicitly indicated by the user.

[0043] The third-party content object store 250 stores content objects received from third

parties. The third-party content objects include informational content objects, such as movie
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show times, movie reviews, restaurant reviews, restaurant menus, product information and

reviews, etc., as well as incentive content objects, such as coupons,discounttickets, gift

certificates, etc. In addition, some third-party content objects may include a combination of

information andincentives.

[0044] The location store 255 stores location information received from user devices

associated with users. The location information used by the social networking system 130

may be obtained directly from user devices 110, e.g., at the time a notification is to be sent or

at various predetermined time intervals, or the location information may bea last stored

location received from the user device 110. The location information mayalso be obtained

along with a request from a user. In addition, the location store 255 may receive updated

location information, e.g., in response to a changein the location of a user device 110. In one

embodiment, if an updated location is received, the updated location is provided to the

relevance and ranking engine 225 for re-ranking and or re-selection of the content objects in

view ofthe updated location information.

Providing Location Based, Relevant Content Objects for a Social Networking System User

[0045] FIG.3 is an interaction diagram of one embodimentof a process for responding to a

request for information relevant to a user of a social networking system based on user

location and social information.

[0046] Initially, users, via user devices 110 interact 305 with each other via the social

networking system 130 and with the social networking system 130 directly, providing it

information about the user such as user interest and connection information. The social

networking system 130 maintains 310 the user social information (e.g., interest and

connection information for each user. For example, the social networking system 130 may

categorize the interest information into categories.

[0047] The social networking system 130 also receives 315 third-party content objects from

one or morethird parties 120. The third-party content objects may include informational

content objects, such as movie show times, movie reviews, sale information, restaurant

menus,etc., as well as incentive content objects, such as coupons,discounttickets, gift

certificates, etc. In addition, somethird-party content objects may include a combination of

information andincentives.

[0048] The social networking system 130 receives 320 a request from a requesting user for

information regarding relevant, nearby content objects. The user request may include

information about the location of the user device 110. This information may be obtained
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directly from the user device 110, e.g., at the time of the request, at the time a notification is

to be sent or at various time intervals, or the social networking system 130 mayretrieve a last

stored location for the user device 110. In addition, when a user device 110 changes

locations, the updated location information may be providedto the social networking system

130. Alternatively, the user may provide a location specifying a constraint on the kinds of

content objects in whichthey are interested.

[0049] Content objects, (including both user-generated and third-party content objects) are

assigned 325 categories, locations, and delivery time ranges. For example, categories may be

established by the social networking system 130 that reflect various categories of interests of

users of the social networking system 130. The categories maybe associated with the

interests themselves, e.g., if a user “likes” an article about a brand of shoes, the category may

be the brand. Alternatively, the social networking system 130 may assign the article about

the shoe brand a general category of “shoes”or “‘clothing.” The social networking system

130 mayassign both of these categories to a single content object; thus, multiple categories

may apply to a single content object. For example, for an incentive offering 20% off a

specialty coffee drink at a particular coffee shop, the promotion may be assigned a category

“food,” type “beverage,” and subtype “coffee.” These tags can be matchedto categories

associated with userinterests.

[0050] Locations maybe assigned to content objects as well. For example, a coupon for

$2.00 off of a movie ticket at a particular movie theater chain may applyto all theaters in the

chain, or just one theatre. A location may be general, e.g., a city, or specific, e.g., a particular

street name, or intersection, or GPS coordinate. One or more such locations are assigned to

each content object. Finally, a delivery time range is assigned to a content object. The range

mayreflect appropriate hours for the item. For example, if the content object is a coupon for

a donut store that is open only in the morning,the range for the notification likely would

correspondto the hours during which the donut store is open, or some other useful range

related to the open hours,e.g., fifteen minutes before opening to thirty minutes before

closing.

[0051] The social networking system 130 calculates 330 a relevance score for each content

object relative to the requesting user. The social networking system 130 uses the location,

interest, time, and connection information for the user and the content objects to calculate the

score. For example, the social networking system 130 mayfirst calculate scores for each of

these categories that are combinedto get the relevancescore.
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[0052] In one embodiment, for each content object the social networking system 130

determinesa location value based on the proximity between the content object location and a

current location associated with the user device 110. The social networking system 130 also

determinesan interest value based on whetherthe category or categories assigned to the

content object are includedin the category or categories associated with the user’s interests.

The social networking system 130 also determines a time value based on whetherthe current

time is within the delivery time range for the content object. For example, a discount coupon

for lunch at a restaurant may be associated. with lunch hours and is accordingly of higher

interest during the hours commonly associated with lunch. Andthe social networking system

130 determines a connection value based on how many,if any, of the user’s connections are

associated with the content object. For example, a connection associated with the content

object may include information or an incentive for a business that one of the user’s

connectionsis currently at, e.g., a connection ofthe useris at the frozen yogurt store that the

incentive applies to. Then, the social networking system 130 combinesthe location value,

interest value, connection value, and time value to determine the relevance score for the

content object with respect to the user. In one embodiment the valuesare higherfor a better

fit (closer proximity, great similarity, etc.) and approach one,and are multiplied togetherto

yield the relevance score.

[0053] From the relevance scores of the content objects, the social networking system 130

selects 335 the content objects for a user, e.g., from a ranking of highest relevance score to

lowest, or by selection of the highest relevance scored items. The social networking system

130 respondsto the user’s request for relevant content objects. The content objects are

provided to the user. In one embodiment, the UI module 290 renders information regarding

the content objects, for example in the form of a map with pins. In one embodiment, the

social networking system 130 receives a request user from a user for only a single content

object. In this case, the social networking system provides the content object with the highest

relevance score to the requesting user.

[0054] Once a useris exposed to a content object, the social networking system 130 stores

that exposure. In addition, the social networking system 130 monitors whetherthe user uses

an incentive associated with the content object, goes to the location of the information, or

otherwise becomesassociated with the content object, and if so, the social networking system

130 stores that information.

Map with Pins Illustrating Relevant, Nearby Content Objects Requested by a User
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[0055] FIG. 4 is a series of sample screenshotsillustrating how a client device 110 may

display information regarding nearbyactivities relevant to a user of a social networking

system 130 responsive to the user’s request. In FIG. 4a, a map 410 illustrates the real world

region around the requesting user. The map 410 displays a number of content objects 415

that have been determinedto be the most relevant content objects according to their relevance

scores, which are basedin part on the requesting user’s location.

[0056] Content objects are presented as pins(e.g., pins A 415a, B 415b, and C 415c) based

on the real world locations where the requesting user may interact with the real world entity

associated with the content objects. For example, the content object maybe a third-party

content object comprising a couponfor a free smoothie at a smoothie store. In this example,

pin 415 mayrepresent the location of the smoothie store where the coupon is redeemable. In

another example, pin 415 may represent the location where three of their friends are currently

located.

[0057] In some circumstances, multiple content objects presented to the requesting user as

pins 415 may bein such close proximity in the real world, that the map 410 is unable to

display the multiple pins in a separate, independently identifiable manner. In one

embodiment, pins in close proximity are grouped into a single, differently shaped group pin

420 that represents multiple content objects at once. A group pin 420 mayvisually indicate

the numberofpins 415 contained within the group pin 420. For example, group pin 420a

indicates that three separate pins are contained within the group pin 420a.

[0058] In response to a request for information from a user, map 410 initially displays the

area immediately surrounding the user. The user, however, may change the real world area

illustrated by map 410. The user may also change the level of zoom at which the surrounding

real world area is shown. FIG. 4a furtherillustrates that the requesting user is presented with

multiple zoom settings 405 to allow a requesting user to switch between different zoom

levels of the surrounding environment. In the example embodiment of FIG. 4a, the zoom

levels include the immediate vicinity of the requesting user 405a as the highest granularity

zoom level, a nearby zoom level 405b including a larger swath of the surrounding area as

compared with the immediate vicinity 405a, and a far away zoom level 405c that covers a

much larger scope than the previous two zoom levels. FIG. 4a illustrates a map 410

displayed at the immediate vicinity 405a zoom level.

[0059] In one embodiment, the zoom levels are based on absolute distances from the

requesting user. For example, in the immediate vicinity 405a, the map 410 may cover one

square mile, whereas the nearby zoom level 405b covers five square miles, and the far away
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zoom level 405c coversfifty square miles. In another embodiment, zoom levels may be

based in part upon the geographical location of the users, whereby zoom levels are specified

for various cities, states, and suburban areas. For example, if the user is located in the bay

area of California, the far away zoom level 405c may bethe entire bay area rather than fixed

fifty mile distance.

[0060] Map 410 is configured to display only a limited numberofpins 415 or block pins 420.

The numberofpins 415 or block pins 420 displayed may be determined by the social

networking system 130 or the requesting user. In one embodiment, the numberofpins 415

or block pins 420 is a fixed amount. In another embodiment, the numberofpins 415 or block

pins 420 is based on a relevance score threshold. Only content objects above the relevance

score threshold are displayed as part of pins 415 or block pins 420. The relevance score

threshold may vary depending upon the zoom level. For example, at a immediate vicinity

zoom level 405a, there may be comparatively few content objects that are present to provide

to the requesting user, and thus the relevance score threshold for this zoom level may be

lower. In contrast, at a far away zoom level 405c, there may be many more content objects as

compared to the immediate vicinity zoom level 405a case, and as a result the relevance score

threshold for this zoom level may be higher. Thus, a requesting user changing from a smaller

zoom level to a larger zoom level may reflect the user’s interest in receiving information

about more relevant content objects, despite the fact that they are further away from the

requesting user’s present location. Adjusting the relevance score threshold based on zoom

level ensures that the user is always presented with a sufficient, but not excessive, number of

pins 415 and block pins 420 to interact with.

[0061] FIG. 4b illustrates the map 410at the nearby zoom level 405b. In the example

embodiment of FIG. 4b, group pin 420b indicates that it includes six pins, for example group

pin 420a and pins 420a, 420b, and 420c, along with three others that were not present in map

410 as displayed in FIG. 4a. FIG. 4b further includes two new pins 415d, and 415e.

[0062] FIG.4c illustrates the map 410at the far away zoom level 405c. Group pins 420d and

420c include ten andfive pins, respectively. Pins 415g and 415f represent individual content

objects that are sufficiently far from other pins to be displayed separately from group pins,

despite the area covered by map 410.

[0063] FIG. 4dillustrates a user interface presenting a requesting user with more information

about a selected content object 445 illustrated by a pin 415a. In one embodiment, map 410

still presents the selected pin, however the map has been reduced in size with respect to the

total screen area of the user device 110. The user interface presents information about the
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selected content object 445. The presented information may include, for example, the users

of the social networking system 130 who haveindicated affinity for the content object who

are also connected to the requesting user throughthe social networking system, comments on

the content object made by users connected with the requesting user through the social

networking system, and/or a list of users connected with the requesting user through the

social networking system whoare currently present at the real-world location associated with

the content object.

Summary

[0065] The foregoing description of the embodiments of the invention has been presented for

the purpose ofillustration; it is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the

precise forms disclosed. Persons skilled in the relevant art can appreciate that many

modifications and variations are possible in light of the above disclosure.

[0066] Someportions of this description describe the embodiments of the invention in terms

of algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on information. These algorithmic

descriptions and representations are commonly used by those skilled in the data processing

arts to convey the substanceof their work effectively to others skilled in the art. These

operations, while described functionally, computationally, or logically, are understood to be

implemented by computer programs or equivalent electrical circuits, microcode,or the like.

Furthermore,it has also proven convenientat times, to refer to these arrangements of

operations as modules, without loss of generality. The described operations and their

associated modules may be embodied in software, firmware, hardware, or any combinations

thereof.

[0067] Any of the steps, operations, or processes described herein may be performed or

implemented with one or more hardware or software modules, alone or in combination with

other devices. In one embodiment, a software module is implemented with a computer

program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable medium containing

computer program code, which can be executed by a computer processor for performing any

or all of the steps, operations, or processes described.

[0068] Embodiments of the invention may also relate to an apparatus for performing the

operations herein. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purposes,

and/or it may comprise a general-purpose computing device selectively activated or

reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. Such a computer program may

be stored in a non-transitory, tangible computer readable storage medium,or any type of
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mediasuitable for storing electronic instructions, which may be coupled to a computer

system bus. Furthermore, any computing systemsreferred to in the specification may include

a single processor or may be architectures employing multiple processor designs for

increased computing capability.

[0069] Embodimentsof the invention may also relate to a product that is produced by a

computing process described herein. Such a product may comprise information resulting

from a computing process, where the information is stored on a non-transitory, tangible

computer readable storage medium and may include any embodiment of a computer program

product or other data combination described herein.

[0070] Finally, the language used in the specification has been principally selected for

readability and instructional purposes, and it may not have been selected to delineate or

circumscribe the inventive subject matter. It is therefore intended that the scope ofthe

invention be limited not by this detailed description, but rather by any claims that issue on an

application based hereon. Accordingly, the disclosure of the embodiments of the invention is

intendedto beillustrative, but not limiting, of the scope of the invention, whichis set forth in

the following claims.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. A methodfor providing relevant information to a user of a social networking

system, the method comprising:

maintaining social information for the user;

associating each ofa plurality of content objects with a location, a category, and a

time

receiving a request for information from a user device;

receiving a user location;

determining a relevance score for the content objects based on matching the user

location and social information to the locations, categories, and times for

the content objects;

ranking the content objects by their relevance scores; and

providing the ranked content objects to a notification controller for transmission

to the user device.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein maintaining the social information comprises:

maintaining affinity information for the user according to one or more categories;

and

maintaining a plurality of connections between the user and other users of the

social networking system.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating the relevance score comprises:

determining a location value for the content object, the location value based on a

proximity betweenthe location associated with the content object and the

user location.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating the relevance score comprises:

determining an interest value for the content object, the interest value based on

whether a category associated with the content object is included in the

one or more categories associated with the affinity information for the
user.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating the relevance score comprises:

determining a time value for the content object, the time value based on whether a

current time is within the delivery time range assigned to the content

object.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating the relevance score comprises:
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determining a connection valuefor the content object, the connection value based

on a numberofthe user’s plurality of connections associated with the

content object.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating the relevance score comprises:

combining a location value, an interest value, a connection value, and a time value

to determine the relevance score.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the time has an action associated with it,

where the action can be performedbytheuser.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the time is a time range that determines

whetherthe content object is eligible to be received bythe user.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving a location of a user device

associated with the user comprises receiving the location directly from the user device

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the location is received from the user device

at predetermined intervals.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the request received from the user includes

the user location.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing a user exposure to a

provided content object.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising adjusting the relevance scores of

the content objects based on the user exposure to the provided content object.

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving indication of an action by the user associated with a provided content

object; and

storing an association between the user and the provided content object in

responseto the received indication.

16. The method of claim 1, transmitting a highest ranked content object from the

ranked content objects to the user device for display to the user.

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the notification controller is configured for

transmitting the ranked content objects to the user device for display to the user.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of content objects comprises

third-party content objects provided by third-parties, and content objects formed based on

interactions of users with the social networking system.

19, A methodfor displaying information regarding relevant content objects to a

social networking system user, the method comprising:
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transmitting from a user device at a user location a request for information;

receiving at the user device a ranked list of content objects, each content object

comprising a location, a category, a rank, and a time, wherein the ranked

list of content objects are ranked according to a relevance score

determined based on matchingthe user location and a user’s social

information to the locations, categories, and times for the content objects;

and

displaying a map comprising a plurality of pins displaying the locationsof the

content objects, wherein each pin is associated with a content object, and

each pin displays the rank of the associated content object.

20. The method of claim 19, comprising:

displaying a plurality of selectable zoom levels that change a distance covered by

the map.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein the zoom levels are based on fixed distances.

22. The method of claim 19, wherein the zoom levels are based on geographical

regions.

23. The method of claim 19, wherein the zoom levels are based on relevance score

thresholds.

24. The method of claim 19, comprising:

displaying a group pin representing the locations of a plurality of associated

content objects, wherein the content objects associated with the group pins

are located within a proximity of each other.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the group pin displays the numberof content

objects it is associated with.

22
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: NCM IP Holdings, LLC Customer No.: 70001

Application No.: 16/578,238 Confirmation No.: 4358

Filed: September 20, 2019 Art Unit: 2165

Docket No.: 069366-000002USC3 Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

Title) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

FIRST INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

UNDER37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.98

Commissioner for Patents — via EFS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Commissioner:

In compliance with the duty of disclosure under 37 C.F.R. § 1.56, it is respectfully

requested that this Information Disclosure Statement be entered and the references listed on the

attached List of References be considered by the Examiner and madeofrecord.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)(2)(ii), copies of the U.S. Patents and/or U.S.

Patent Application Publications on the attached List of Referencesare not being submitted.

Applicant would like to make the Examiner aware of the following applications to which

this application claims priority: This application is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

16/536,300, filed August 8, 2019, which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No.

15/375,927, filed December 12, 2016, now U.S. Patent No. 10,423,658, which is a continuation

of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/193,426, filed February 28, 2014, now U.S. Patent No.

9,552,376, which is a continuation-in-part of and claims priority to U.S. Patent Application No.

13/157,214,filed June 9, 2011, now U.S. Patent No. 9,098,531.

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(d) and M.P.E.P. § 609.02, copies of foreign patent

documents and other documents that were previously cited and submitted in one or more ofthe

parent application(s) in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)-(c) need not be resubmitted in this

application. It is the Applicant’s belief that all such references on the attached List of References

were previously cited and submitted in an Information Disclosure Statement in accordance with

4815-9593-2074.1
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First Information Disclosure Statement Application No. 16/578,238
Page 2

37 C.F.R. § 1.98(a)-(c) in one or more of the above referenced U.S. Patent Applications to which

this application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. § 120, except for references C1-C6o and D16-

D27, copies of which are being submitted herewith.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97(g) and (h), this Information Disclosure Statementis

not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made, andis not to be construed to

be an admission that the information disclosed is, or is considered to be, prior art with respect to

the present application or material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56.

This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed prior to the receipt of a first office

action on the merits. Accordingly, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.97(b)(3), no fees are believed to be

due in connection with the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement. However, should any

fees be deemed necessary (except payment ofthe issue fee), the Director is authorized to charge

any deficiency or to credit any overpayment to Nixon Peabody LLP Deposit Account No. 50-

4181 (Order No. 069366-000002USC3).

Respectfully submitted,

Dated: November 13, 2019 /Bradley M. Taub, Reg. No. 67,300/
Bradley M. Taub
Reg. No. 67,300

NIXON PEABODY LLP

70 West Madison Street, Suite 3500
Chicago,Illinois 60602
312-425-8563 Direct Phone

ATTORNEYS FOR APPLICANT

4815-9593-2074.1
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PTO/SB/26

Doc Code: DIST.E.FILE U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice

DocumentDescription: Electronic TerminalDisclaimer- Filed Department of Commerce

Electronic Petition Request TERMINALDISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A DOUBLE PATENTING REJECTION OVERA
“PRIOR” PATENT

Title of Invention

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

x Filing of terminal disclaimer does not obviate requirement for response under 37 CFR 1.111 to outstandingOffice Action

IX] This electronic Terminal Disclaimeris not being used for a Joint Research Agreement.

NCM IP Holdings, LLC 100%

The owner(s) with percentinterest listed above in the instant application hereby disclaims, except as provided below,the
terminal part of the statutory term of any patent granted on theinstant application which would extend beyondthe expiration
date of the full statutory term of prior patent number(s)

10423658

9552376

as the term ofsaid prior patent is presently shortened by anyterminal disclaimer. The owner hereby agrees that any patent so
granted on theinstant application shall be enforceable only for and during such period thatit and the prior patent are commonly
owned.This agreementruns with any patent granted on the instant application and is binding upon the grantee,its successors
or assigns.

In making the abovedisclaimer, the owner doesnotdisclaim the terminal part of the term of any patent granted on the instant
application that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term of the prior patent, "as the term ofsaid prior patent
is presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer,” in the event that said prior patentlater:
- expiresfor failure to pay a maintenancefee;
- is held unenforceable;

- is found invalid by a court of competentjurisdiction;
- is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321;
- has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate;
- is reissued; or

- is in any manner terminated prior to the expirationofits full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer.
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@ Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d)is included with Electronic Terminal Disclaimer request.

| certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4), that the terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d)
required for this terminal disclaimer has already been paid in the above-identified application.

Applicant claims the following fee status:

@) Small Entity

©. Micro Entity

©_Regular Undiscounted

| hereby declare thatall statements made herein of my own knowledgeare true and thatall statements made on information and
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge thatwillful false statements and
the like so made are punishable byfine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 ofTitle 18 of the United States Code and
that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

THIS PORTION MUST BE COMPLETEDBY THE SIGNATORY OR SIGNATORIES

| certify, in accordance with 37 CFR 1.4(d)(4) that | am:

© An attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and TrademarkOffice whois of record in
this application

Registration Number 67300

A sole inventor

A joint inventor; | certify that | am authorized to sign this submission on behalf of all of the inventors as evidenced by the
powerof attorneyin the application

A joint inventor; all of whom are signing this request

Signat

*Statement under37 CFR 3.73(b)is required if terminal disclaimeris signed by the assignee (owner).
Form PTO/SB/96 maybe used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Christopher J. Desmond

Attorney Docket Number: 069366-000002USC3

Filed as Small Entity

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD(S)

Basic Filing:ee

mee
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD ($) 
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Doc Code: DISQ.E.FILE

DocumentDescription: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer —- Approved

Application No.: 16578238

Filing Date: 20-Sep-2019

Applicant/Patent under Reexamination: Desmond

Electronic Terminal Disclaimer filed on November 21, 2019

ix] APPROVED

This patentis subject to a terminal disclaimer

[] DISAPPROVED

Approved/Disapproved by: Electronic Terminal Disclaimer automatically approved by EFS-Web

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

Application Number: 16578238

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number: 4358

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGING DIGITALFILES

ream

Paymentinformation:

 
[Pepostacoune——SSSCSCSC~*idSCSSS

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentasfollows: 
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File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

1 Terminal Disclaimer-Filed (Electronic) eTerminal-Disclaimer.pdf 26f7e9a3c67bc431 9fe5fc01d8d65ebaa361 7}
2ba5

Information:

2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 2b7c188084ff4915105c71318388ad3c3fb4a
O5bb

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptanceof the application asa
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
NewInternational Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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ges=tiex UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and TrademarkOffice
Address; COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov 

 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEAND FEE(S) DUE

70001 7590 12/02/2019

NIXON PEABODY LLP TRAN, LOC

70 West MadisonStreet, Suite 3500
CHICAGO, IL 60602

2165

DATE MAILED:12/02/2019

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATIONNO.

16/578,238 09/20/2019 Christopher J. Desmond 069366-000002USC3 4358

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional SMALL $500 $0.00 $0.00 $500 03/02/2020

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUSTBE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD
CANNOTBE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN

THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST
TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THEISSUE FEE NOW DUE.

 

HOW TO REPLYTO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUSshownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove.

If the ENTITY STATUSis changed from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,complete section number5 titled
"Changein Entity Status (from status indicated above)”.

For purposesof this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amountof small entity
fees.

II. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur dueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

II. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communicationsprior to issuance to Mail
Stop ISSUE FEEunless advisedto the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Maintenancefeesare duein utility patents issuing on applicationsfiled on or after Dec. 12, 1980.
It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. Moreinformationis available at
www.uspto.gov/PatentMaintenanceFees.
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PARTB - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and sendthis form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mail, send to: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax, send to: (571)-273-2885
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All
further correspondenceincluding the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenancefees will be mailed to the current correspondence addressas indicated unless corrected
below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"for maintenancefee notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address)

70001 7590 12/02/2019 Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

NIXON PEABODY LLP I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United
. . States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope

70 West MadisonStreet, Suite 3500 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being transmitted to
CHICAGO,IL 60602 the USPTO via EFS-Webor by facsimile to (571) 273-2885, on the date below.

(Typed or printed name)

(Signature) (Date)

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATIONNO.

16/578,238 09/20/2019 Christopher J. Desmond 069366-000002USC3 4358

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MANAGINGDIGITAL FILES

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional SMALL $500 $0.00 $0.00 $500 03/02/2020

EXAMINER ART UNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

TRAN, LOC 2165 707-722000

1. Change of correspondenceaddressor indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

2. For printing on the patent front page,list
(1) The namesof up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively, 1
(2) The nameofa single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the names of upto=—-_2
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no namewillbe printed.

 

(I Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached.   
[I "Fee Address” indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form PTO/
SB/47; Rev 03-09 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor type)

  
PLEASE NOTE: Unlessan assigneeis identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assigneeis identified below, the document must have been previously
recorded,orfiled for recordation, as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11 and 37 CFR 3.81(a). Completion of this form is NOTa substitute forfiling an assignment.

(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : (LV individual LJ Corporation or other private group entity (_] Government

4a. Fees submitted: (Llissue Fee (Ipublication Fee (if required) (VAdvance Order- # of Copies
4b. Method of Payment: (Pleasefirst reapply any previously paidfee shown above)

(_] Electronic Payment via EFS-Web (LI Enclosed check (LI Non-clectronic paymentby credit card (Attach form PTO-2038) (J The Directoris hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any overpaymentto Deposit Account No.

5. Changein Entity Status (from status indicated above)
NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be accepted atthe risk of application abandonment.
NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.
NOTE:Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

(I Applicantcertifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29

(I Applicantasserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27  

(I Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.

NOTE:This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications.

Authorized Signature Date
  

Typed or printed name Registration No.
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